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structures have been investigated 

t~ using ""'F>'r~ Diffraction (LEED). The 

from a 

"'JV>"'A.!b!I~Y and conpared as a 

molecular crys ta1s have been 

'l/""""",,,,,,"I;;: unders tanding the 

properties of these ona level. The method of 

onto metal single crystal 

study of the structures of adsorbed monolayers on metal surfaces and of 

the . The 

systems investigated were ~ arrmonia~ naphthalene ~ benzene 1I the 

propionic 
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acid, methanol and methyla.rrine adsorbed and condensed on both Pt (111) 

and Agelll) surfaces. 

The ice (0001), ammonia (111), naphthalene (001), cyclohexane 

(001), n-octane (101) and (001), and n-heptane (001) surfaces have been 

observed on the growing molecular crystals, These surfaces are all 

closely packed planes and are apparently unreconstructed, that is the 

arrangement of molecules at the surface is the same as the arranger.ent 

in the bulk of the crystal. A benzene surface structure was observed 

that can be identified as either the (Ill) plane or as a reconstructed 

surface, Pseudomorphic structures of n-hepta.'1e, n-hexane, and n-pentane 

were observed: 

Electron beam induced ~!lage of the molecular surfaces was 

observed after electron exposures 10-4 A sec cm- 2 at 20 eV. Aromatic 

molecular crystal samples were more resistant to damage than samples 

of saturated molecules. Charging of the molecular surfaces was 

observed at film thicknesses dependent upon the sample, 102 A 

thickness for saturated hydrocarbons, 

and ice and anm::mia. 

The quality and orientation the 

A for aromatic molecules 

molecular crystal films 

were influenced by stbstrate preparation and growth conditions. Either 

randomly oriented or azimuthally disordered films were deposited on 

disordered or contaminated stbstrates. 

Forty ordered monolayer structures were observed. At low 

temperatures, the n-paraffins C4-C8 adsorb on clean Pt(lll) with their 

chain axes parallel to the soostrate surface the Pt <110>. 



on 

most 

, n-heptane, and n-hexane adsorb similarly on Ag(lll). 

adsorbs on ther substrate in a close-packed hexagonal 

with the molecular plane to the substrate. Benzene 

on (111), but can also form other structures. 

+",,,,,,,,,,FI no ordered 

measurements 

nets cons tent 

are 

to 

structures 

to 

The 

registry with 

are 

(111) 

to 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

play an important 

must act 

the cal and 

surfaces. 

of 

a wide 

trent 
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form molecules, and thus there are an infini te number of molecular 

solids, all with unique coooinations of properties. This' is the great 

potential of molecular materials, that through the tmderstanding of 

the correlation of molecular structure wi th solid state properties, 

a molecular solid can be designed to fill any need. 

l\blecular solids are irrportant in many applications. Perhaps the 

most important molecular solids are those that form Ii ving mattero 

The versatility and subtlety of molecular aggregates are nowhere more 

apparent. Plas and polymers are technologi cally irrportant molecular 

SOlids, corrposed of large molecules, that have wide ranges of properties. 

There are many individual appli cations for molecular solids, such as 

photoconductors for photocopying, and energy comters. 

have been developed, such as T'TF-TCNQ, have nearly 

metallic conductivity besides the properties of organic crystals. 

Surfaces can play an irrportant role in determining the properties 

of molecular crystals. In any real environment, solids must endure 

:mechanical or chemical abuse which must act through the surface. 

Adhesion is surface dependent. Vaporization and condensation occur at 

the surface. The most fundamental knowledge necessary to mderstand 

these processes is the molecular arrangement at the surface of the 

solid. 

The conductivity of molecular crystals is known to depend on the 

ronposi tioo of the gas phase over the molecular crystal. 1 The 

mechanism of the effect is not known, but it must involve adsorption 

of a gas :molecule 00 the molecular crystal surface. The adsorbed 

molecule may donate a charge to the SOlid, or contribute to 



the surface conductivity or several other possibilities. To distinguish 

possib it would be helpful to know the structure of 

molecular crystals with 

related to 

structures structure the surface 

are of 

chemi of 

the 

asyrrmetric or chiral 

structures of 

to uate this 

it dynamic 

crys 

to see 

crystals ~ a state 

lattice 

to state occurs melting point. 

in the region 
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The presence a surface should have an on the electronic 

properties of molecular crystals. For example, x-ray photoemission 

studies of t.1.e charge transfer complex TfF-TCNQ suggest that the first 

1-5 layers of (001) are con~osed of neutral molecules, 

not ian 4 Features in the spectrum tetracene have 

been attributed to surface ton o 5 tlons. been 

6 theoretical calculations of the electronic states of molecular crystals. 

interpretation of the experimental the theoretical 

calculations depend on the arrangement the molecules at the surface. 

A further reason for the study of of molecular 

very fundamentaL nature between 

to but to study. 

Crystallography shows the summed over many 

neighbors three dimensions. beam 

techniques have showed promise 

study. 7 structure at 

could serve as nore data 

2. 

It can be seen from these examples experimental determinations 

of the arrangement of at the of a solid 

would of great It just de termina Hons were 

the of is research, and are reported 
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The experimental technique used in this thesis is LEED, 

LEED is the most useful probe the structure of surfaces at an atomic 

not 

set 

gTeatly contributed to the modern understanding of 

9 semiconductors, and some insulators. 8 LEED has 

rare solids,9 until this 

not applied to 

are formidable reasons why molecular crys surfaces have 

th LEED on strong interaction of 

matter specificity, The 

to cause considerable damage to 

are almost poor 

, they may 

experiment. 

the vacuum 

of 

and high treatment are not 

condi tions .must 

if LEED to employed of crystal 

A research been to de fine a use ful 

experimental the s rudy of surfaces molecular 

using LEED, 



An experimental procedure has been found LEED study 

of molecular crystals. The technique borrows from the previous work on 

rare gas crystals. 9 The technique consists of growing thin molecular 

crystals by vapor deposition onto a 

LEED vacuum chamber. 102 

metal single crystal in the 

A thickness do not develop 

a signi cant potential under electron bombardment. Low temperatures 

growth under vacuum condi tions. Preparation of the samples 

in situ insures surfaces. The single crystal substrate 

serves as a ready calibration standard the instnnnent, and in most 

cases the single crystal substrate serves to orient deposi ted 

film so a finite are 

the 

works 

surface 

exhibi film cannot chosen by the 

experimenter. some success in finding conditions 

favor a certain most cases was no 

experimental control. systematic 

of the 

technique two extra study 

the structures of 

the the 

vantage point of 
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The inportance of studies of adsorbed molecular monolayers cannot 

overestimated. The adsorption of molecules plays a large role in 

, lubrication, corrosion, and Fairly frequently, 

rolecules form ordered structures. The study these 

LEED its infancy, holds promise 

monolayer 

xucture .. A was to structures 

monolayers conclusior~ about 

some also, and the growth 

trates a good model 

conpared with 

encourage 

substrate. 

structures 

structure are 

crystal 

to the known properties 

is known of at the 

a molecular review of 

ds known to is and 
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macroscopic terms, and does not speculate on the arrangement of 

molecules at the surface. ll 

Burton and Jura have performed model culations for an argon 

(100) surface, and have shown that is thermodynamically possible 

surface atoms to assume a geometry unlike bulk (100) 

, that is to reconstruct. 12 (100) faces of ,Pt, and Au 

are known to reconstruct, as do many semiconductor surfaces,8 The 

non-spherical shapes of molecules and the complex potentials between 

roolecules may make surface reconstruction possib Whether surfaces 

molecular crystals reconstruct or not is a major question to be 

answered, 

possibility the 

A 

on the surface of ice near 2 

interpreted to mean 

to , and that similar layers 

While of 

these interpretations incorrect, 

noncrystalline state may be the normal state of 

in some 

crystal structures molecular ;;;>V.L .... ".., 

in several ways, and the extension of 

to the surface 

at of a 

postulated and 

photoemission data 

layer is stable 

'Hy,.,-.,,.,,,,,,, bonded 

the first 

that a 

crystal 

theoretically 

calculational 



A 

tenus 

to 

simplest way to explain molecular crystal structures is to 

intermolecular potential as being attractive at 1 distances 

atomic diameters centered on the atoms of the molecules, 

repulsi ve at distances less than the atomic diameters. 

ex-tens 

as hard sphere atoms, and 

stIUCture- structure 

structures can be 

molecular 

are not 

to 

atom-atom potentialS, that 

a VCr) expression, and 

VCr) is 

tal 

interaction 

~ and 

sufficient precis 



these general methods specific additional forces to hydrogen 

bonding or charge trans 

apply these types of 

must be added. It should to 

culations to the problem structures. 

such calculations have appeared. The quaU tati ve aspects of the 

intermolecular potentials should be useful 

this thesis. 

considering the 

4. Adsorbed 

have also been few experimental studies of structures 

adsorbed large molecules. The most exhaustive examination of 

molecular monolayers that Lander lI,,--' 18 Th d IO.!IUIT1Son. ey use 

to inorganic and organic molecules on 

(0001) . 1,3~ tribromobenzene, 

found 

structures 3 and 

They did not see LEED from monolayers of benzene~ 

__ .. ", ... ,.'u"" anthracene, hydroquinone, 

to a crystal 

bulk structure ] . between 

ordered P"'~"'M were Br. 

Lander and of condensed 

structures. 



to 

Gland and Somorjai observed adsorption of many organic 

with LEED at room temperature on PtCll1) (100).19 ~lly 

",n,::."""",,,,,,, benzene 9 and naphthalene on 

were 

on 

on 

(111) produced well ordered 

on NI 

were 

on the (111) 

to 

were thought 

were s by 

water 

monolayer 

irreversibly. 

of n-heptane, 

found no 

no 

or 

and 

been studied 

a number 

and Yu, 

organic 

molecules or condensed at tenperatures were 

no 

to the gas 

changes 

spectra. 

molecules had 



such as formation of a chemisorpti ve bond. When warmed, 

however, benzene, ethylene, and acetylene formed boods to the Ni (111) 

substrate, as evidenced by dlanges in the photoemission spectra. 23 

These studies show that low are necessary to adsorb 

on inert substrates to prevent dissociation 

on active substrates (Ni, At temperatures, 

saturated molecules must surfaces through phys forces 

(dispersion or , thus should be between 

the behavior of these molecules and of A 

amoun t been made in s physically 

monolayers e anenable to 

treatment. A was recently 

by Landman and Kleiman. 

5, 

of Gland19 well on 

j so it was which molecular 

were 

molecules. Another 

chosen as the other to 

of gases j so contrasts substrate 

The (Ill) of The lattice 

of silver is 4\ 

strates are easily cally 

9 and the contrast on these substrates 

aid in 



were 

u I 
if 

The experirrents perforl'OOd for this study were done wi th the goals 

determining surface structures of molecular solids ~ 2) evaluating 

utili ty of lo.v energy electron scattering tedmiques in the study of 

surfaces, studying adsorbed :monolayers of roolecules, and 

the crystals on single crys 

trates . Because phenorrena studi were not well 

experinentally or theoretically 9 fteen different rnlecules 

a ",""H .. JI. ... be observed, and empirically 

structure if The :molecules studied were H20 9 

$ acetic acid, propionic 

paraffins, n-octane through 

a wide variety 

chemical 

:;!;tructures, 

and 

structures were 

were Because of 

of 

(H20, nethanoI, 

structures of these 

have experimentally convenient 

(Ill) and Ag(lll) the 

difficulty 

lEED beam 

as pressure and ter.perature 

mED surface structure 

properties of a wide 

were to obtain 

No at determination 



of surface unit mesh structure directly with LEED was made. The 

resul ts of the experiments were correlated wi th crystal structures, 

rolecular geometry, polari ty and other known properties of the molecules. 

In addition 9 several more detailed studies were performed to investigate 

specific problems. These are a LEED intensity measurement 

thermal desorption experiments of the n-paraffins on (111), and 

measurements of the work functirn change of Pt (lll) and Pt (l00) upon 

adsorption of the n-paraffins. 

Chapter two of this thesis surrmarizes the relevant theory of LEED 

and dOCUll'ents the experimental procedures employed, Chapter three 

the loogest and most important chapter. In it all experimental results 

are given9 and discussion of individual results made. The experi

mental results for pairs of related molecules are presented together, 

and the results from pairs of are compared. four 

draws overall conclusions from the individual results about the structures 

of molecular crys tals and monolayers. Olapter five final 

chapter» and it sUl11Tlarizes the important conclusions made 9 and proposes 

further experiments. 
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I I . 'IHE EXPERI]\1ENT 

1. rEED 

Low-Energy Electron Diffraction (LEED) is an experimental technique 

to the structure the of a condensed phase. In the 

p a monoenergetic beam electrons directed at a 

The scattered electron waves constructively or destructively 

p and the angular tribution of the scattered electrons is 

The electron distribution can be used to extract t~e arrange-

26 27 scatterers in the sarrple surface. t 

LEED bears the same relation to surface 

to crys structure. In x-ray 

the three 

trans the 

ties of the are used to the structure 

cell. of beams 

imal periodicity of the surface net, and the 

of the reflectims carry informatim determining the 

surface mesh. Mlch the analysis developed 

diffraction applies to LEED, however th~re 

are significant differences that make 

theoretically more difficult. 

uniquely surface sensitive 
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The de Broglie wavelength of an is given by: 

A '"' hlp 

A(A) .. 1I5(j.4/eV 

h ~ Planck's constant 

p ~ electron momentum 

eV .. kinetic energy electron 

Thus low energy electrons (lO-lOOOeV) have wavelengths 4-0.4 A, 

similar to interatomic distances and suitable for ffraction from 

crystals. 

The surface sensi tivi ty of LEED the result the short 

:mean paths of low energy electrons in condensed matter. 

A compilation of :mean path data 1. 28 The 

path of low energy than A, or on the 

,'",>",1"'''' of 4 atomic layers, 28,29 Di informatim obtained from 

elastically scattered electrons describes only 

the solid. 

region of 

This statement is based on experimental data obtained largely from 

metallic samples. is valid to questim whether the same statement 

applies to molecular solid surfaces, has been experimental 

In an organic sanple (TIF-'f(}JQ), mean free paths of 10 A were 

found for electrons of energy less than 10 eV, Powell quotes a value 

100 A for 1000 eV electrons a-Iodostearic acid, but discounts it 

favor of a 30 29 Recently, widely values of 

meill, paths have been obtained for 10- 30 eV electrons in rare gas solids. 31 

were 1-5 A for electrons of energy 10 above threshold for 
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for inelastic scattering, but 103 A for electrons with just the 

threshold energy. This behavior is likely to also describe the behavior 

of electrons molecular crystals. If the electron energy is above an 

electronic excitation threshold, its mean free path likely to be short. 

The s urf8.ce sens iti vi ty of lEED arises the strong 

interaction of low energy electrons th matter. The strength of the 

interaction considerably complicates the ~~alysis of the experimental 

data. X-ray structure analysis depends on the interaction of x-rays 

with matter. JU collected x-rays are likely to have been scattered 

once in the crystal, and the incident x-ray intensity the same for 

each scattering unit of the sample. 

In' , multiple scattering events are probable. The short free 

paths of electrons result in a decreasing incident beam inten~;i ty 

as depth L"1 the crystal increases. Both of these 

considered, Further, the potential energy of an 

must be 

in a solid is 

not well kna..n, and this determines the nature of the individual 

scattering events. 

Theories have been developed that account for effects and 

reproduce LEED data well. 32 They require much effort in computation 

and have been applied to systems relatively from a chemis tis 

point of view, These theories do not rectly transform LEED data into 

surface structural parameters, but instead provide results based on 

assumed parameters that must be col1l'ared to data. Good agreement 

theory and experiment is taken as support a proposed structure, but 

there is no assurance that another uncompared structure would 



less The only surface structure of an adsorbed :molecule solved 

to (111) 0 Application realis ti c LFED 

to will 

to 

structure 

scat 

amounts of data so that the 

intensity 

effort 

a lar 

amount 

to 

to of a 

structure calcula-

sample, 

two 

structure 
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and chemical properties of the substrates and molecules to support 

models for the surface structure. Finally, the data obtained for the 

large nurrber of samples was compared and used as empirical support for 

the coocl us ioos this thesis. 

2. Kinematic LEED Theory 

In this sectioo a summary of useful results of the kinematic 

LEED theory will be given. As stated above, kinematic theory is not 

an exact description of the experiments, but in many cases the results 

of kinematic theory the data extremely well, and in other cases 

there is no more exact framework for interpretatioo of experimental data. 

The relation LEED beam positions, intensities, and appearances 

to the two-dimensional surface net, the interatomic spacing in the 3rd 

dimension, the amplitude of surface vibrations, the structure in the 

wit cell, and the degree of order the surface will be shown. The 

summary is largely taken from the review by Webb and Lagally, 26 and 

the boOk by Guinier. 37 

When an electron is incident upon an isolated spheri potential 

such as an atom, a scattered spherical wave is produced. The amplitude 

of the elastically scattered wave CA) is related to that of the incident 

wave ("'0) by a factor f(e ,E), the atomic scattering factor. 

lL >II! exp i k .. r 
-1) .:::0-

exp (i k " r) 
A B f( e ,E) --,-.,---.--

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 



~) 
/ / J' :/ .~) d .,,} 

atomic scattering factor gives the phase and ~1i tude the 

electron wave energy E scattered into the angle 9. A calculation 

factors LEED been made 

li each scatte:rer. 

i ) ( 

(6) 

over path to and from 

sum can be 

e i (7) 

to 

structure of 

e i., 

ect 

a(r) and 
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infinite scatterer with the same atomic arrangerrent as the object. 

Invoking a well knCPt.ll1 property of fourier transforms, 

A(S) '" r (§) ~ Z(§) 

reS) "" (I') exp ie§. .. r)dr 

Ze§) '" ff~,(!.ge,E) exp i(§. " r)dr 

The operation denoted by ~ is the convolution, or faltung operation 

defined as: 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

First the case of an infinite object will be considered. In this case 

a(r) .. 1 for all r. 

t) (5) the Di rac de 1 ta MCtion. 

A(S) '" o(§) II! Z(S) '" Z(S) 

G,E) 

Diffraction from a"., ..... ..,. ... 

A crystal is defined by a matter distribution that repeats 

along every translation 

+rc 

b, and £. are the real space lattice vectors 

The structure of the repeating (the cell) is 

N atoms of atomic scattering factor fn at tim 2n where 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(IS) 

by a set 
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a ... y b'" z c - n - n-
(16) 

Xp y, z are fractions, 

amplitude scattered by an infinite crystal is (Eq, 5) 

pqr 

two s urns can be 

unit cell 
~ I 

n 
i (S • p ) 

- "'i1 

i · l' 

i ® 

on s truc:tu:re 

be considered 

Inserting the defini 

i ,. 

n 

) 

f exp i @ (1' .. P )] (17) 
n j)qr 41 

exp i(S • l' ) 
- -pqr 

(18) 

(19) 

a contribution 

a contribution 

lattice. The properties 

vectors CEq. 15) 

(20) 

three distinct sums 

involving and Each sum becomes a raw of t'5 functions with 

determined by the 
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S @ b "" 2nk (21) 

i are integers, 

The amplitude has a value (an infinite value) only when these 

conell tions are met, and these condi can be stated in terms of a 

lattice in a space measured in (length) 9 the reciprocal lattice: 

~ 11 
S l!l< -+k:b -+ t.:= ""~! 

* 2'!T(bxc) 
a "" a·bxc ---

* 2'!T(£x~ 
b "" a.bxc ---
* 2'!TCa x£) (22) c ". 

~:bx£ 

A(~ - F(S) L 0 (23) 
hkl 

Thus for an inUni te crystal, value 

only points of the reciprocal , and at S "" ~l' the intensity 

The inp1ication of can 

For a given wave of wave vector !o incident 1.4>00 a 

intensi ty will be found in the direction of only 

The crystal lattice in real space 

symmetrical relationship. 

in 

(24) 

:manner. 

, diffracted 

(25) 

lattice have a 

experiment to find 
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etc. (26) 

reciprocal lattice vectors, and transforms them according to Eq. 26 

to the real space lattice vectors. The determination of the 

1 is ghtfoThiard if the k's are known, 

Ik I depends on wavelength of the radiation, and in LEED upon 

of the incident The energy of an electron in 

vacuum general not equal to the energy of the electron in a 

II it requi res an amount of energy equal to the work 

order to remove an electron a solid. Thus electrons 

a , that is, 

are 1he opposite 

occurs as wave length of an 

in the I!l. inner potential 

Vo defined as an electron in a solid. 

on the , however it is usually 

as a constant. 

E ~E + 

Ik I (VacULml) '" (2mB) ( 
ev)1I2 

~ 2'IT 150.4 

Ikl (solid) "" [2m(E+V) ]1/2/h "" 2'IT eV+Vo ( 
)
112 

o \150.4 (27) 

of the must known to measure the crystal 

in the direction to 



Vo can be considered to be a conplex energy. 

Vo = Vo + i V . r 01 
(28) 

The :bnaginary part of the inner potential, V oi adds an imaginary part 

to the electron wave vector which results in decay the electron 

intensi ty as it propagates through the crystal. This a description 

of the short mean paths electron described earlier. (Section II-I) 

If the electron anplitude is attenuated by a fraction a for ea~~ 

length 1£1 into the crystal, the sum of Eq. 20 involving £. becomes 

00 

I ar exp i(~ • r £) 
I""O 

which is a geometric series equal to 

2 (1 + ex ~ cos S 0 

-1 (29) 

This function a value at all values of S, and maxima at 

(R, "" integer) 

The maxima are in the positions 

attenuation. This factor is one cause for 

case of no 

LEED beam 

intensity as E (and thus S) is The decay of electron intensity 

the crystal makes the third diffraction condition invalid. For 

LEED, , 2S becomes: 

where the swscript 

the surface which 

experiment, each di 

by (11,k). 

"" kOI .. G. 

Ie 
!Ill h a .. k 

denotes corrponent 

the lattice vectors 

beam 

(30) 

iI!l~ 

vector parallel to 

a b. the LEED -
to a ~ and indexed 



If other causes of structure in the plots of I(h~k) vs E 

(such as multiple scattering) are absent, the energy positions of 

maximum in tens can be used to measure the spacing of the planes 

to the The :maxima are gi Yen by 

s @ C 

If c cular to ~ makes an angle to the surface 

"" I I + 

component 

and the intensi ty maxima are 

2 2 
- kOl!] 

] (31) 

to surface, 

c "" 
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Inserting the appropriate expressions~ 

Thus a plot of E vs, an integer squared will give a line with slope 

proportional to c- 2 and intercept -Vo/cos2¢o' In appropriate cases 

this allows the determination of the spac at the surface, 

The Widths of Diffracted Beams 

The effect of the finite the crystal will be considered 

(32) 

now. . (9) showed that the scattered amplitude was the convolution 

of the Fourier transform of the object form factor and the scattered 

amplitude of a hypothetical infinite scatterer, For an infinite crystal, 

amplitude was to 

points space. 

The amplitude 

This sum 

A(~) 'V I o(~
ill 

by a 

A(~) 'V 1:(~) 

individual convolutions 

'V I 1: (S) * 0 - r... _ ) 
hkl - ~ 

'V I 1:(S-
hkl -

scattered amp1 limited to a 

sisting of the function t(~) repeated at 

reciprocal of the 

only at a set of 

(23) 

(33) 

(34) 

(35) 

space con-

(h,k,l) of the 



In two dimensions 9 as in LEED, this corresponds to the intro-

duction of width in the plane parallel to the surface the reciprocal 

rods (h,k). Instead of beams of infinitesimal width corresponding 

~ o(~l - ~) 9 

t(SIl L which 

LEED, of 

the diffracting 

o 

I 

, 2), one can 

to size L 

S. near reciprocal 

given by 

the Fourier transform the shape of the 

the diffracting region on 

given by a parallelogram of sides 

L (36) 

L L 

(38) 

construction 

of diffracted half-width ~ 

(39) 
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This the Scherrer equation. seen from . z 
optics partially corrects for the cos~ factor~ 

Thus the larger the di ffracting area ~ the smaller the LEED beam 

width. The Scherrer equation is of Ii ttle use the domain size is so 

small that the diffracted beams are not detectable, or so large that the 

equation predicts a beam width smaller than that attainable by the 

instrument. The LEED instrument is limited to producing a beam coherent 

over a range of 102-103 A9 and domain s larger than the instrumental 

coherence width produce beam widths characteristic of the coherence 

width of the instrument. 39 Measurements of beam \;\ridths from the instru-

men t in th is study 

possible 

dimension and poorly 

an ins coherence width of - 80 A. 

structure to ordered one 

til sma 11 domain wi dths 9 the orthogonal 

In this case the diffracted beams are :narrow in one direction, 

elongated in • That 

the two-dimensic:nal structure 

F(SU) a I i (Su " ~) (40) 
n 

~I lit ~ Ill! ha It ... (30) 

F(hk) s I i [ ... " ... y. b) 
n 11-' 

Perfonning dot 9 

F(hk) s I (41) 
n 
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cos 

771·49 

/ 
I' 

2. Ewald construction showing how width of the 
reciprocal lattice rods caused by finite domain size results 
in the Scherrer equation. The curvature of the LEED 
screen partially compensates for the cos ~ term in the 
Scherrer equation. 
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Since the intensity of a LEED beam depends on IF (hk) 1
2, the beam 

intensi ties can be used to learn about the structure the unit celL 

There are other factors entering into the intensity expression such as 

that given by Eq, (29) and multiple scattering, A relation 

between in tens i ties that is independent of E or e be due to the 

structure factor. 

Three particular cases are derived here, both for examples and 

because of their relevance to observations to be presented later. 

i) Centered Cell 

this case there are two unlike scatterers per unit cell and one is 

in the center of the 

F(hk) "" 

'Yl) "" (0 

(Xz,yZ) ~ (1/2,1/2) 

exp i n (h + k) 

(h+k) even F,.. 

the scattering powers of the scatterers are similar, beams with 

(h+lc) even will be much brighter than beams with (h+k) odd, 

ii) Cell with to a 

(42) 

each scatterer at (x,y), there will be an equivalent scatterer at 

(x + l/Z, -y) because 

terms like: 
{exp 

,.. [f 
n 

. F(hk) will a sum of 

(hx+ ky) + 2'1Ti [h - ley]} 

hx] 2ni ky + 2ni(1/2h-ky)] 



when k ~ 0, these terms become: 

( 43) 

[1+ i nil] ... :2 if h even 

<!!!< 0 h 

to a 1 (byO) h 

similarly if 

odd are 

parallel to ~P 1 be~ (O,k) 

If the 

structure, resul t is true even 

but contents 

a.re This can occur 

is 

are structure 

t by vectors !# 

will at 

~N « p « N 

-N « q « N 
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There are (IN-I) 2 scatterers per uni t cell 

FCh,k) '" I exp 2rri [h(pal+qbl ) + k(paz+qbz)] p,q 
(44) 

This is similar to the equation for the amplitude scattered by a 

small crys tal. As was seen in case, the value of the ftmction 

[in this case of F(hk)] is maximum when the quanti ties in parentheses 

are integers but the function has a breadth l/Nabout these maxima. 

The result is that only the overlayer beams near the maxima of FCh.k) 

have any intensity. For e~le, if in one dimension the periodicity 

in the unit cell was 2/9 of the overall periodicity, only those over

layer beams of index h where h(2/9) was near an integer would have 

appreciable intensity. These would be h "" 0,4,5 ,etc. 

To this point, equations have been given for the case of perfect 

crystalS, that is crystals with each atom exactly at the positions 

defined in equations IS and 16. In real crystals there are two types 

of deviations from perfection. 

first type of disorder is characterized by existence 

the ideal lattice of eq. ,but tx'1 random deviatioos in the struc-

ture of the unit cell. These deviations take the form of positional 

disorder, such as that caused by thermal motion, or the form of 

substitutional disorder such as the incorporatim of an inpurity atom 

into the lattice. In this first type of disorder, there is no 

correlation of the deviation from eq. 16 in one unit with the 

deviation in any other unit , and long range order is dis turbed 

no more than short range order. 
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In a structure with disorder of the second type, there is a 

distribution of possible distances between any two neighbors. The 

magnitude the deviations from the ideal spacing increases as the 

intermediate atoms increases. If the width of the distribu" 

ings is the structm-e is am:nphous; 

of the distribution of nearest neighbor spacings zero, 

is Disorder of the second type destroys long 

The two types 

ffraction patterns. 

distinctly different 

can take other forms on surfaces also. One form of 

degeneracy, nlll1Der of substrate 

structural domains, 

OllS waves from 

domains. Anothe:r f:ror.! a 

zes of domains ~ causing the to spli t about 

by an amount p:ropo:rtional 

ze. 43 

expected from an 

of the 

A relevant e~le 

'W'\,J!-'''''-'ldU by vibrations 

the 

the 

of disorder is that 

As the nlll1De:r of 

excited increases with tempe:rature, the extent the disorder 

the diffraction shows a temperature dependence. 

a t approximation, the vib:rational motion can be desc:ribed as 

isotropic deviations from ideal lattice positions. deviations 



can be described by adding an instantaneous displacement 1\, to the 

position of each atom as defined in eq. 16. The structure factor 

(eq. 19) becomes 

F (~ "" I f exo is· (p +u ) - n' - '-i1--fl n 

Again assuming all atoms are similar, 

/F(S) 12 = Ifl2 I I exp i S·(p +u -p -u ) 
- "1l --fl 411 --rn nm 

Because the motion of the atoms is rapid on the time scale of the 

measurer.ent, the thermal average is required 

FeS) 2 ::; I FO (S) ,2 )~ < exp [i~_ • (~-!k)J> 
:n,rn 

IF 0 (S) ,2 is the square of the structure of a ctys tal with 

(45) 

(46) 

(47) 

motionless atoms as described by Eq. (19). Using the assLmlption that 

the vibrational amplitudes are small and isotropic 

2M is the Debye-Wal 

F(S)2 "" IFOCS) 12 exp - 2M 

factor. 

2M "" < CSo£J2 ) 

In the high temperature lindt of Debye mode 1, 

2M "" 12h
Z
! (eVSin

2 
) 

mk 82 1 O. 
D 

The resul t of thennal disorder is to 

( 48) 

(49) 

(50) 

intensi ty of the 

diffracted beams by a factor exponentially dependent on the magnitude 

of the scattering vector IS I, and the temperature of the solid. 

In the LEED experiments, for a given diffracted beam (h,k), the 



j 

u 'U 

intensity will fall lA,rlth increasing beam energy as Isl 
to El/2. 

The Debye-Waller factor is a number and has no effect on the 

tribution temperature not 

to the 

44 

to :measure 

atoms, and effective Debye 

have been 

.4 2.0 

Disorder of can to 

building a neighbors only 

has been 

crystals in ffraction studies and also this 

apparent LF..ED s es molecular 

effect of disorder the second type on a 

can be seen by consi a one dimensional in which 

the average lattice spacing a p lA,rJth a Gaussian distribution 

nearest neighbor distances t.. h the nearest 

neighbor distance 00 00, 
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hnCx) ~ hex) * ... * hex) Cn times) (51) 

The crystal is now made of an overall distribution of matter with 

respect to a given atom at x. For the case of a monatomic imperfect 

crystal with atomic scattering factor f, the distribution of 

scattering power is 
00 00 

f(x) "" f[(6(x) + I h Cx) + L h (-x)] 
n n n n 

The diffracted amplitude is given by Eq, (9) 

AC§) := z:(§) * Z(§) 

For the assumed Gaussian distribution, Eq. (11) gives: 

f(l-p2) 

1+ -2pcos2'1Tsa 

p ~ exp(_2'1T2S2~2) 

At small values of P, the result of large values of s and ~, 

(52) 

(9) 

(53) 

Z(s) approaches unity, and diffraction uni form wi th s. For crys tals 

wi th this type of disorder then, diffraction features observed at 

large I§.I becorre broadened and dim. The specular beam, 511 "" 0, 

remains re la ti ve sharp, broadened only by l: C§), the result of the fini te 

size of the diffraction area. Beams in the diffraction pattern 

becorre progressively broader and weaker farther from the specular 

beam. 

I§.I depends on the energy, and disorder of the second 

resul ts in a decrease of intensity with energy. The LEED pattern from 

a crystal with this type of imperfection fades into a background at 



vol tages 9 wi th the of in tensi ty to angular 

structure , the of 

oxrren twas 

3) • 

e through a potential 

tc 

are at 

more to 
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: _o:i--~ Crystal Manipulator 

grids =.:;, 
\ \ \ 

\ '\ \ 
\ \ \. 

\ \ \ 
\ \ 

ELECTRON 
GUN 

XBL 703-5S6 

Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of a LEED apparatus. 



Photography of the patterns was necessary for measurements of 

reciprocal net dimensions. Because of the sensitivity of 

to electron irradiation, photographic exposure times were 

as possible through the use of a lens and fas t 

was a 7 

was 

us 

A 

canr:era near 

exposures were 5 sec. at 

of good 

to record some multilayer 

2) was used to allow 

net space 

of the 

net vectors» 

to 

find 

an spaced row 

trans 

A 

a row 

between 

to 

rs t net vector 

""",~nY'.n net vector. 46 

to 
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structure of the :metal. The curvature the LEED optics causes a 

distortion of the pattern if it is viewed from a finite distance. 

This distortion takes the form of an apparent anplification of the 

distance of a point from the LEED screen center. The amplification 

increases with distance from the LEED screen center. This distortion has 

been (:;orrected according to the Varian LEED Instruction Manual. 48 The 

effect of the beam voltage on the size of the pattern corrected by the 

nultiplication of the measured length by a factor proportional to 

eVl/2• The diffraction condition is 

¢ and ¢o are the angles of k !o from 

~I" cos ¢ 

2'lT Gbk .. ~ [cos¢~cos~o] 

(30) 

nonnal, 

(54) 

(55) 

The measured distance beams proportional 

to [cos~-cos~O]. The distance must 

From S -30 :measurements of each I were 

above II and averaged to evaluate the magni tude 

vectors. These were then inverted with 

by eVl/'2 to find I ~I . 

net 

substrate reciprocal 

net vectors to find mesh according to Eq. (26). 

Cartesian coordinates were used to define the net 

may encountered if non-normal coordinate axes are 



. .J 
,; 

I 

Agreement of spot positims is taken as proof that the reciprocal net 

been found. is not necessary that all beams in the cons t ructed 

be observed the experiment, as the nurrber observed 

of to 

a or or II 

not the 

a the 

state:ment e:nce ~ as there is 

Tne exception 

a LEED pattern 

hexagonal 

t 
47 

and should 

net have determined, 

A measurement corrected 

the 

magni 

measurements 

is to 
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Errors 

As an estimate of the uncertainty in the surface mesh dimensions 

determined in this work, the standard deviations of the measurements 

were evaluated. These were usually on the order of 2% for monolayers 

and 5% for mul til ayers . These correspond to the same percentage 

uncertainties in the sizes of real space surface unit meshes. 

In certain cases, the errors were much smaller than those estimated 

from the usual standard deviations of the measurerrents. When a mono-

layer structure was in good registry with the substrate lattice, the 

overlayer net vectors were simply and directly related to the substrate 

net vectors, so there was no additional uncertainty in the vectors 

beyond the uncertainty t."1e substratE vectors. In other cases an 

overlayer diffraction beam was near a substrate beam, such as in 

. 7, 8 and 64, and the overlayer net vector could be determined 

precisely. 

Notatim 

Adsorbate surface tIli t meshes can be defined with respect to the 

• .lk • h· . . 49 suustrate tIllt mes us~g a matrlx notatlDn. If 

slbstrate mesh vectors, the adsorbate mesh vectors can be described as 

and the adsorbate 



'I } ,j 

and a2 are chosen to be separated by 120 0 on the fcc (111) surfaces, 

overlayer unit mesh vectors are separated by the same angle as 

substrate unit mesh vectors, another notation may be used, If 

structure (m :x n) . 

vectors are 

x n) R 

on, 

on are 

4, 

r ron to the 

a core 

to conserve energy, 

vacuum 

a 

atom, as core atoms are by 

atomic environment. 
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Heating Current 

High Voltage 
lectron Gun 

Ion 
Gun 

Samples 

757- 6645 

of the experimental chamber used this 'WOrk, 



J 

surface same reason as low 

matter. present use, 

on 

a 0.1 

es rnust vacuum 

to 

3 



chamber was fitted ~th a low temperature sample manipulator the 

present study. 1be is illustrated schematically in figure 4. 
-9 background pressure of the system was typically 1 x 10 torr. 

Evaporated titanium serves as an efficient certain 

vacuum chamber background gases, notably CO and °2, A fresh surface 

of was always prepared prior to an experiment. The large ion pump 
, 

was connected to the chamber through a 5 inch elbow approximately 16 

inch length to somewhat1imi t the conductance the chamber and 

pump. In this way, any reactive molecular fragments produced in 

ion pump would necessarily suffer several with the 

before the sample area adsorbed 

or to a 

fragments and a problem 

molecular samples were 

a gauge needle L 5 em 

rotatable in a plane perpendicular to 

would 

molecules at 

than the background pressure measured 

the pressure at the 

the thickness of 

introduction decreased contamination 

distribution of BRJIV"HO"-.!')L'.'''''' flux at the 

hydrocarbon 

pumped vacuum systems. 54 

chamber through 

-10 higher 

This estimate 

based on rate of increase 

This method of sample 

.,. ... "IV ... "" by background gases, 

was not 

uniform, however. Tne highest was directly in frant of the needle, 



/ 

width 

molecules was made more 

1 

at a 

on a 

ateT was a 

to 

at half-maximum was :3 :± 1 Jml. 

by directing at 

an 

:5 em :x 2 em x L 5 em, 

to block 

rotat 
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The samples were heated with ternating 

current passed directly through the platinum crystal or the sheet 

upon which the silver crystal was mounted, During the cycle 

which current was flowing, the the LEED optics 

were biased more negative scattered 

electrons. Distortions lEED by fields ting 

heating current were not observed in this The lEED pattern was 

viewed during the half cycle in lrmich no (.'Urrent was flowing, 

Liquid nitrogen was forced through tubing the manipulator 

from a 

to 

under a pressure of 25 

adequate 

.:>e:M.lI<.U.'" was the r{'n~n&>,'r 

support 

copper bars 

nitrogen outside 

1 

of the feed-throughs was 

the throughs, 

temperature 

thermocouple spot 

tantalum 

was 

current 

was 

be measured precisely to wi thin a 

on a scale tens 

temperatures reported 

± 5 f'I"',Cl'TI'""'''-

over a 

thesis are 

This 

A 

by 

was necessary 

leak to the 

to the 

the 3/8 

liquid 

a Chromel-Alumel 

platinum crystal or 

to 

could 

fluctuated 

accurate to 



6, The $anq?les 

s were 

by 

:means, 

were bv 
" 

on each. The 

back reflection 

were pol 

The 

on 

were 

~'''1\f~''.~n by a combination 

by was 

by to torr of 

and a vacuum, to the 



crystal surface from cracking carbon 

the surface during experiments. UpOIl heaLng, 

a graphitic structure with a characteristic 

on 

carbon formed 

LEED pat tern 56 

(fig. 102). This superficial carbon was removed by heating for 30 

minutes in o);:ygen followed heating vacuum. The Auger 

spectrum of the this treatment 

no elements other than platinum and 

less than 5% of a monolayer. This small amount of F'''-'''","W' 

an amount 

had no 

noticeable effect on 

Ag(lll) single 

rod purchased from 

outside of the chamber wa,s simi 

sample except that 

crys tal was 

The surface was 

sputtering. 

and carbon. The presence 

was 

was 

not definitely observed as sulfur was 

beam was 

carbon KLL Auger 

at preventing carbon 

was on the Ta or Ag was removed by 

from a single 

preparation 

the platinum 

1 micron diamond 

supports, 

a silver auger peak 

. Whether the sulfur 

sputtering. 



;/ 
Ii ~,_,'i {.' 0''''-# 

of the the crystal to -return to a 

reproducible state of cleanliness. The Auger spectrum of this state 

compared favorably with published of clean silver. 57 

properties the platlnum and silver substrates are 

I L 5 some ]ographic 

-1 was found to most experiments of 
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1. Selected propert 

inurn 
o 

Distance (A) 300K 2.77 
90K 2. 

5.4 

inurn and 

Silver 

2.89 
2. 

4,7 



Table U~l. Sources and V~lQlf Ilrcssures of iIIOlecubr 

* !!!UiJlJIiIliIl& 

M:>lecule ~1iet' fulf'ity Pressure 

A D C J: Ref 
UlJIl1'1eco 10.411 2M8.7 () 11l~21l 

Matheson Gas 99.99% 10.006 1630.7 I) In~195 

J.T. laker "laker Analyzed" 7.0n 1133.'1 n.l 

Benzene J.T.R. 99~' 9.106 UtIS.!) 29.0 

wHlctane 
Col~ III! 99~' 6.924 1155.1 63.6 

M.C.I. 99~' 6.902 1261.1 56.l 

J.T.I. 99"" ~U!l71 un.s 41.1 

WI-Pentane M.C.B. 99"'% 6.11'16 1075.1 39.9 

n-ll'Iluitane Matheson Gas 99.5' 6.109 935.9 ltt.4 

Gas 99.S\ 6.804 803.8 26.2 

M.C.B. 99~' 6.IU 1201. 5 SO.S 

TrioxllVIe M.C.B. 1.1119 H11.2 26.0 :'130-390 

Acetic Acid MilIIUnbodt gg.7t 1.388 15:n.l 50.1 300-400 '* 
kid EIilllltMlm 99' 6,40l 950.2 lU.1 llO~41O ) 

Methanol M.C.I. 99+' ®l. 0111 1582.1 ll.4 290-360 

Matheson Gas 98' 1.l17 1011. 5 39.9 190-261 

" alternate values for solid-vapor equilibria are 2iven in ref. 101. 



1_1'1) U-:t $tlf'Ul:til.lR$ 

;z;",,~~..z.."""'="'~m:7 -rn 

iltI i «::Ul <II IlIIfrt ![;,eH .f@lI\IlIllI:e 
b 

-~----------.------~.-,~--~""",.~,-~~,,~""~" .. -~.--.~,,-----.---~~'-~.~'------' 

:n ,Uil (62) 

f t 
!'hili 6.n ~ (62) 

Itl} !i.ilI41 (63) 

ltiphthlill_ Ill.ll$ 6.ooJ (64l) .. ~- ~ '.n IMil ('!ill 

l'I-ikUlM 41. 4l.1!il (66,67) 

,1 ~.lil 11 (61) 

,i 1$.11 1«1 (69) 

41. (66,1@) 

Cyl._ i Hi!; 1>116 PH V"! 
'..JI 

Olt T<Ul6 PH ! 

fl"iOlil_ L"It !lId!l:: 31J«I (12) 
4lIi>;;;",,,, 

ki.t n.ll (11) 

hirIp~01Iit !I.~ U@ P'~) 

'.,n ".l~ 41.61 T>}S!l (15) 

41.1ll 41." 4l.'l u© 1<1 s,s ('1'5) 

iJlethr!~ ~- U'll 6.11 WI (16) 

iIIIr.tl1ll !I.n u n. @ Ill!! 
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this thesis, Cont inuous exposure to a flux: in this allowed the 

monolayer surface to come to a form of equilibrium with an effective 

pressure in the 10-7 torr range, This flux also gave a convenient 

multilayer growth rate of ~50A/min. 

through a needle directed at the 

the samples were admitted 

cn- 2sec- l is 

one order of magnitude higher the molecular flux corresponding to 

the pressure measured the chamber durin-E the -experiments, and two 

orders of magnitude higher than the flux corresponding to system 

pressure, 

Initial experiments of the pairs molecules and substrates 

were performed by cooling the substrate in the molecular flux 

room temperature, to temperatures 

took ten minutes from room temperature, Subsequent experiments were 

"",,,,,,,+,,,,,,,,,,,,,.?l by first 

admi tting the .. llV" .. "' ........... " .. 

the sample to a 

sample, Often, 

platinum substrate gave different 

LEED pattern of the sample was viewed 

experiment, but short durations to 

and cooling the 

during the 

the amount damage 

to sample caused by the LEED beam. Photographs were taken whenever 

a new pattern was observed. The photographs are . 
included in the results II 1. The rate damage of the sample 

was noted by recording electron beam e~OO~)Ul necessary to 

or substantially degrade the LEED pattern, recorded 



/ ,) 

rates are subject to the observer's bias. condi under which 

the surfaces of multilayers developed obvious surface charging were 

recorded. 

of the prepared was 

were lament 

observations were 

to convert to 
78 method been 

accurate (to 5%) under controlled conditions. 

across was 

to 

Jneasuremen ts 

to accurate to ± not 

in 

thickness at 

is to roE'!asure 

the amount is in monolayer 

the to a 



this study. A monolayer is taken to enough to cause changes 

in the LEED pattern. The substrate di ffraction beams are clearly visible 

at incident electron nft;o~,y, less than 100 eV when a monolayer 

A monolayer amount adsorbed at temperature above 

at wh 

tion monolayer coverage ignores 

adsorption, and instances where :multi 

to 

than 

a narrow temperature range 

molecular 

LEED beam, 

the 

surfaces~ 

by 

platinum 

The part of the assumed 

possibi Ii ty of mul tHayer 

have at terrperatures 

been observed 

tempera ture . 

by exposure 

could be 

of the 

would charge 

samples 

structures be 

can-

on 

con

graphite 

(111) is 

could 

n~'FWr·~n experiments. 



The of the (Ill) experiments were to 

00 the of the platinum surface. These experiments were 

repeated, starting from a cleaned substrate, from 2-10 times~ 

00 of the :results. The silver '1tJas to 

only slowly during 

was times one 
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(111) pattern. 

At the onset of the experiment, the ptelll) diffraction spots are 

sharp, distinct contrast to the more diffuse new 

fi1nl grows, The diffract at 

x 

water continues, 1 

more 

ness 

layer on the metal surface. 

sec- 1 , to no 

on incident 

not markedly with 

that develop 

7, the 

(0,0) 

it 

6) 0 

4, dimens ion 0 

to the ordered ice 

of greater 
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a bright, 
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orientation 

LEED beams. 

to ours~ 

preferred 9 as judged by 

unit 

mesh, 

1% <;; 

water 

I> or as 

The structure a 

conformation with 

structure shown 

structure 

1) > parallel 

30" 

to or 

from 

to hcp (0001) or fcc (111) 

manner the first monolayers 

273K at to have a 

on > and 
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ments show that this mobile layer does not exist appreciably at terr~era~ 

tures below 260K,13 Recently photoemission data has been interpreted in 

terms of a liquid-like surface layer at temperatures down to 110K,14 

view of the present results, that the ice crysta11 me to 

l5SK, this interpretation not acceptable, 

distinction structures could be made 

diffraction bearn The of the di 

could indicate either the hcp structure is present, or 

symmetric structure present in the two equivalent domain 

on (111), Kinematical diffraction theory predicts 

LFED profiles expected from hcp 

in III-Id, and 

structure, 

of lattice on 

explained terms of a of epitaxy, 

III-l~ 6% the corre-

distance on and 10% smaller than on the 

, when 30° from the metal 

may increase the interfacial 

ion so that it is compar-

to the interfacial energy of the parallel orientation, The parallel 

mismatched to the silver lattice, but in absolute 

terms, the lattice is 0.4A larger than the metal lattice. This 

mismatch comparable to the mismatches of 30° orientations, 

The parallel on platinum is mismatched by 8% or 0,7A, the 

mismatch of the this orientation not 



-1 Lattice mismatch 

========< =,== 

Ice on platinum and silver (111) 

cent from 

30" 
) 

-.7A 

not observed 
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observed. 

Rapid (about one minute) cooling the clean Pt substrate is 

to produce ice diffraction patterns. Slow cooling allows 

gas molecules to preferent 

is 

) to the chemisorpt 

can be 

diffraction angle, 

the 

size ignores 

of the crystal 

adsorb on the substrate before 

to condense. The 

on (111) 

Due to of 
R' common vacuum chaJnber contaminants, v •• 

was not a problem, and the 

, although of general 

ice films grown on Pt(lll). 

of adsorption of 

240 and 450K, 

scatterers 

approx-

of the 

equation. 

(II -39) 

wavelength of the electron, 

UVAI!<:ILJ.H width. This equation gives 40)\ 

growing film. For the 

reduced below 30A. This estimate 

broadening, to small 

also contribute to the 
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diffraction spot width. 

The large lattice mismatches between the ice 

metal surfaces perhaps contribute to this limited 

dislocations the to 

contrast 9 rare on 

behavior of 

chemical in 

in the rare 

deposition a disordered at 

so reported 

was 

not 

diffraction 

energies. High 

seen. production 

water by an 80 eV 

probably 

crystal, an insulator~ not charge up 

lattice and 

by 

In 

to 

van 

temperatures 

diffraction 

as the 

to be 

from a 

83 reported 

at 

over lOOO~» allowing LEED experiments to be performed on samples 

this Hamill84 observed 

mnlr~rl angstroms thickness not charge up under an beam. 

mechanism not 
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Mikhailova report a secondary emiss for icc 

of 2.2 at 100 eV. 85 If the secondary electron emission coefficient 

remains that high at the lower voltages for our observations, 

surface charge would be easily removed. 

was 

llO-200K 

adsorption condensa-

Pt (111) to NH3 vapor 

uuu\.-cu a Pt (111) - (2 x 2) -NH
3 

tilayers of ammonia were 

mult showed LEED patterns 

or ible in 

(111) substrate 

vector 

Pt 

(Fig, 13) and 

spots, 

constant as grew to 

of over 4000A. were obscured by 

the at 2000~ if the LEED electron 

was Charging would be observed at greater 

as to 

ammonia di were electron 
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of mult Bayers 
are produced 

orientations 

b, about eV 
c, ,5 eV 

NH3 condensed on PtClll), 
the same surface net~ but 

that net with respect 
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beam bombardment. 
-s -? 

With current densities of 5 x 10 A em '"" ~ the di 

tion pattern would deteriorate noticeably after ten minutes of bomhardJllent 

at 40 eV, and after one minute of bombardment at 60 eV. 

Under certain growth conditions, probably determined by contamination 

(111) substrate by carbon, multilayers would grow wi th an unde-

surface stnlcture, and the multilayer he faceted. 

effect probably due to carbon contamination was the formation 

a monolayer structure whose diffract pattern resembled a C2x2) 

with the overlayer beams split two spots (Fig. 14). 

y complex behavior was so observed during adsorption and 

on ing of the silver crystal 

produced the ion a (2x structure 

temperature range of lOS-155K (Fig. 15). Exposure of the clean 

cold silver crystal to amrnonia vapor range of 

l05-11SK produced another monolayer structure, 
1.6 -3.3 

3.3 5.0 
The 

1'n, 

pattern from this structure is shown Fig. 16. This structure is 

with mesh vector l2.8A oriented parallel to Ag<321>. With 

substrate temperature less than 110K, multilayers of ammonia condense. 

deposited upon the (2x2) or hexagonal monolayers 

described above have faceted surfaces. 

Exposure the clean Ag(lll) surface to ammonia vapor at temperatures 

l05K produces still other surface structures. With approximately 

monolayer exposure, a complex, unindexed monolayer pattern was observed 

(Fig, 17). Warming of this structure to -- 115K caused formation of 
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a, UED pattern at 14 eV ofl ~:~ 
on Agel11), The specular beam 
electron gun tube, 

b, Diagram of a, showing two 
of the prtffiitive reciprocal net, 

-3.3/' 5.0 monolayer of ]\,lH3 

to right of the 

ions 



, '/ 
J' ,_J 



Xl~n ;(l() ! 11)0 



the Agelll) - (2 x2)NH3 structure, Continued exposure below 1IOK 

multilayer growth. The mul tHayer surface produced a diffraction 

shovm in Fig. 18. This surface structure was not faceted. The 

of this structure 7.4J{., with the mesh vector oriented in 

most often orientation was parallel 

same ion tern was observed as mult 

to over 3000J{. 

is a ionship the 7. 4A muH i1 r mesh 

the length 7. 

7 c vector.. 

a 

structure 

63 

(lll) , with a 

dimens 

is a representation 

of 81flJnonia. 

NH3 (111) 

forms of solid ammonia, Two 

structuTe (Fig. 16). TI1e 12. latt'[cC' 

latt vector, and directed 30° 

7. 

as it is 

the same 

The 

(P23, Z ~ 4; 

smne s)1nmetry as the 

7.l9l dnnension, within 

experimental uncertainty. 

of molecules in the 

ion of the observed surface 

possibil of metastable, non-

86 phases have been reported, 

structures have not been determined. The metastable phases 
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were fonned tmder the same conditions used in this work, slow deposition 

from the vapor, onto a substrate at near 77K. It is quite possible that 

a metastable form has been grown during these experiments, and it is 

possible that the measured 7.4A mesh parameter is some constant of the 

metastable lattice. 

The 7.4A mesh was grown on each substrate with orientation, 

most frequently with the ammonia surface mesh vector parallel to 

metal <541>, as illustrated in Fig. 20. 

The rumnonia monolayer structures observed are listed Tab 1 e II I ~ 2 . 

~!other similarity in the behavior of ammonia on the two metals is the 

format of a (2x2) structure on each, in addition to other distinct 

structures. The C2x2) structures were stable up to temperatures 

200K on Ag and Pt, respectively - temperatures rather high 

a physically adsorbed ammonia molecule at 10- 7 stability 

the good registry with the metal surface lattice imply some chemical 

betweenfue metals and ammonia. Recent work demonstrated that 

the Pt(ll!) surface is inactive for the catalysis of ammonia decompostion,87 

Under certain conditions of monolayer preparation, carbon contamina-

on platinum and the (2x2) or 12.7A hexagonal monolayer structure on 

silver, a multilayer structure with a faceted surface would form. 

These similarities imply two conclusions. First, the 7.4A hexagonal 

structure and the faceted surface structure are properties of surfaces of 

solid ammonia. Second, the chemistries of monolayers of ammonia with 

silver and platinum are similar in some ways. 
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Table 111-2, NH3 monolayer structures 

Substrate 

(Ill) 

Ag 

Structure 

I~ ~ I-SPlit be~5 

1
2 0 
o 2 

1

1.6 
3.3 

-3,3 
5.0 

Temperature(K) 

T<200 

(?) 

Comments 

on carbon 
contaminated 
surface 

monolayer 



c· Discussion: Ice and 

The experimental LEED resul ts from and solid ammonia are 

s A hexagonal surface mesh was observed each material that 

a packed plane of crystal structure. 

sa~ structure was on 

or 

contrast~ 

were not above SOV. 

thicknesses than 

as 

onset 

at 

are 

cause 

to 

This occurs at 

(I~I ~ and 

at high 

at can 

one can .invoke a "healing" 

at a-
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implies order in each of the 1000.7( below the surface. (One can imagine 

a lattice-healing mechanism involving rapid and preferential growth of 

ice or ammonia in the basal [(0001) or (111) J planes. A misoriented 

molecule may simply be bypassed and buried by the next layer deposited. 

angular misorientations of the growing planes caused in "a\" 

fact explain the breadth, and yet high intens of the ice and 

rurnnonia diffraction beams.) 

The greater order the lattice, and the constancy of the structure 

grown parallel to the surface are quite probably the result of the major 

type of bonding in these lattices, hydrogen bonding. Hydrogen bonding 

. . d' . b d' d d' . 1 88 In comparlson to IsperSlon on Ing~ an lrectlona, two 

a disordered lattice energetically unfavorable. 

ice and ammonia crystals were the most resistant of 

molecular solid studied to electron beam Of the 

crystals studied in this work, and ammonia present the 

greatest promise for more detailed investigation of their surface struc· 

tures by LEED surface crystallography. 

d. LEED Ice 

As amply illustrated by the present work, determination of a surface 

mesh by LEED does not completely determine the structure of a solid 

surface. In principle, a complete analysis of a surface structure can be 

obtained by a suitable analysis of LEED beam intensity versus voltage 

profiles. A general analysis requires much theoretical sophistication 

and computational effort, thus, the only molecular surface structure 

33 determined to date has been the Pt(lll)-(2x 2) - acetylene structure. 
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However, selected instances the factors that complicate the LEED 

structure analysis are unimportant for reasons either understood or not 

understood. 89-91 In these simple kinematical diffraction 

to describe the electron scattering and illuminate the 

n'V'ri<"'V' to 

to 

at the surface, the 

with a kinematical 

description, the 

to to 

LEED specular 

, Model 2000 

beam, the 

a 1° aperture. 

structure of 

stnlctures 

The compares 

description, on the 

(0001) [or (111)] surface interlayer 

spacing. On basis of 

is in the hcp 

was a Gamma 

uv,~a,",,;:>,,, of the 

was operated at maximum sens 

was recorded an an x-y recorder as 

aT 

voltage was from 0 to 120V. The (0,0) beam was not 

above 120V. The raw data was for incoherent background 

ffi1d variations in LEED gun current, The data was reproducible 

in peak position ± 2eV, and roughly reproducible in relative intensity. 

The diffraction geometry was determined from a photograph of the 

pattern taken the position at which the data was measured, The 

accuracy of the angular measurements estimated to 
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diffraction angles are rather arbitrarily chosen as a result of the 1 

of adjustability of the crystal manipulator, 

The ice sample was prepared upon the ptelll) substrate as described 

previously. 

Figure 21 shows the results typical of the three plots of it\" 

vs. beam voltage taken for ice along with the ptelll) (0,0) pro f' 

taken in the same geometry, In addition, visual estimates the position 

of peaks in the intensity profiles of the six first order ice spots are: 

21, 28, 35, 48, 74V, These data were taken at a diffraction geometry 

e '" ± 1, ¢ "" 23 ± 2° , (¢ is defined as the smallest positve (clochdse) 

between the projection of the plane of incidence on the screen and 

line through a first order beam the ) 

Discussion 

Comparison of the ptelll) (0,0) beam profile and 

profile again emphasizes the fact that the diffraction pattern observed 

from deposited ice is not determined by contribut 

crystaL 

from the substrate 

The ice profile is dominated by a series of peaks spaced lO-20V apart 

with little secondary structure. This type of profile is expected if the 

diffraction is kinematic. A simple theoretical argument will sho\\.' that a 

kinematical diffraction process may be expected from ice. 

If inelastic scattering is dominant over elastic scattering in a 

LEED experiment, the multiply scattered component is suppressed the 

data and kinematic scattering conditions are recovered. According to the 
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I · 19D d l' k" . arguments gnatJevs et a use to exp am mernatlc 

from crystalline xenon, the matrix element for elast scattering Vf is 

proportional to the atomic scatterinQ factor fee) divided oy the atomic 

volume. The scattering factors of the elements do not vary gr~atly 

to element in the low energy region,38 (although fee) for 

off drastically above lODV) so with large volumes~ i,e. 

xenon, 60~3, elastic scattering is weak. For ice, the 

atom is - 30~3, smaller than that of xenon, but still 

elastic scattering matrix element is then estimated to 

The peak half widths at half maximum, 6E, are related by the unceT~ 

principle to the strength of the inelast scattering matrix 

element (expressed as an imaginary part of the inner 

+iV.) by32 
01 

From the data, IVoi I ~ 2.5- 7V in the range 15 ~ 70 

platinum and xenon, IVoil g 4 eV good 
90,92 

(V '" o 

In 

with 

By these estimates, Vf<VoP and the LEED profile 

Kinematic theory predicts that the intensity maxima 

should occur at: 

the (0,0) 

eVmax(R,) 
cos 2

¢ 

£ "" 1,2,3, ... , where ¢ is the diffraction angle, c is 

spacing, and Vor is the real part of the inner potential. A 

positions vs. £2 should yield a straight I of 1501 

(II~32) 



and intercept -v /cos 2
¢, One does not a priori or peak 

indices, nor V . However, knowing V is positive (electrons are or or 

attracted into a solid), and that the peaks should fall on a straight 

, the determination of the 1 spacing can proceed unambiguous 

a plot shown in A fit to gives an 

of 3.9A and a This 

value of the ive 

at low at 

thicknesses. Also plotted to a small pos 

ial and a slope bulk spacing, 3. 

small 8J11Oilllt of charging of the 

, one can spacing at the 

in the 

vs. voltage hcp 

structures, structures the same 

of structure are 

same. However, the structure Bragg 

be missing in that are present in 

structure 

N 

lee 

where there are N atoms in a scattering factor of 

the atom n at fractional lmit cells 

may be chosen to aid the x L are chosen 
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ICE ) 

so 

70 

60 

acing :: 

:: 3. 

::; 5 e 

10 

5 
n 

Fig. 22. Plot the positions of specular beam intensity maxima 
for vs. an integer squared. Two lines are dravm, 
a least squares fit to the , giving an unrealistic 
inner potential, and a line draWIl for the normal 
interplanar spacing and a potential, 
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to the solid. 
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surface plane. z to 

The geometries of the two choiees~ hcp(OOOl) and fceCIll) are shown 

3.67A 

The eontributioR the atoms to 

1 

atoms are: 

(±1/6, ± 1/6~ + 24), ± 

± + 1 

the structure gives: 

o 

n an 

the (0,0) 

structure 

F/2f = cos2TI 1 h + 
o 

(
2 2 9 ). 1 h + 1 k + 16 £ 

+ 3 

to + 3, even 

mornentum are: 

) 
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4.5'& 

he!) ICE 

fcc: ICE 

Fig, 23, Diagram of the hcp (a) and 
fcc(b) structures the structure 
factors LEED beams(ref, 62), 



n 

F fcc (hkR,) '" 

if 

or 

or 

an integer. 

the (O~O) 

! I 
I 

the 

F
f 

(O,O~.fL) 
. cc 

or 

or 

+ 6 or n ~ 

, Ikl - ~ I '" n(2n/3. 

n ~ 2, 6~ 10~ etc., are not 

of the form of ice 

··103-

0 

4h -+ 4-k - f{, "" 6 -+ 12n 

h -+ k - 1(, _. 3n ... 1 

h-+k-1(, "" 3n -+ 2 

to 

0 

R, .~ +6 

R, 1 

f(, -. + 2 

\ 

) 
! 

+ 2; are 

0) 

n observed. The peak n'" 6 

at same 

but perhaps for 

reasons. This structure at the surface, 

By similar analys beams may 

for 

150 
!tIc [ 

V+V or 

where a is the surface mesh constant, 4-. 



For the hcp lattice, no values t are forbidden so 

structure factor for the fcc latt (and 

two sets 

maxima for 9_ 3n + 1, the t "" + 2 0 

symmetry observed the diffraction pattern imp1 

of two domains to the so 

nT'r1""'" beams would contain both types 

both hcp order 

mentally observed peaks are shown in Fig, 24. With a 

shift, experimental peaks match m "" 5,6,7,8 and 

lated for the hcp 

of the 

, one 

The 6~fold 

the contribut 

rst 

bulk 

the experi~ 

scale 

peaks calcu~ 

Despite the lack of a thorough of the LEED 

intensity~voftage profiles of tentative conclusions 

can be reached. 1) Theoret consideration of the relative importance 

and inelastic electron scattering in ice, along with the 

simple appearance of the diffraction data, imply a kinematic analysis 

will serve to describe LEED from 2) Us a 

the inter planar spacing at surface of is found to be near the 
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bulk spacing. 3) While the face-centered cubic form of expected 

to grow during low temperature vapor depos ion, the LEED data supports 

the presence of the hexagonal close packed structure at the surface. 

2, and Benzene 

.10 Naphthalene 

Gland and Somorjai have investigated the 

on (111).93 At room temperature the adsorption produced a 

pattern of blurred, third order features . 2Sa). Subsequent heating 

to ISOaC produced a sharp pattern they called a (6)<6) (Fig. 2Sb). We 

this work. Although diffraction pattern of the 

stnlcture of 

structure, for a 

structure will be referred to as (6)<6), 

Slow cooling of the clean (Ill) substrate a 

vapor produced first disordered TImnolayer pattern 

then below 200K a diffraction pattern 

rings around the specular beam, with none of 

of a true 

naphthalene 

to above, 

of 

) 

features visible at any voltage. substrate, then 

admitting naphthalene vapor produced the same diffraction pattern. 

Further, the same ring-Ii diffract were 

depositing naphthalene onto a graphitic carbon-covered 

or a clean Pt(lOO)-(Sxl) surface, 

If the Pte!ll) substrate covered an 

of naphthalene, which is obtained by heating the 

IS0aC for several minutes, subsequent t 

VUlA\-C;U by 

(111) surface 

(6)<6) monolayer 

monlayer to 

at 
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Fig. 25. a. LEED pattern at eV produced adsorption of 
naphthalene on Pt(lll) at temperatures below 400K. 

b. LEED at 
structure of ~:L 

warming the 
400K, or 
to naphthalene 

is 
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temperatures 10S-200K produced the di ion pattern 

TIle distances from the various order diffraction beams to the specular 

beam are equal to the radii of concentric in the naphthalene 

diffraction described previously, ? the Pt (111) 

-2 -1 cm sec 

below 200L At 

c? rather the pattern 

of a uniform the naphthalene 

1 produced 

background 

diffraction 1 

structures persisted as 

1000)\ in the 

space than ~-

thicknesses of made 

pattern 

The naphthalene diffract are sens to 

In 30 at beam 25 eV with 

a beam current density 5 x lO~S amp cm~2 ~ all traces the diffraction 

patten1S would disappear, 'The not be 
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visible from an area disordered by electron beam exposure even 

subsequent deposition of naphthalene. Upon moving the to a 

portion of the crystal, the pattern was again detectable, A deposited 

layer could easily by the 

2 If the ectron beam 1, 

monolayer pattern, either 

substrate after evaporation. 

ion of a 

substantial electron beam 

features and no s 

to a 

Exposure of clean Ag ) to 

between 230 and 320K produced 

to the Ag (111) 

200 and 230K, 

at about order (Fig. 28), No 

beams were observed 

temperatures above 200K. 

At the naphthalene vapor pressure 

of naphthalene 

At about monOlayer at 

structures were observed, Mult 

or the (6x6) was 

ion 

, or no, 

monolayer 

a 

more 

at 

to 

trate, 

to 

(Ill) 

transform 

(111) at 

-7 

200K. 

mono-

two struc-
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tures resulted in surfaces exhibiting different diffraction patterns, 

The first monolayer structure was observed after slowly cooling 

silver substrate in naphthalene vapor flux to a temperature in the rall~~e 

of l45-200K. The diffraction pattern from this structure 

1 

2.8 
,29. This extremely bright and sharp pattern, -0,2 

to of a structure th a surface unit mesh with 

by 11.4A at an angle of 104°. The net can also be 

primitive rectangular net l6.3A by IS,OA oriented with the 

is shovm 

~:: I, is 

ions 7.4.4 

as a non-

dimension parallel to the Ag<110>. The rectangular net contains three 

lattice points per unit rectangle, lying along the cel1 diagonal (Fig. 30), 

This structure is stable at these temperatures v:ith no furtHer eX'P0sure 

to naphthalene vapor. With continued exposure, multilayers condense upon 

substrate. The monolayer diffraction 

grows thicker, and finally becomes undetectable. 

of naphthalene prepared in this way showed many weak 

not converge on the specular bema at higher beam 

was faceted and not studied detail. 

as the layer 

mul 

would 

The 

A second monolayer structure was only briefly observed upon 

of clean Agell1) to naphthalene vapor at temperatures 14S-200K. 

diffraction pattern of this structure is shown in Fig. 31, The monolayer 

net is apparently 17A by 13A with an angle of 130 0 and the 4 -1.21 
a 5,S 

longer dimension parallel to the Ag<lIo>. Alternately the net may be 

looked upon as a centered rectangular net, 17A by 20A. With further 

exposure to naphthalene vapor, this monolayer pattern into a higher 

background intensity, and new diffraction features 'These 

features were a pattern of diffraction beams through the di 
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naphthalene on Ag 11) 

\
208 0.81 structure. -0,2 3.8 

one entat 

the reciprocal 
rectangular 
per unit 
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NAPH 

Fig. 30. The I:O~2 ~:~! unit mesh of the naphthalene 
monolayer on Agelll) drawn showing its orientation with 
respect to the silver lattice. The dashed lines show the non
primitive rectangular unit mesh containing three lattice 
points per unit mesh. This unit mesh is derived from 
the LEED pattern of Fig. 29. 
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tion beams. The pattern is shown in Fig. 32. The intens 

of the rings and spots varied with multilayer preparation. The shorter 

the period of time since the crystal had been flashed to temperatures 

above -- 700K, the weaker were the rings. The ring features were due to 

the same structure that produced the beams, but from domains of that 

structure randomly oriented about the surface normal. The were 

produced by a rectangular lattice 6.0Jt by 8,3Jt J oriented wi the 6,OX 

lattice vector parallel to the substrate <110>, This structure was not 

observed to facet. 

Discussion 

From the diffraction patterns of the naphthalene multilayers gro"~ 

on ) (Fig. 26 and 27) and on Agelll) (Fig, ) 9 a well defined 

napht."alene surface structure may be deduced. 'This can be identified as 

plane (001) of the bulk naphthalene crystal. 

arrangement of naphthalene molecules in this plane. 

from the diffraction patterns are within 1% 

33 shows the 

x-ray unit cell distances. These are a"" 8. 23SJt and b"" 6. 003}\. 64 The 

ring-like diffraction patterns observed upon graw~h of naphthalene crystals 

on clean Pt(lll), on a disordered monolayer on Pt(lll) , and on Ag(lll) 

:indicated again that the ab plane is growing parallel to the substrate 

surface, but with no preferred azimuthal orientation (Fig. 26b). The 

observed weakness of the features C!!.,O) and (09~) where !l or k odd 

is consistent with the presence of two naphthalene molecules lying in 

the ab crystal plane related by glide lines. The surface structure of 

these naphthalene monolayers appears to be no different from the (001) 

lattice plane of the bulk crystal. 
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Fig. 32. a. LEED pattern at 34.S 
on Agelll). The specular 
gun tube. 

multilayers of naphthalene condensed 
to the right of the electron 

b. Diagram of a. showing the three equivalent orientations of the 
primitive net. The primitive reciprocal net corresponds 
to the (001) naphthalene, Compare to Fig, 27. 
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XBL7412 -B375 

Fig. 33. Proposed structure of the naphthalene ab plane. 
r~gnitudes a and b vectors shown are those for . 
bulk naphthalene. 
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In the gro",:th of naphthalene on the (111) (6)(6)

structure~ the naphthalene crystals grow with the! ([100]) each 

crystallite parallel to the Pt<110>. Grown on Ag L the £ ([010]) 

paral1 to the Ag<llO>. The different orientations observed on 

slJbstrates are tmderstandable in terms of lattice matchLY1g. 

naphthalene I!I within 1% of the three times 

along the Pt<llO>, but within only 

along Ag<llO>, The naphthalene 1£1 

Pt 

t 

interatomic spacing along the Ag<110>, but within only 8% of 

distance along the The orientations observed are 

simple match at the naphthalene and metal interface, 

formation of the Pt(111)-(6x6) monolayer structure is evidently 

for orientation of the multilayer on 

adL~orb in a disordered fashion at 

growth upon other disordered - contaminated, 

produced no orientation of 

on Pt is necessary to form 

l1<ias then able to orient subsequent 

the (6x6) not 

(6x6) ~ an '"' ..... e1"'~·""'rI 

The .. ..." .... ...... 

Diffraction spot siles naphthalene grown on 

iO~ over the range of thickness observed. 

domains than found the growth, The 

diffraction pattern and the limited domain s 

film consists of a large number of 

parallel to the metal surface, 

boundaries separate 

and 

etc. 

structure 
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The electron beam a marked destructive effect on the naphthalene 

crystals. The naphthalene is transformed into a different chemical species 

of lower vapor pressure that does not desorb from the PtC11l) at tempera

tures less than 100°C. The deposit, perhaps a polymer~ interferes with 

naphthalene ~ so that no diffraction pattern visible 

the damaged area even to regrow the naphthalene 

crystal on top area. 

Several monolayer structures are produced by naphthalene on platinum 

silver ~ and are 

served as a 

diffraction pattern 

were the 

(111) • 

The Pt(lll)-(6x6) 

c~ .. 93 
~mvr)al, 

during formation 

a large number of aromat 

111-3. The interpretation of their 

forward, but a few comments can be 

structures. 

to a 

7 

ing of diffuse one-third 

naphthalene on both 

structure giving the diffuse 

ordered structure that had a 

in one-third order positions. 

by 11. 4Jt, y"" 104@ structure on 

structure was first observed by Gland 

function of the surface was 

to the change during adsorption of 

on (111),94 they concluded naphtha-

lene and the other molecules were adsorbed with their ~-electron systems 

parallel to the substrate 

but not conclusively nn"lvI"'I'\ 

Upon further 

This resul t quite reasonable, 

structure, Blakely noticed that 
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Naphthalene monolayer structU!~S 

Structure 

poor (3X3) 

I~ ~ or 

12.8 0.8 
1-0.2 3.8 

14 
10 

-1.2 
50S 

Temperature(k) 

T<400 

5 « 

:5 w 

comments 

to 

cooling i..'l 

naphthalene 

exposure 
of cold 
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some systemat beams from the structure could 

explained on the of two mutually perpendicular lines in 

a rectangular unit 

to the 

to an even 

remaining 

A disordered 

temperature 

to 

(6)(6) structure 

interaction 

bombardment 

serve as a template 

itself ordered 

naphthalene 

1 

to 

a 

by 14.4A, with 

presence 

8. vector aligned 

the glide 

structure 

structure are: 

structure. 

along 

also high 

(6x6) structure 

of 

structure under 

structure ... "" .... ..., .• 02' 

structure ""UL'LJlU 

ternlS 

structure 
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In model, the molecules are no lying to the 

but are in essentially the structure assumed by naphthalene molecules 1n 

the ab plane of bulk naphthalene. This structure also has the required 

synmetries, (Bulk naphthalene and one and 

an orthogonal 21 screw ect onto a plane 

are . ) almost 

the a vector 

reasonably stnlCture 

serve very well as a of multi~ 

of ab planes as the ilayer structures would 

sa1l1e a reasonable acti-

up this struc-

ture; or an extrerne atom to form a 

species. 

with metal to ity 

n~.,~,o~ an intact not 

.. <IJ"'-""_ .... ~,..., would not cause 

general, but 

change for this structure, so not 

this model. one or model 

for the 

at 

awaits further experimental 

There is not enough 

naphthalene mono layers 

which they were formed, to naphthalene, 

that the as substrate 

as with each are 
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The monolayer pattern observed upon rapid cool 

naphthalene vapor flux (Fig. 31) corresponds to 

Y"" 130" , or a centered rectangular lattice 17ft. by 

is 3.4ft. thick~ 9.1A long, and 7. 4ft. 

a down leI to 

d t as 

1 

as b t 

strllcture 

The structure 

s ene 

structure 

a to 

A st:rtlcturewas 

context~ 

structure no 

to 

were not analyzed. 

of structures was 

and Somorj 

20Jt 

1 

Agel ) 

by 1 

A naphthalene 

molecules 

Al 

same 

lene 

b vector 

slovdy 

s 
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free phtha10cyanines on metal single crystal surfaces. 95 The phtha1o

cyanine monolayers were ordered~ in a mesh that approximated the size of 

molecules lying flat upon the metal surface, Upon multilayer gTO\\'th, 

a faceted surface was formed. An analogous phenomenon was observed by 

a Japanese group,96 They deposited phthalocyanine and polycycl aromat 

ro'u, .... on mica and i hal substrates and observed films by 

transmission electron microscopy, These molecules often deposited with 

crystallographic orientations that allowed the planes of the molecules 

to lie parallel to the substrate, As a ~ the crystal 

was oriented parallel to substrate surface was not a low-index plane 

was quite probably unstable with respect to faceting at the surface. 

9 there is no 10\\' index plane of crystalline naphthalene 

to the plane of the naphthalene molecules adsorbed 

flat upon the substrate surface were incorporated 

structure of the growing multilayer film, it is 

surface of the multilayer would facet as observed to a 

Benzene 
Benzene 00 Pt 

The adsorption benzene on (Ill) was studied with 

temperature by Gland and Somorjail9 and by 

benzene first adsorbed a disordered structure giving a 

pattern, This structure evolved with time and/or extK>SlJ! 

The first structure, I~~I 

crystal 

index plane, 

at room 

found 

LEED 

to two 

, 36) $ distinct monolayer structures, 

has a rectangular net 9. 6A by , The second structure" I~~I 
(Fig. 37), has another rectangular net, 9. by .8SJt. Each of these 

nets is oriented with the 9.6l net vector parallel to the 
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r-
.. 

8.3 A 

1_ ~ fi 

A 
14.4 

iii> 

8.3 A 

@ 

1+-------- 14.4 A ------~---~ 

B 

NAPHTHA LEON (Ill) 

XBL 7611-7770 

Fig. 35. Two possible arrangements molecules 
Pt(111)-(6X6)-naphthalene structure. 
atoms are shown for reference. 
(a) molecules adsorbed to 
(b) molecules adsorbed perpendicular to 
in approximately bulk crystal structure 
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\
46' 

Pt(III)- 0 

and real space lmi t 
monolayer structure, anc~ 

• (Re£. 19), 

5b 1
- Benzene 
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The transformations between benzene monolayer structures are irrevers

ible, and are believed to be thermally activated processes. 

Below room temperature these structures were stable and no new 

monolayer structures were observed. Multilayers of benzene would 

condense at temperatures below l45K. 

Upon clean PtClll) or any of the three benzene monolayer structures 

observed 9 multilayers condensed with the same surface structure. As 

layers would condense upon the various monolayer structures, the monolayer 

diffraction pattern would fade into the increased background intensity 9 

and the mul tHayer pattern would appear. The diffraction pattern from 

structure is shown Fig. 38. The multilayer pattern was al~~ys 

dim and diffuse, even more so than other multilayer diffraction 

observed in this work. Because of the quality of pattern, 

determination of the surface unit mesh is not as certain for this 

structure as for others. The unit mesh is apparently oblique, 9.6ft. by 

I!.2$., 'VI!!< 115'\ or alternately a centered rectangular unit mesh 9.6A by 

~. The 9.6~ net vector lies parallel to the Pt<lIo>. Using the 

standard deviations of the beam position measurements, the uncertainty 

the mesh vector lengths estimated to be ± o. sl. The unit 

illustrated in Fig. 38c. 

The nrultilayers were des orbed by heating the substrate above l4SK 

and LEED showed that the remaining monolayer was in the structure that 

it had been at the beginning of multilayer deposition. The monolayer 

structural transformations cannot proceed at low temperatures and 

beneath a condensed layer benzene. 
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Fig. 38. a. LEED pattern at 15 eV of mu1tilayers of benzene 
condensed on PtCll1). The specular beam to 
the lower right of the electron gun tube. 

b. Diagram of a. sho~ing one orientation of the 
primitive reciprocal net, 

c. Real space unit mesh corresponding to this 
pattern, drawn both as primitive and centered 
uni t meshes. 
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Hul tilayers of benzene deposited on graphitized showed LEED 

patterns consisting of rings about the specular beam with radii equal to 

distances of the various beams of the multilayer pattern shown in 

• 38 from the specular beam. MUltilayers grown on graphitized Pt(lll) 

were in the same structure grown on 

azimuthal orientation of the mul 

The multilayer diffraction patterns were 

nesses in excess 1000)\, At 

pattern was obscured by charging sample at low 

attempt was made to 

mu1 tilayers by 

was measured with a 

at 

\I,'ithout 

thick-

500)\~ the 

damage of 

specular 

There was reasons not 

the fastest 

dropped to one half of its 

voltages between IOV and 20V. 

significantly in about 5 sec. 

When the Ag crystal 

temperatures below 155K, a 

diffraction pattern seen 

as correct ~ the 

20 sec at beam 

structure the 

. 39. This diffraction 

of a hexagonal array of bright doublets 

of all of the doublets structure a 

5.7 0.31 "''''''d net. • """" . 3 5.3' 
having net 

vectors oriented 30 



on Ag( ) 

near 

at 10 at 
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is 15.6~. The surface unit of this structure 

Fig. 40, 

Other diffraction patterns were observed when substrate was 

exposed to low doses benzene vapor at low 

1 Langmuir (10- 6 Torr - s~c) at lOOK produced shown in 

unit of the structure di 

is also hexagona1~ of 13, dilnension with one 

to the Agd4S>. azilnuthal structure 

also been observed. This structure 

sample above 125K. With continued I<>"orYV''''' to 

monolayer pattern is produced . 39). At least one other 

was of the Ag (111) 

at 

temperatures can a 

pressure 

the mul t ilayer 

, 42) or a set 

of the diffraction rings are 

specular beam to various stnlcture 

, 9.6~ by 

as a centered 9.6~ 9. mesh 

vector is oriented Ag<1l2> to give , or with 

no preferred azimuthal giving 

The benzene multilayer diffraction to film 

thicknesses greater than 600A. At 
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a. LEED pattern at of benzene monolayer on Agelll) 

produced 
at temperatures 
the right 

b. Diagram of a. showing two 
primitive reciprocal net. 
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plane should not grow. 

There is another explanation of the observed benzene multilayer 

surface mesh, reconstruction of the benzene surface. This possibility 

suggested by the orthorhombic crystal structure of benzene, and the 

rectangular net observed in the LEED patterns. Two reconstructed 

fit the observed surface net well, a CIOO-c(3XI)- 9.42A 

.4l -- a (lOl)-c(2Xl)-9.42A by 20.1A. Reconstruction of a 

molecular crystal surface would be an important phenomenon, and fits 

data as well as the Ull} planes, but the limited amount of data 

available leaves reconstruction of the surface just another possibility. 

precise measurements of the unit mesh parameters would aid in 

alternatives, but would be difficult because of 

of the diffraction patterns obtained to date. A conclu

the only conclusive proof 

simultaneous observation of the surface of the multilayers with LEED 

observation of the bulk crystallographic orientation with a bulk 

diffraction technique such as x-ray or high ~'~~fi~Y electron 

A last possible explanation of the benzene multilayer surface net 

that the benzene multilayer in a pseudamorphic structure, 

substrate geometry, is a 

ture. This unlikely, as the benzene multilayer 

to any monolayer structure observed, and is 

platinum. 

The poor quality of 

commented on 

are both dim and 

struc-

mesh 

same on both 
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Fig. 43. a. LEED pattern at 20 eV of multilayers of benzene 
condensed on Ag (111) . The specular beam is near the 
electron gun tube. 

Diagram a. showing one ion the reciprocal 
net, both as a prL~tive and centered rectangular unit 
mesh. Compare to 
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the silver diffraction beams were visible at incident beam energies 

~reater than 200V, When the films had grown to thicknesses greater than 

2sol, the silver beams were not visible at any beam energy less than 

250 eVe 

Benzene 

The same surface structure was observed from multilayers of benzene 

condensed upon either PtCIll) or Ag(lll). The surface structure observed 

a property of condensed benzene In contrast, the behavior 

observed in the adsorbed monolayers on Pt and Ag were very different 

illustrate the dissimilarity of the bonds between the metals and 

diffraction obtained benzene grown 

on Pt or Ag ) that unit mesh was 

, 9, 6.$. by 11. 3,,~i' 'Y "" 5°, or rectangular 

9,6.$. by 20.SA. The . 38c. The same 

diffraction pattern was on and to 

thicknesses approaching lOOOA. The structure is clearly a 

n"ff',."n""·!"i-v of bUlk 

Only two structures been "",.,,,,,,,,,,, . .,.. for benzene, 

The normal structure is orthorhombic Z ,.. 4; !!l!l 7. 39l, £!l!l 9, 4ZJt, 

structure a distorted face centered cubic 

The other structure observed only at high pressures 

and is monoclinic (PZ1!c, Z!l!l2; !!l!lS.411A, £""S.376A, £"'7.352Jt, 6"'110 0 ),98 

As the present experiments were performed at 14 orders of magnitude lower 

pressure than the domain of existence of the high pressure form of benzene, 
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the observed surface structure will be compared only to 

form of benzene. 

low pressure 

'\I;'hen such a comparison is performed ,of the 101,,,1 index crystal planes 

, only one kind, the {HI}, compare well with the observed 

The geometry of the { } planes (in dimensions chosen 

similari t to the benzene mul tiIayer uni t mesh) 

.62X, Y'" 113,4 (') , The unit mesh in the {1 } planes of 

approximates a centered rectangle. so if the {Ill} stnKture 

was equivalent domains with the 10,05A vector, the benzene 

01], oriented parallel to a crystallographic direction in the metal 

on on Ag), a number of diffraction beams would 

occur near of the apparent 

from the {Ill} 

were not 

centered 

benzene 

] parallel to a 

44. Also shown 

mesh, and the area of 

rectangle beams. If 

the 

the 

pattern 

domains 

sholA,'11 

each beam resolved 

photos explains the diffuse nature of the benzene diffracted beams. 

The benzene {Ill} planes have the right two-dimensional mesh to 

~AI~&~'~' the observed diffraction patterns within the considerable 

experimental errors. The { } planes of benzene consist TOWS 

along the <Oll>, with alternate rows cons of 

lying approximately parallel to the { } and approximately perpendicular 

to the { }. There no reason apparent that would why 



ct 

. 44. Diffraction 
(111) plane 
benzene (101) 

·J . 

in the substrate. 
comparison to 
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s 

> 
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diffuse beam spreads the diffracted over a area, so 

no portion of the beam is very bright. The benzene molecules are known 

to undergo large amplitude librations about their six-fold axes. The 

root-mean~square angular excursion was to be 2.S© at 138K, 

2 a 

a 1 attenuat ion 

1be x di for 

65 ~I·I-2). reason, _ " 

beams are not from multi ~ 

natun: 

may a 

are most likely 

Domains of 

only 

9.6..R. net vector 

orientations are somewhat 

9,60J\., an 

multilayer net 

a. An investigation 

couId shed some light upon 

on benzene in the 

in 

structure was to 

to the Ag<l1 

structures 
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ion unprofitable. 

benzene monolayer structures on platinllffi and silver observed in 

this study (Table 1II-4) had quite different stabilities. The monolayers 

on platinum were stable to over 400K, and for days in the diffraction 

The monolayers formed on silver were stable only at tempera-

tures below l5SK ~ within ten degrees of the temperature at which multi-

layers would condense. Evidently the bonding interactions of benzene 

with DvO metal surfaces were quite different. 

The structure of the benzene monolayers on ptelll) not solved. 

Discussions of these structures are found elsewhere. 93 ,97 The structures 

benzene monolayers on 

ISSK), high '-~AUV."'" 

dimension (Fig. 40). 

(111) are also not solved. The high tempera-

monolayer structure a hexagonal net. 

appears to be a systematic variation 

of the monolayer diffraction be~~ that suggests 

wi thin this unit mesh a "pseudo" unit mesh of dimension. 

a basis the mesh consisting three units of nearly 

equal scattering power arranged '""U"''FV 9$. (15.6)\ 1../3) along the long 

of the hexagonal mesh would give a structure that 

duplicates the intensity variations the diffraction beams. area 

the mesh is 210$.2 which should accommodate six benzene molecules 

lying flat upon the surface. Six per mesh would allow the 

'lpseudo" mesh to contain two However, there is no apparen.t 

way arrange six planar benzene molecules the l5.6X mesh. Evidently 

sane portion of the benzene molecules in the unit are not lying 

parallel to the Ag(ll1) If true, there are many ways 

to arrange benzene molecules the unit mesh, and no one struc-
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Table I Benzene monolayer structures 

Structure Temperature (1<) 

poorly ordered 

T<400 

T<155 

Ii 51 

Comments 

irreversible 
succession 
of structures 

19) 

low 
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ture can be proposed wi th any degree of 

other monolayer pattern observed was from another hexagonal net. 

13,2~ dimension, This net bears the same relationship to the Ag(111) 

as the monolayer net to the Pt (111) 

Both are ( ) 

'vA'''''''''' monolayer structure was 

lying paral to 

A can 

Agelll) (Fig, 45), 

t all 4% more room 

area. 

on s 

structure transforms to 

with a 

impinging 

one 

,go structures, A model of cyclo-

structure 

to 

to 

mol 

(Section III-4 

es ",'ere 

Ref, 99), 

to 

on 

structure on 

than the platinum 

es, This room is 

in benzene 

is planar 

s of 

ects to a 3% 

cyc10hexane 

exposures 

near lOOK. At higher 

structure. The 

structure are 

a more stable 
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B E MONOLAYER ON AO (III) 

(T<125K s Ex - ) 

X 7611 

45. Diagram showing the space tmi t mesh of a roonolayer 
benzene adsorbed on Ag(lll) at temperatures below 

12SK, and one possible arrangement of roolecules wi thin 
the unit mesh. This unit mesh is derived from the LEED 
pattern of Fig. 41. 
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structure which JTI.aximizes Increased 

exposure would also favor a monolayer structure that maximized both 

benzene-silver and benzene-benzene ions, This more stable 

may be similar to which acent 

are 

a 

more 

'''I'"?!lIf''''''::: v and structures 

case were 

structures 

one 

had 

structure 

structures 

molecules 

can pack 

ions with the 

\\'ith the 

lying non-

two 

of 

and 

structures 

not 

solid, In 

the adsorbed 

This 
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of growth can be interpreted as a disordered transition structure 

~th the molecular orientations partially determined by metal interactions 

partially by intermolecular interactions. As the film of molecules 

effect of the metal decreased, and the ordered structure 

by the intermolecular forces was assumed. 

ene form structures at room 

and above on PtClll). On Ag(lll) however, the monolayer 

;:structures were stable at temperatures near or the 

.3 

are about 

temperatures at which 

evidence vastly 

3. 

observations from monolayers 

of (111) crystal 

dependences 

the paraffins on are higher than 

would condense. This 

and are 

solid, and the 

no greater than 

sublimation 

comparison, 

structures are 

or 

are 

paraffins 

~ and show 

adsorption 

imation of 
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the organic substances. As a result of the stronger substrate adsorbate 

bond, monolayers of hydrocarbons condense readily at temperatures where 

multilayer groh~h is inhibited. Thus, at constant hydrocarbon pressure 

LEED shows no hydrocarbon structure at high temperature, however, at 

lower temperatures, structures are seen, ~lltilayers are formed at even 

lower temperatures because the rate 

fallen belm'" the rate of incorporation 

of the paraffins studied show this 

To facilitate discussion of the 

evaporation of the paraffin has 

n~lecules into the film. All 

on Pt (Ill). 

behavior on ptell1) trans ion temperatures will be defined. These 

temperatures are different paraffin but correspond to identical 

phenomena. 

The highest at monolayer condenses 

and forms a structure order is 

designated as T l' As temperature monolayer 

structures become more ordered 

Upon further lowering 

sation of the organic vapor on 

ion under our 

sec). At this temperature or 

(crystals) commences. 

paraffin. 

Monolayer Ads0!ptio~ 

Exposure of the '-dC ......... 

paraffins Cs - Cg for -

III-51 

(111) 

sec at a 

a two-dimensional structure at 

to T3, the rate of conden-

De(:o.nles greater than rate 

"""'",,,"''" flux (1014 molecules/cm2 

temperatures for each 

to the vapor the normal 

of 10-7 Torr with the Pt 



substrate below T1 produces new 

midway between adjacent (111) 

directed perpendicular to the 1 

The streaked 

one 

tructures are octal1.e ~ 

12 11 
? ! (1 I ' 

structures are 

vapor at 

at 7 

ion are 

··order beams and 

between adjacent ffraction 

, 46, 

20 sec at 10~7 and at temperatures 

a ght 

consists 1'o\\'s 

Schematic 

4 , 49b, and SOb, ""th only 

11 ordered paraffin 

I ~ ! I; 
n-octane and 

n-pentane are 

comrr.on a ve(;tor 

to 

to 

exposed to 

trans are 

structures 
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47. a. LEED pattern at 45.5 of monolayer of n -octane 
on (111). 

b. Schematic drawing of a, sho"ing one orientation 
of the primitive reciprocal net. The platinllm beams 
are shown by open 

c. LEED pattern at 28.5 
gro~n upon PtClll). 

a mult n-octane 

d. Real space unit mesh of n-octane on , with 
proposed arrangement of molecules. Pt atom spacings, bond 
lengths and van der are dra'Wn to scale 
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48, a, LEED pattern at 14,2 eV of monolayer of n-heptane 
on Pt(1ll). 

b. Schematic drawing of a. showing one orientation of 
the primitive reciprocal net. 

c. space unit mesh of monolayer n-heptane an 
Pt(111), with proposed arrangement of molecules. 
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Fig. 49. a. LEED pattern at 24.8 eV of monolayer of n-hexane 
on Pt(lll). 

b. Schematic drawing of a. sho~1ng one orientation 
of the primitive reciprocal net. 

c. LEED pattern at 24.7 eV multilayer of n-hexane 
grown upon Pt(lll). (0,0) beam is to the right of 
the electron gun tube. 

d. Real space unit mesh of n-hexane on (111), with 
proposed arrangement of molecules. 
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Fig. 50. a. LEED pattern at 34 eV of monolayer of n-pentane on 
Pt(lll). 

b. Schematic drawing of a. showing one orientation 
of the primdt reciprocal net. 

c. LEED pattern at 18.1 eV of a multilayer of n-pentane 
grown upon Pt(ll1). 

d. Real space unit mesh of n-pentane on Pt(lll) with 
proposed arrangement of molecules. 
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LEED pattern changes to the streaked pattern, and then to the Pt(lll)

(l xl) pattern with moderate background intensity, The higher background 

intensity is due to paraffins adsorbed in a disordered fashion. Cooling 

the clean Pt crystal in the vapor flux of the various hydrocarbons 

reverses these transitions. 

The adsorption n-butane on Pt(lll) produces results different 

those obtained from the previously described longer chain C5 - C8 
-7 With exposure of 10 sec at 10 Torr, the temperature 

90-l05K, adsorption of n-butane on clean Pt(111) produces the 

~I. This pattern is . I 2 ion pattern I shown in p 

similar to those observed for n-octane and n-hexane, Similar 

of n-butane in the higher temperature range l05-125K produces 

ion patten1 II This pattern, I! _ ~ I ' 
not 

intensity is moderate at 

the structure. diffraction 

h or k is odd. Further @"""""''''' in 

pattern to transform into 

I: I is b 

c07l¥'lex during the tr~ms:tOlrma 

streaked and the back-

(!!.,O) and 

temperature 

substantial disorder 

,,!0 are absent when 

90-125K causes 

as shown in Fig, 

oocome streaked and 

These exposure temperature-induced structural transformations 

n-butane also appear to The high exposure pattern 

reverts to the appropriate low exposure pattern the is held 

vacuum, Heating the sample above 125K causes the deterioration 

diffraction features and subsequent cooling vacuum 

results in the reappearance appropriate , though 
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52. a. pattern at 37 
on Pt (Ill) . structure, 
seen at and at 

unit 

monolayer of n-butane 
as II, is 

exposure, 

structure of 
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monolayer of n-butane 
designated as III, is 

b, Schematic drawing a. showing two orientations each 
of two undistinguishable primitive nets. 

c. LEED 

d. Real space 
determined whehter 

the correct mesh. 

3 a multilayer of n-butane 

structure It is not 
or the larger rhombus 
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quality. Cooling below 125K in n~butane flux restores the high 

pattern III with good ity. This ordering behavior is summarized III 

. 54, 

Exposure the to the three lightest hydrocarbons~ 

i.e. propane, ethane not well ordered surface 

structures. Propane -5 to 10 Torr the 

temperature range 90-

46. No new at temperatures 

l40K. Exposure ) or ethane at 

up to 10-5 Torr produced no new above 90K. 

) to normal 

patterns 

multilayer growth commences 

relative intensities During this trans-

the e~D~ldE~ several percent 

sizes in ion measurements were 

accurate to ± 5% from to the decreased 

clarity of the diffraction (Ill) 

pattern dims and visible only at higher 

incident beam gn."'..-n are not UC..L'JlIN 250V 

incident beam energy when hydrocarbon to be 

50-100)t thick. 

are shown in Figs. 47c$ 



Fig. 54. DiagTam '::>HU".U!U' 

and the 
under which 

-130 

(xl 

L 7 -11 



~l 

This behavior upon thick common to 1 

C4 - C8, with two qualificationso The alteration of the 

of the n'~ heptane di ion causes certain diffrac-

which were to become 

leI' but 

structure 

upon a 

contaminated with 

same pattern. 

paraffins 

seen no new 

are se'en or n are a 

1-5 

behavior 

as a 

curve is 

experimentally a 

curve marks T2, 

trans to 
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exhibiting one-dimensional order giving the LEED pattern shown in Fig. 

46. The shaded area is the range of existence of this structure, bound 

by T1, The temperatures are detennined to ± SO and wi thin these limits 

there is no change in the range of ordering upon changing the paraffin 

f 1 6 to 10- 8 Torr. vapor pressure rom 

General Observations 

The quality of the observed diffraction patterns depends strongly 

on substrate preparation. The longer the time span after cleaning the 

crystal and the longer the exposure to the vacuum chamber ambient, the 

poorer the quality of the diffraction patterns. Well-ordered monolayer 

structures would be observed only if the hydrocarbons were adsorbed on a 

, cold and well-ordered substrate. best quality multilayer 

structures would be observed only if the hydrocarbons were condensed on 

well-ordered monolayers. The multilayer patterns were poorer quality 

than the monolayer patterns and decreased in quality with thickness. 

The greatest film thickness from which diffraction patterns were detect-

able was 300l. Millt .diffraction pattern quality was independent 

of incident vapor flux within the range 1012 - 1014 molecules cm- 2 sec -1, 

and substrate temperature in the range between T 3 and 90K. 

Diffraction features from the monolayer structures were observed 

from 125V incident beam voltage. In contrast, the multilayer diffrac

tion features were observed only in the range 5-40V. 

The structures produced by condensat of thick layers of these 

hydrocarbons on Pt(111) were all sensitive to electron irradiation. 

Typically the pattern would disappear after several seconds of electron 
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-5 2 exposure at 20V at 5 x 10 amp/em. structures observed at about 

monolayer coverage would stable for approximately a minute under the 

same bombardment conditions. Prolonged beam exposure of either the mono-

or multilayer structures deposits a disordered decomposition 

onto the obscures Pt diffraction 

, does not desorb prevents subsequent ordered 

depos ion of hydrocarbon upon 

Attempts to tEED saturated hydrocarbons at 

than 200A thickness charging the sam:ple at 

incident beam VOltages than- 15V. a thickness of 300X, the 

would film thicknesses, charging 

at even higher 

on ) observed in 

and between the 

the n-paraffins are 

unit 

suggests 

molecule parallel to 

mesh, 4.80A, closely 

the of the carbon atoms. In 

bulk crystal structures, the width 

b spacings, i.e. 4.79, 4.78, 4. 

together 

through n-octane 

Fig. 58. The 

the adsorbed 

properties of the n-paraffins imply 

adsorbed state. The smooth 

at constant width 

the axis of the 

, the measured width of the 

to the width of the molecule in 

n-octane, n-heptane, and n-hexane 

the chain is given by the 

respectively.66,68,69 The planar 
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Fig. 58. The observed real space unit meshes of the n-paraffins 
shown with the positions of the Pt atoms in the (111) 
surface. To emphasize the similarities and trends ob
served, two unit meshes are drawn for n-butane, n-hexane 
and n-octane and the meshes of n-pentane and n-heptane 
are drawn as oblique parallelograms rather than as 
the equivalent rectangles shown in Figs. 48 and SO. 
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all trans configuration of the saturated hydrocarbon chain has been 

found in all determined bulk crystal structures,103 and there is evidence 

that it is found in the liquid n-paraffins,104 thus it is quite reason-

that these hydrocarbons, bound to the metal surface by dispersion 

Ynrr~.~, are in the same conformation. 

The apparent shapes packing these molecules in the crystalline 

soUd state are also well knOlATIl, i.e., d
C

-
C

"" 1. 54)t d H"" LORl\, c- r '" H 

1.2X, LCCC"" 112° .10S Using this information the molecules can be fit 

into the observed unit meshes with litt ambiguity as to relative 

adsorbate-adsorbate positions, but with less certainty as to relative 

of adsorbate and could propose a surface struc-

these adsorbed adsorbate position is 

by of the atoms penni tted 

by van der Waals proposed structures are shown in 

Figs. 47d. 48c. 49d, SOd, The structures normal hydro-

carbons with even numbers carbon atoms, i.e" octrule, hexane. and one 

n-butane structures, one molecule mesh. and 

of the molecule is to the The normal hydrocarbons with 

odd numbers of carbon atoms cannot pack similarly with all molecules in 

identical adsorption sites of V~"'AH"'- of the terminal methyl 

groups, so they pack with two molecules/unit mesh, the two molecules 

related by a glide plane with both molecules 

parallel to [110]. The proposed gl planes of symmetry in the n -heptane 

and n-pentane structures should an effect upon relative inten-

s of the LEED spots, spots (O • .!~) with ! odd, would be forbidden 

by the glide planes Dr~~D()Se~ structures, substrate does 
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not share these symmetries, however, and consideration of scattering 

from the entire structure, adsorbate and substrate, allows finite 

40 intensity of these spots, The spots CO,!) with !. odd, are noticeably 

intense than the other spots LEED patterns from n-heptane and 

n-pentane monolayers support the proposed structures. 

n~butane structures II I II (Fi and evidently 

more than one mol The systemat absences 

structure II indicate the presence of two 

mutually perpendicular are no analogous structures 

of the other to a detailed structure. 

reasonable packing vvith molecules approximately parallel 

to , one molecules per cell. For 

structure I, z, '" 1, S t x1xture I I, the area 

1y the same as 

the other structure. high and thick layer 

structure, III, has an area 1 area/molecule is 

• 6'A2; a more dense molecular axis is not 

to the surface structure. 

It significant hydrocarbons 

showing ordered adsorption structures, with 

structure analogous to wi thin only a 

limited range of A monolayer surface 

unit cell areas versus number atoms of the n-paraffins is 

Fig. 59. est cross section area of 

the molecules, estimated area n-octane to be the area 

of the 01) of stnlcture, and subtract ing 
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6.0)t2, the area a methylene~103 every carbon atom than eight, 

the Pt inter-The unit mesh size is a constant plus n times one-half 

atomic distance (1039,8.), while the molecular area another constant 

n times the project the C bond length upon mol 

excess space 

t cel1 size 

constant. Thus~ the small er the 

on It 

n'" 4, but trend s 

n-butane I> thus structures 

are more 

stnlCtures 

important to 

n 

st 

structure 

is di 

n 

between 

plus a 

at 

becomes too 

h""t~"'TIlO possible, 

are more 

-substrate 

to 

in 

same as too 

or temperatures one-

on of 

brightest observed monolayer 

to 4.8,8. width 

n-paraffins. The streaking 

dicular direction, the direction 

octane to butane 

also at 

in perpen-

As the 

stnlcture, propane 

were 
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our experiment. 

Methane and ethane exposure above 90K, and propane exposure above 

140 K produced no new diffraction features and no appreciable increase in 

background intensity of the (lll)(lXl) pattern. This indicates that 

these condi tions, methane, ethane, and propane do not adsorb in an 

fashion, and no more than a small fraction of a monolayer is 

adsorbed. 

various phase transition temperatures of the adsorbed paraffins, 

illtl',trated in Fig. 57, fall on smooth curves when plotted against paraffin 

length. The T3 curve agrees reasonably with liquid phase vapor 

pressure~temperature relationships60 extrapolated to low pressures. 

the temperature of a set related one-dimensional-two-

dimensional order transitions of a number similar molecules. The 

transition fram the ordered monolayer phase to the one-dlJmensionally 

ordered phase is intriguing as a possible example a 

disorder transition, Because competitive of contaminants 

interferes with surface ordering behavior, is not that the 

ordering-disordering phenomenon is completely reversible. The applica-

tion of thermodynamic analysis to transition is thus open to question. 

this in mind, arguments can made in the of defining both 

transition and disordered state. 

The ordered states of the paraffin mono 1 ayers are very similar, 

one-dimensionally ordered states 

contributions fram internal degrees 

the paraffins are also 

freedom molecules can be 

ignored, the entropy change fram the 2-d to the l-d states, IJ.S, for 

of the paraffins will same. statement to 
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Trouton's rule for the entropy of vaporization of simple liquids at 

boiling points.) IlS can be evaluated by dividing the enthalpy of the 

tr~sition9 AH, by the transition temperature T2. Neither IlS nor llH 

have been measured. llH should be some function of dispersion forces 

"'''''rlW'''''''''' the adsorbate and plat inurn and between adsorbates 11 both of which 

expected to be proportional to the heat of vaporization of the 

parafftns* because of the similar origins of the forces. 

where fjtf 0; enthalpy of 2d -ld order transition of nth paraffin 

: enthalpy of vaporization at the boiling point for the 
nth paraffin. 

s 0; constant 

(1) 

these assumptions are correct then the ratio and ~ for 

paraffin !! should be constant and to 

(2) 

(3) 

Table III -6 lists ~ 11 ~p 60 and their ratio for paraffjns 

exhibiting the order-disorder transition. Except n-butane, the ratio 

is constant, -36 ± 1 eu. The deviation of the ratio for n-butane from the 

*Thermal desorption experiments (Section III-3d) 
adsorption of the paraffins on 
vaporization at the 
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Table 111-6. n-Paraffins 

Heat of vaporization and 2~D order - I-D order 

transition temperatures on Pt(lll) 

oc 60 yap ked/mole ~ ~ap~ (e.u·) 

---. 

-5.4 125 

.2 170 -36 

n-hexane -6.9 195 ~35 

-7.6 215 -35 

n~octane -8.2 220 -37 
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others encouraging, as the two-dimensional state involved in the 

transition, structure I or III, is not similar to the ordered structures 

of the other paraffins. 

The results so far are consistent with the assumptions, but there 

still no value for 6. It can be estimated in two ways, by estimating 

either tJi or /j,S. 

According to the interpretations of the LEED patterns before and 

after the transition, the surface structure disorders in one dimension 

'Upon heating. /j,S may estimated to similar in magni tude to the 

entropy gained in the formation of an ideal gas in the one disordered 

dimension. For a l-D ideal gas106 

3/2 L 
e -

N 
(4) 

approximately 10 e.u. for these molecules and temperatures. 6 then 

(5) 

An alternative approach to estimating 6 to estimate Mf. Vapor-

i:z.ation, transition from a condensed phase to the vapor, can be 

thought of as the breaking of - 12 nearest-neighbor "bondsu
• The nearest 

neighbor bond energy fn would be Mfwp/1Z. The two-dimensionally ordered 

structures below the transition temperature are closely packed in two 

dimensions. Each molecule has six nearest-neighbors. In the one-dimen

sionally ordered phase, the molecules are closely packed in only one 

dimension, having at least two, but perhaps more, nearest-neighbors, 
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depending upon the amount of desorption accompanying the transition.* 

enthalpy change is then 

n n (2 - 4) f - 6e 

'" - (1/6 - 1/3)lilf vap (6) 

The two estimates agree that lilf, the enthalpy change of the order

disorder transition is - l/S - 1/3 of M\ap. 

LEED and ten~erature behavior are consistent with a wodel 

the transition involving the breaking of dispersion type bonds to form 

structure 

to Pt<llO>, 

which the molecular axes of the paraffins remain 

molecules remain tightly packed across their 

widths~ but the chain ends are no longer correlated. 

LEED patterns show that for each normal the surface 

does not change appreciably during growth from an ordered mono-

to the multilayer. The beam intensities change, and the 

pattern shows significant disorder in the surface structure, but 

throughout the growth, the surface mesh changes by no more than a contrac-

of several percent, implying arr~lgement of molecules at the surface 

s :imilar to that the monolayer. 

thermal desorption (Section III-3d) indicates that desorption 
is minimal at In , the data predicts coverage will fall below 
one monolayer T>T1, implying the 1-D order observed above T2 
to packing of a complete monolayer of paraffin upon the surface. 
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ture contains two nolecules per unit 

The patterns produced by slowly cooling 

n'·octane or n-heptane to (Fig. 

structures 

cross 

cross sect 

vectors, 

ture was not 

n-'octane 

are 
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the Ag(lll)-(lXl). At temperatures below 205K a bright, sharp monolayer 

diffraction pattern is seen. This pattern is illustrated in Fig. 60. 

The monolayer diffraction pattern is 

1
2.1 0.31 
1 4!' 10.4A 5. ,separated 

vector 

experimen t wi th 

observed were 

diffuse 

between 

n-octane 

were observed 

aligned 

M11 t ilayers n-octane 

exposure, the monolayer 

pattern was 

to 

to an oblique surface unit mesh, 

an 

to the vacuum in one 

new diffraction features 

The 

side of the 

beams were 

similar to the 

two beams then 

brightest beams 

160K. 

160K, With 

intensity 

not 

oblique surface vectors at an 

angle of 101@, The 4. 

diffraction pattern to n-octane at 
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Fig. 62. a. LEED pattern at 24 eV of multilayers of n-octane 
condensed on Ag(lll), The specular beam is hidden by the 
electron gun tube. Compare to Fig. 47c. 

b. Diagram a. sho~~ng one orientation the primitive 
reciprocal net. 
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below lOOK produced no diffraction pattern, only a high background 

intensity characteristic of an amorphous surface, 

n-Heptane 

At temperatures above 220K exposure of the clean Ag(lll) surface 

to n-heptane vapor produced no diffraction features in addition to the 

Ag(lll)-(lxl). At temperatures between 185 and 220K diffuse rings were 

observed about the specular beam. Diffuse beams at approximately the 

one-half order positions were observed between 175 and 185K. Below 175K, 

a sharp, bright monolayer diffraction pattern was observed, 

The monolayer diffraction pattern is 

tion pattern is due to a surface mesh I 2 
-1 

angle of 103°, The shorter mesh vector 

shown in Fig, 63, The diffrac-

1 I, 5,0)\ by 11.4)\ at an 
3.3 

parallel to the Ag<112>. 

This structure is stable with respect to additional exposure to n-heptane 

vapor at temperatures above l50K, 

At temperatures below lSOK, multi1ayers of n-heptane condense, The 

diffraction pattern from multilayers of n-heptane is very similar to the 

pattern from mono 1 ayers of n-heptane. At initiation of multilayer growth, 

occasionally both diffraction patterns are observed as in . 64. The 

diffraction pattern from multilayers of n-heptane on Ag(ll!) is shown in 

Fig. 65. 

4.6J\ by 

The surface mesh derived from this pattern 

shorter vector 

the Ag<112>. 

also oblique, 

parallel to 

Exposure of the clean Ag(l!l) crystal to n-hexane vapor produced no 

new diffraction features at temperatures above Z15K. At temperatures 
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Fig. 63. a. LEED pattern at 21 eV of a monolayer of n-heptane 
adsorbed an Agell1). The specular beam lies to the 
right of the electron gun tube. Compare to Fig. 48. 

b. Diagram of a. showing one orientation of the primitive 
reciprocal net. The real space net corresponding to 

this pattern I-i ~.31· 
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64. a. LEED pattern of n-heptane on Ag(lll) at the 
onset of multilayer growth. 

b. Diagram of a. showing one orientation each of 
the reciprocal nets of the monolayer and multilayer 
surface structures. 
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a. LEED pattern at 27 eV of mu1tilayers of n-heptane 
condensed on Ag(lll). The specular beam lies to the 
right of the electron gun tube. 

b. Diagram of a. showing one orientation of the reciprocal 
net of the multilayer surface. Compare to Fig. 55. 
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between 170 and 21SK, weak rings were observed about the specular beam 

of Ag(lll)-(lxl) pattern. The radius of the brightest ring corre-

sponded to a row spacing of 4.6A the overlayer structure. 

A sharp monolayer diffraction was observed at temperatures 

This pattern is 

this pattern, I ~ 
shown 

0.31 
3.2 ' 

Fig. 66. The surface unit mesh 

is oblique, 5.3A by 8.2A» \\'1 an 

94°. The shorter mesh vector parallel to the Ag<6lS>. 

was stable under further exposure to n-hexane vapor at 

temperatures above l40K. With low exposure rates, the first additional 

features observed were diffuse spots at one-half order, 

transformed into the monolayer pattern. 

below l40K, multilayers n-hexane would condense 

vapor pressure used. During multilayer growth, the monolayer 

on tern would dim, the diffraction would grow 

, and the background intensity would increase. The diffraction 

observed from multilayers n-hexane on Ag(l!!) is shown in 

67. The surface unit mesh of the multilayer structure is apparently 

same as the surface unit mesh of the monolayer. 

n-Pentane 

The adsorption and condensation of n-pentane on Agell!) produced 

different than those described for the larger paraffins. 

Upon slowly cooling the Ag substrate n-pentane vapor, no changes 

were observed in the diffraction pattern above l75K. Below l7SK, rings 

were observed, but with further cooling to below 125K, the monolayer 

rings faded, and only a high background intensity was observed as multi-
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Fig. 66. a. LEED pattern at 30 eV of a monolayer of n-hexane 
on Ag(111). The specular beam lies to the right of 
the electron gun tube. 

b. Diagram of a, sho~~ng two orientations of the 
primitive reciprocal net. The real space net corresponding 

to this pattern is Ii o'~I. Substrate beams are shown 

by open circles, 
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layers condensed. The monolayer rings returned upon warming above 12SK, 

and multilayers of n-pentane would condense below this temperature. 

Exposure of the clean Ag(111) crystal to about monolayer amounts of 

at temperatures below lOOK produced a very complex diffraction 

shown The reciprocal unit mesh of this pattern 

not j but apparently at two of domains of 

structure or two strtlctures are Heating of the sample above 

of the stnlcture, reordered upon return 

to 

inuous Ag ) with the unidentified 

structure of multilayers of 

same structure, t Hayer was observed 

was a multi-

which tmidentified 

to at temperatures 

structure 

structure 

parallel to 

into 

the monolayer has become some-

symmetry. pattern 

structure p diffuse 

125K 

restores the structure, 
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Fig. 68. LEBD patterns of n-pentane on Ag(lll). 

a. monolayer, specular beam near electron gun 
tube (18 eV). 

b. monolayer, specular beam to the right of electron 
gun tube (18 eV). 

c, onset of multilayer growth (18 e\~. 
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Fig. 69, a, LEED pattern at 34 eV of monolayer of n-butane 
adsorbed on Agelll). The specular beam is to the 
right of the electron gun tube. 

b, Diagram of a, showing two orientations of the 
primitive reciprocal net. The real space net derived 

f th ' , 13 -2 I rnmn F' 53 b rom 15 pattern 1S 2 5 • ~.~are to 19, a" 
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Multilayers of n-butane condense below lOSK at the vapor pressure 

used. At moderate thicknesses, perhaps less than I~Ol, a different 

diffraction pattern is observed. This pattern is shown in Fig. 70. 

The surface unit mesh corresponding to this pattern a nearly rectangular 

mesh, i.8X by 8.4X, with an angle of 92°. The 7.aX mesh vector is aligned 

approximately parallel to the Ag<Z3l>. 

Discussion: n-Paraffins on 

Adsorption and condensation of the normal paraffins octane to butane 

on Ag(lll) produced results that were quite varied. There were large 

differences in behavior from one paraffin to another, and both very 

similar and very different behavior compared to that observed on platinum. 

The monolayer structures observed are listed in Table 111-7. 

n-Octane and n-Hexane 

Monolayers of both these paraffins on Ag(lll) have similar surface 

unit meshes. The area of each mesh is that expected for the cross sectional 

area of the plane of the paraffin molecule containing the carbon atom~L 66~69 

The measured areas are 58X2 and 43X2 for n-octane and n-hexane respectively. 

:Because of the magnitude of the mesh areas, the similarity of the mono

layer mesh shapes, the similarity of ~he molecular properties of the two 

paraffins, and "the monolayer structures found for the paraffins on (Ill), 

it is reasonable to seek monolayer structures for n-cctane and n-hexane 

on Ag(ll1) that consist of one molecule per unit mesh lying with its 

carbon atom plane parallel to the substrate surface. 

Such structures can be found, and are illustrated in Figs. 71 and 72. 

These are the only arrangements of these molecules in the experimentally 



of n-butane condensed 
to U1e right of the 

primitive 
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Table 111-7. Normal paraffins - monolayer structures on Ag(lll) 

n-paraffin structure temperature(K) comments 

-------

n-octane poorly ordered 205 - 230 

[2/ °4
3 I 1<205 

n-heptane poorly ordered 185 - 220 

I-i ~.3 I 1<185 

poorly ordered 170 - 215 

Ii 0.3 I 
3.2 T<170 

poorly ordered 125 - 175 

? T<100 exposure 

poorly ordered ? - 125 

I ~ -~ I 
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Fig. 71, The real space unit :mesh of n~octane DOnolayer an Ag(111), 
and a proposed arrangement of molecules within the 
unit mesh. Cor.tpare to Fig. 470.. 
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72. The real space unit mesh of the n-hexane monolayer on 
Agelll), and a proposed arrangement of molecules 
within the unit mesh. 
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determllled unit cells which do not involve unacceptable hydrogen-hydrogen 

non-bonded distances. IDS Also, in each structure the axis of the molecule 

lies approximately along the Ag<110>, just as it does when these molecules 

adsorb on ptelll), These are the most reasonable proposals for the 

stnlctures of monolayers of n-octane and n-hexane on Agelll) on the 

thi.s data, 

Multilayers of n-octane and n-hexane condensed upon the ordered 

monolayer structures apparently maintained the monolayer structures at 

low thicknesses (Fig, 61,67), With increasing thickness, the n-octane 

structure transformed into one giving a mesh 12, r...&. by 4, 7'A, Y'" 79° (Fig. 

), structure is identical, within the errors of the determination, 

to observed in multilayers of n-octane condensed on Pt(lll) (Fig. 

The arrangement of molecules in the surface of multilayers of 

n-octane deposited on silver is probably the same as the arrangement 

suggested in multilayers deposited on platinum, 

No further change in the diffraction pattern was observed after 

comrnencement of multilayer growth of n-hexane on Agelll), 

MOnolayers of n-heptane adsorbed on Agel11) form an ordered structure 

with a surface unit mesh of S,OA by 11,4A with an angle of 103°, The area 

of the mesh is S6'A2, approximately the cross sectional area of the n-heptane 

molecule through the plane of the carbon atoms,68 This mesh is related 

to the n-paraffin monolayer meshes observed on ptelll). It is ~ longer 

than a I_~ ~I structure, (I_~ ~I was the monolayer structure of 

n-hexane on Pt(lll),) The n-heptane molecule can be arranged in this 

structure quite easily as shown in Fig, 73, This arrangement is analogous 
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Fig, 73, Diagram showing the relationship between the n-heptane 
monolayer and multilayer unit meshes on Agelll) and proposed 
arrangements of molecules within them, Compare 
to Fig, 48c, 
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to the arrangement of paraffins proposed for Pt (Ill) and has the aXIS of 

n-heptane molecule along Ag<110> , 

Upon n-heptane multilayer grow'th on 
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and the metal <110>. 

n-Pentane 

The behavior of n-pentane on Ag(1l1) was unique in that there \!Vas 

a monolayer order-disorder transition temperature some 25° 

onset multilayer deposition, At approximately monolayer 

as judged by tEED, a sharp diffraction patten1 (Fig, 68) was 

below lOOK, whkh reversibly disordered at temperatures above 

lOOK. In the temperature range above the onset of multilayer grow1:h, 

- 175K, a diffraction pattern consisting of a series of rings \!Vas 

The rings perhaps correspond to a poorly formed version of 

the low temperature ordered structure. 

some condensed on the ordered monolayer 

same structure, No experiments were performed to study 

ordering characteristics, or monolayer ordering characteris-

t under a layer of condensed n-pentane at the monolayer transition 

temperature. 

Further work is necessary in order to analyze the LEED pattern of 

ordered monolayer, 

n-

The monolayer diffraction pattern observed from n-butane on Ag(lll) 

(Fig. 69) is the same as the one observed from n-butane on ptelll) (Fig. 

53). Both are I~ -~I structures. Silver has a larger lattice than 

platinum, so that the n-butane structure on silver is 4% larger than the 

n-butane structure on platinum. The arrangement molecules in this 

structure not known, but is presumably the same on both substrates. 
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Multilayers of n-butane condensed on silver assumed a structure 

with a surface unit mesh 7.8)\ by 8 0 4f~, Y ~ 92°. This structure is not 

same as the one assumed by multilayers of n-butane on Pt (11). \,)0 

structure has been reported for n-butane, so it is not clear 

~ or mult structures 

to the bulk structure. 

The di of n-paraffins 

deposited on Ag ) or the models proposed for the 

demonstrate the contrast between silver and platinum 

t are to two- and three-dimen-

and chemical 

The unifonni ty structure n-paraffln 

on Pt(lll) (Fig. was not on Ag(lll). No clear 

pattern emerged would the paraffin structures. 

n - and n -Hexane 

n-Octane and n- on most similar of monolayer 

structures observed during ion on Ag(lll). The diffrac-

tion patterns observed and the structures proposed are shown in Figs. 60, 

66~ 71, and 72. TI1ese structures the same relationship to each 

other as the n-paraffin stmctures on platinum, the n-octane unit 

mesh is approximately the n-hexane t the metal 

(Fig. 74). The ive to 
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Diagram showing the similarity of the unit meshes of 
monolayers of n-octane and n-hexane adsorbed on 

(111), The lines show unit meshes 
. Figs, and 72, the dashed 

meshes. 
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n-hexane is along the paraffin chain axis, and the proposed surface 

structures on both platinum and silver have the molecules aligned along 

the metal <llO>. 

The difference between the silver and platinum structures is in the 

positions of the ends of the molecules. On platinum, the ends 

molecules aTe arranged in rows perpendicular to Pt<110> and the 

3~is. On silver the ends of the molecules are arranged in 

TOWS at an of about 60° to the Ag<llO> and the molecular axis. 

reasons for difference in structure are not clear, but are perhaps 
o 

to the repeat distance perpendicular to the metal <110>, 4.8A on 

S.OA on silver. The methylene chain is estimated to be 4.8Awide66 ,69 

well with the platinum lattice but perhaps not with the 

s ver. In the n-hexane and n-octane monolayer structures observed on 

widths of the ce11s perpendicular to Ag<110> are 

S.OA and 4.6A respectively. The reason for these structural differences 

must lie in the detai of the balance between metal-paraffin and paraffin~ 

forces. 

contrast to the structures observed for n-octane and n-hexane on 

), the n-heptane structure is analogous to the n-paraffin structures 

on (111). The n-heptane monolayer mesh on Ag(111) is AJt by S.OA, 

y:::: 103 0 (Fig. 73). Centering the n-heptane monolayer mesh on Pt (111) 

gives dimensions 11.4A by 4.8A, 'Y =: 102 0 (Fig. 47). The meshes compare 

well with each other and size the n-heptane molecule. In each 

case the width of mesh .J3 times the metal interatomic spacing. The 
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length of the mesh observed on platinum is also in registry with the 

metal surface, while on silver the length of the n-heptane cell is out 

of registry with the metal surface, but corresponds closely to the length 

of the n-heptane molecule. 

In view of the very similar structure to those observed on ptelll), 

it is surprising that the odd-even paraffin structural correlation is not 

followed by n-heptane on Ag(lll). n-Heptane and n-pentane formed mono

layer structures with two molecules per unit cell on Pt(lll). This is 

due to the necessity of packing the terminal methyl groups of these 

non-centrosymrnetric molecules while maintaining all molecules in identical 

ion sites. 1ne same consideration.':; should apply to n-heptane on 

). They evidently do not for two reasons. First, the unit mesh 

>;.p.r,,,'w. on Ag (lll) is wider than the meshes observed on Pt (Ill) and 

than the presumed width of a methylene chain. TIle extra width 

:may prevent crowding of the terminal methyl groups in a structure with 

one molecule per unit mesh. Secondly, the n-heptane monolayer mesh on 

Agelll) is not III registry with metal latt along the <110> directions, 

so that the n-heptane molecules all have different adsorption sites on 

the metal surface. There is evidently a weaker interaction of the n-heptane 

molecule with the silver surface geometry, allowing the n-heptane moleCUle 

to pack with one molecule per unit celL 

n-Pentane 

The adsorption of monolayers of n-pentane presented something of a 

mystery. n-Pentane behaved very predictably on Pt(lll) , obeying the 

trends obeyed by other paraffins. On Ag(lll), however, it displayed an 

apparent monolayer order-disorder transition 25° below the temperature 
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at which multilayers condense, and no ordered monolayer structures above 

that temperature. The behavior on silver could have been attributed to 

small size ruld weak forces, except that a smaller molecule, n-butane, 

on 

analogously to the larger n-paraffins on silver, illld siJnilarly 

s 

same 

not 

No 

1), In contrast to 

stnl.cture, I ~ -~ I, on both 

a favorable arrilllgement of 

ten~d by the 4 % difference in the 

monolayer structures were observed 

structures observed on Pt (111) . 

structure to the other n-paraffin 

structures on structure I, to unfavorable packing 

platinum latt Conceivably 

:5tructure could on the latt however 

s a different chemical platiJ1UlTI , did not. 

monolayer and mul 

the 

of the n-paraffins on 

-7 at which they are observed at 10 Torr 

illustrated in Fig. 75. This figure is illlalogous to Fig. 57, a 

plot for Pt (111) . Except previously mentioned anomalous 

behavior of n-pentillle on Agelll), plots are generally similar. In 

each case there is, starting at high temperature: 1) a region of disordered 

adsorption of undetermined coverage quite certainly less thilll a full mono-

at high in this region shows the 
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75. Monolayer and multilayer surface phases of the n-paraffins 
C4-C8 on Ag(lll) , and the temperatures at which they 

-7 were observed at 10 torr. Compare to Fig. 57. 
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metal (Ixl) pattern with increased background intensity. 2) A partially 

ordered region, giving streaks on ptelll) or rings on Ag(lll) in the LEED 

pattern. 3) The region in which the ordered monolayer structures discussed 

previously exist, and 4) The region where the vapor pressure of the 

n-paraffins falls below 10- 7 Torr and multilayers condense. This region 

the same on both Ag(lll) and ptelll), as its boundary depends on the 

properties of the solid n-paraffins, not the substrate. 

In general, the temperatures of the monolayer phase boundaries are 

lower on Ag(lll) than on ptelll). Assuming the entropies of the trffilsi

tions (e.g., semi-ordered to ordered) are similar, this means the enthalpies 

transitions are lower on Agelll) than on Pt(lll). The transition 

are sums of interaction energies between the paraffin molecules 

between the substrate <md the paraffins. The paraffin interaction 

would not change upon changing substrates, so the lower tempera

tures measured for phase transitions on Ag(lll) are evidence for weaker 

interactions between saturated hydrocarbons and silver surfaces than 

between saturated hydrocarbons and platinum surfaces. 

The weaker contribution of metal-paraffin interactions to the mono

layer structures suggests that the monolayer structures observed on 

Ag(111) would be more characteristic intermolecular forces than the 

structures on Pt(ll1). If, as indicated by Fig. 59, the registry with 

the platinum surface keeps the larger paraffins loosely packed on the 

surface, smaller monolayer mesh areas would be expected on Ag(lll). The 

observed monolayer surface mesh areas are listed in Table 111-8. The 

behaviors of n-octane and n-hexane conform to this prediction, that of 

n-heptane and n-butane do not. The width of the n-heptane unit cellon 
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Table 111-8 n-Paraffin monolayer surface mesh areas, 

n-octane 

n--heptane 

n-hexane 

n-pentane 

n-butane 

"" Number 

I 

II 

III 

Mesh Areas (A2/molecu1e) 

Pt (111) 

59,8 

53,2 

46.S 

39.9 

33.2 

134 * 

126.3* 

Ag(lll) 

58.4 

55.5 

43.4 

137* 

==_._- --
molecules per unit mesh not known, 
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Ag(lll) is in registry with the silver and is S,OA; this causes the 

n-heptane on Ag(lll) mesh to be 4% larger thrul the n-heptane mesh on 

(111), Both dimensions of the n-butane monolayer mesh are in registry 

with the silver and platinum surfaces, so it is (4)2% larger on silver. 

factors determining the relative contribution of adsorbate-adsorbate 

adsorbate-substrate interactions to adsorbed monolayer structure are not 

as simple for the system of n-paraffins on ptelll) and Agelll) as 

suggested, 

Multilarers 

One purpose of observing the surfaces of multilayers of molecular 

condensed upon two different substrates was to clarify the effect 

substrate on the stnlcture of the solid and its surface, As 

expected, consideration of the multilayer stnlctures observed on both 

(111) and Ag(111) reinforces the assignment of a given surface structure 

to a bulk lattice, 

Mu1tilayers of n-octane condensed upon ordered monolayers on either 

substrate gave the same diffraction pattern, The surface unit mesh derived 

from this diffraction pattern is oblique, 4,7A by 12,lA with an angle of 

101°. The CI01) plane of bulk octane has a mesh 4,8A by l2,2A with an 

angle of 101°,66 The n-octane molecule lies in the bulk structure with 

plane parallel to the (101), Observation of the same multilayer 

surface structure grown on two different monolayer structures on two 

different substrates is strong evidence that the multilayer stTIlcture 

observed is a property of solid n-octane alone, Close similarity In 

dimensions to a low-index plane of the n-octane crystal stTIlcture suggests 
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the surface structure observed is the unreconstructed CHIT) crystal plane ° 

Along with the (001) plane observed on Pt(lll) (Fig. 56), it is likely 

that the surfaces of two crystal faces of n-octane have been observed. 

Multilayers of n-heptane also gave the same diffraction pattern when 

on either Pt(lll) or Ag(lll). The surface unit mesh derived frorr. 

pattern is also oblique, 4.6A by 11.2}\ with an angle of IOZo. This 

68 mesh does not compare well with the bulk n-heptane crystal structure, 

(triclinic, PI, z=2; ~""4.l8)\, !?=4.78.$., £""ZO.17.$., Cl=93.9°, S= 

95.0°, Y'" 105.4°). Unless both molecules in the bulk lIDit cell are 

somehow equivalent on the surface, there are the wrong number of molecules 

unit celL Apparently the n-heptane multilayer surface is not an 

unreconstructed crystal plane of the bulk n-heptane structure. 

The similarity of the monolayer structures formed by n-heptane on 

(111) and Pt(lll) to the multilayer structures suggest an alternate 

explanation of the multilayer surface structures. This explanation is 

that the paraffin films grown are not in the reported bulk crystal 

structures. There have been eight hydrocarbon chain packing arrangements 

d °b d f . 1 1 d'" h l' 107 escri e rom SIng e crysta structure etermlnatlons In t e Iterature 

and frequent instances polymorphism, i.e., multiple bulk crystal struc-

of a given paraffin. 103 Evidently no one chain packing arrangement 

greatly favored. The presence of an arrangement in the monolayer 

determined by the metal substrate causes the subsequent layers to assume 

the same arrangement, even though that is not the structure favored in 

the absence of the substrate. Application of a bulk sensitive diffraction 

technique could test this hypothesis. Another explanation, reconstruction 

of the paraffin surface, is unlikely because the surface lIDit mesh is the 
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same in the monolayer as it is In the thick layer, 
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tractable at several levels of sophistication. There are many reviews 

f h hn · . h l' 108,109 o t e tec lque In t e Iterature. 

The technique consists of measuring the evolution of gases from the 

surface of an absorbent as the sample is heated. A mass spectrometer 

ideally used to measure the composition of the gas phase, but an ion 

can be used if identity of the desorbed gases are known. The 

resulting data, consisting of plots of desorption rate and temperature 

versus time, is then fit to a kinetic equation and the parameters of the 

equation are evaluated. These parameters are usually the activation 

energy for desorption, ED' a pre-exponential factor v, and the desorption 

rate order. 

are many pitfalls of the experiment and its analysis. The 

pumping speed the vacuum chamber must be known to convert pressures 

desorption rates. Desorption from sample edges, supports, etc., 

!nust made negligible. The use of an ion gauge for the measure of 

desorption leaves doubts about which chemical species is desorbed. In 

to evaluate the data, a kinetic equation must be assumed. Usually 

an Arhennius expression is used to fit the data, but even good agreement 

with experiment is no proof that a particular expression is appropriate. 

Multiplicities of adsorption states, interconversion between adsorption 

states, and coverage dependence of kinetic parameters can all be present, 

and should be taken into account when analyzing the data. 

By using care in the experimental procedure, and by choosing a 

simple adsorption system these pitfalls can be avoided. Use of high 

pumping speeds makes chamber pressure proportional to desorption rate. 

Proper dosing and heating procedures minimize spurious desorption from 
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the sample holder. A physically adsorbed molecule should undergo a 

simple desorption process v,'ith an activation energy consisting of only 

the heat of adsorption. Under the correct circuITIstances, valuable data 

can simply obtained by using the flash desorption method. 

The apparatus described in Section II - 5 was used for these studies. 

The Pt(lll) crystal was spot welded on supports of large cross section 

so that with resistance heating the temperature was always higher 

than the support temperature and desorption from the supports was minimized. 

was flashed to desorb all adsorbed gases before each 

was done by briefly dosLng the Pt surface 

the whil e sampl e v"as held at temperatures 

between 95~200K. The chamber pressure did not rise by more than 5 x 10- 9 

Torr during the 10-30 sec exposures, so areas of the sample and support 

not in direct line the needle were not exposed to appreciable amounts 

The pumping speed of the chamber was quite high during these experi

ments due to the large areas of the manipulator that were at liquid 

nitrogen temperature and served as effective cryo-pumps for the hydrocar

bons. Flashing of the crystal was done by applying a constant voltage 

across the sample, which resulted a heating rate of approximately 102K 

sec-1 The temperature was measured with a Chromel-Alumel thermocouple 

spot-welded to the crystal, 

The data was gathered on an x-y recorder. The output of the thermo

couple was plotted on the x-axis, and the output of the ion gauge was the 

input. 
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Data Analysis 

First order desorption was assumed in analysis of the data. 

dn 
dt 

nv exp ( -EnlRT) (1) 

n is the surface coverage. Because of the high pumping speed in 

chrulwer the ion gauge signal was proportional to the desorption rate, 

and following the analysis of Ehrlich, 109 

E '" D 

T~'l is the temperature of the maximum desorption, i. e., of greatest 

b is the linear heating rate. 

(2) 

A further sj~lification is to assume a value of v on the order of 

13 -1 109 frequency, - 10 sec . 

Table III-9 lists the experimentally determined temperatures of 

maximum desorption. Also listed are the derived ED for each hydrocarbon. 

desorption temperatures are reproducible to within 5°. The ED values 

are dependent on the approximations made. For example, assuming a value 

of ., of ],012 sec- l 1 h d' 1 b go v owers t e esorptlon energy va ues y ~. 

There were no systemat variations of the desorption temperature 

with exposure or flash initiation temperature among the paraffins. With 

cyclohexane, however, the desorption temperature varied between 240 and 

260K. Lower desorption temperatures were measured either with_increased 

exposure, or with flash initiation temperature. Decrease in 

desorption temperature with increased coverage is expected for higher 
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Table 111-9, n-paraffins on (Ill)~desorption temperatures and energies 

on 

rate '" 

Tdesorb 

(K)+ 

285 

270 

250 

240-260* 

ED 

(kcal/mole) 

16 

14 

12 

MI bp(60) 
yap 

(kcal/mole) 

8,2 

7,6 

6,9 

6,2 

5,4 

7,2 

Ezi MIvap (bp) 

1.95 

1. 97 

2.03 

1.94 

2,04 

avg 2, O±, OS 
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than first order desorption kinetics, 

Small extra desorption maxima were observed during some n-octane 

cyclohexane desorption experiments~ at 230 and 290K respectively, 

The desorptions were terminated at about room temperature because 

ion from the supports, 

The constancy desorption temperature with variations Ln 

f1 ini tiation temperature are consistent with the assump-

order desorption for each paraffin and support the analysis 

to obtain desODJtion energies. The assl~tion of a value of v 

energies subject to an estimated 10% uncertainty, Cyc1o-

evident not order, so the simple analysis 

the inappropriate, 

ease and the low ED'S measured for these saturated 

support the idea that these molecules are phys I;, adsorbed ~ 

by dispersion forces~ not chemical bonds. There should be no activation 

physical adsorption, so the desorption energies are also the 

of adsorption of the hydrocarbons on PtCl11). The derived energies 

are comparable to the heats of physical adsorption for the paraffins on 

. f d b 110 a varIety 0 a sor ents. 

As the molecular properties that presumably determine the heat of 

physisorption are the same as those that determine the cohesive energy 

of condensed phases of the hydrocarbons, L e. polarizabil ity, dipole 

moment, etc., there should a relationship between the two types of 

energies. Listed in Table III-9 also are the ratios of ED and the enthalpy 

of vaporization measured at the boiling of the The ratio 
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is a remarkably constant 2.0 

Using these energies as heats of adsorption, one may estimate the 

coverage (0) of these molecules on Pt(lll) at room temperature. A simple 

estimate is111 

o "" 
V 2n HR.T 

(l '" sticking probability (assumed to be unity) 

N "" Avogadro's number 
0 

p "" pressure of the adsorbate vapor 

M -> mass of adsorbate 

R .- gas constant 

- inverse of the desorPtion rate pre-exponential 
(assumed to be 10-13 sec) 

mads '" thermodynamic heat of adsorption 

'this estimate 1S only appropriate at low coverages, much less than a 
-7 monolayer. The estimated room temperature coverages at 10 Torr of 

(3) 

hydrocarbon vapor are given in Table 111-10. For methane, ethane, and 

propane, ~ads is approximated by 2~vap(b,P.)' Evidently coverages are 

approaching a reasonable fraction of a monolayer only for paraffins 

larger than n-octane, 

Conclusions 

While for experimental and theoretical reasons the results of these 

flash desorption studies must be considered tentative, evidence is presented 

that the desorption of the n-paraffins on Pt(lll) is a first order rate 

process, with an activation energy approximately twice the heat of vapor-
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III-IO n-Paraffin coverage on (Ill) at room ten~erature 

n"octane 

n-pentane 

n-butane 

-7 Coverage at 10 torY, 300K 
(molecules cm- 2) 

a monolayer 

o 
10" 

108 

107 

106 

104 
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ization of paraffins. 

e. Work Function Change: n-Paraffins on ptell1) and Pt(lOO) 

The study of the interaction between saturated hydrocarbons and a 

platinum surface is important for the understanding of catalysis, 

lubrication, and the experiments of this thesis dealing with hydrocarbon 

deposition on metal surfaces. Two aspects of the interaction, the amount 

adsorbed and the extent of charge transfer upon adsorption, can be 

investigated by measuring the change of the work function of the metal 

upon adsorption, Such measurements combined with LEED observations were 

performed during adsorption of the normal paraffins ethane--n-heptane 

on (111) and (100) single crystal surfaces at room temperature, The 

results indicate that there is rapid chemisorpt of a significant 

fraction of a monolayer of the saturated hydrocarbons on each crystal face, 

The Work Functionl12 

The work function is the energy necessary to remove an electron from 

the Fermi level of a solid to a point at infinity, This energy, e¢, is 

composed of two parts: 

(1) 

~ is the chemical potential of an electron inside the metal and is due 

to the attraction of the electron to the ion cores. It does not depend 

on the crystal face of the metal, and only negligibly on surface properties, 

IJ.tp is the difference between the electrostatic potential of an electron 

inside the metal and the electrostatic potential of an electron outside 

the metal. There is an electric double layer at the surface of a metal. 
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caused by the "spill over" of conduction electrons into vacuum. The 

magnitude of the double layer is dependent on crystal face and surface 

conditions. The double layer resembles a capacitor, and ~¢ is analogous 

to change in potential across a charged capacitor. 

Adsorption of a gas upon the metal changes ~¢, and thus ¢, by an 

amount 6¢. The sign of ~¢ is negative dipoles are added to the surface 

positive end away from the rnetal. The magnitude of ~¢ is given 

(2) 

n is the number of dipoles of magnitude (J produced per unit surface 

area. ~V, the negative of the change in work function is called the 

potential. 

In this expression for the change of work interesting 

quantities, coverage and dipole moment, appear as a product. 

must be an independent measurement or estimate of one to extract 

other. Absolute surface coverage is always hard to determine. The 

moment induced by adsorption can be caused by two effects, polari-

of the adsorbate by the fields at surface, and electron 

modifications due to bonding the adsorbate. Both of these 

are difficult to estimate or to measure independently. The 

to isolate coverage from dipole moment 

drawback of the work function change measurement. 

the most serious 

Work function changes were measured using the retarding field method. 

procedures, samples~ and apparatus used are those of Gland. 53 
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Results 

Exposure of both platinum surfaces to the paraffin vapors at approx

imately 10- 7 Torr pressure at room temperature resulted in an immediate 

decrease in the work function. The decrease reached a maximum in about 

five minutes, and the work function then began to increase slov.;ly, regaining 

- 15% of the change in an hour, The maximum work function ch~ges recorded 

are shov..'Il in Figs, 76 and 77 and Table III··ll. 

LEED observations during the eJl.1leriments showed an increase in back-

ground intensity upon adsorption, but no sharp monolayer diffraction 

patterns. Poor (2x2) patterns were observed during ethane and n-heptane 

adsorption on Pt (111), and a weak and diffuse c (4x2) was formed slmdy 

propane, n-butane, and n-pentane adsorption on Pt(lll). 

Upon heating of the metal surfaces to 150°C in n-paraffin vapor fIlL\: , 

the work function decreased an additional 0.2 - 0.4 eV. 

The data shows a linear increase of ~¢ with paraffin chain length, 

except for ethane, Ethane adsorption gave an anomalously large and slov; 

change of work function, Analysis of the ethane sample used indicated a 

.05% ethylene impurity,113 The magnitude of ~¢ observed upon ethane 

exposure53 and the rate of change are consistent with ethylene adsorption 

from the impurity in the ethane sample, The (2x2) LEED pattern is also 

. . h hId . S3 conSIstent WIt et y ene a sorptIon, 

Discussion 

Table III-II also shows the magnitude of the dipole layer, no, 

calculated with Eq, (2), i'vblecular dipole moments are of the order of 

debyes, and there are"" 1014 surface atoms per cm2 of platinum surface, 
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76. Plot of the maximum change in work function upon 
adsorption of n-paraffins on clean ptell1) at room 
temperature as a function of the size of the 
n-paraffin. Each data point is the result of 
a separate experiment. 
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Fig. 76 
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Fig. 77. Plot of the maxilTltIDl change in work function upon 
adsorption of n-paraffins on clean Pt(lOO) at 
room temperature as a function of the size of 
the n-paraffin. Each data point is the result 
of a separate experiment. 
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Table III*l1. Work function changes upon n-Paraffin adsorption on Pt (111) 
and Pt(lOO) 

1.3 1.0 3.6 2.7 13.7 

n-hexane 1.1 .8 2.9 2.1 11.9 

.8 .6 2.2 1.7 10.0 

.6 .5 1.9 1.3 8.9 

.4 .3 1.1 .7 5.1 

1.1 1.0 4.5 
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so the work function changes are consistent with monolayer coverages of 

normal molecular dipoles, or smaller coverages of quite large dipoles. 

Clearly, there is an extent of adsorption that is significant in ma&TJ1i tude. 

Significant adsorption at room temperature is not consistent with 

physically adsorbed molecules, Estinllites of coverage based upon the 

heats of adsorption measured by flash desorption below room te~)erature 

(Section III-3d) indicate there should be no detectable adsorption of the 

lighter n-paraffins. The experimental presence of such adsorption 

indicates chemisorption is taking place. The further decrease in work 

function observed upon heating shows that weakly adsorbed molecules were 

not driven off, but rather more chemical adsorption or changes in the 

nature the chemical adsorption occurred. These observations agree 

with those of Gland on cyclohexane, cyclopentane, and n-hexane adsorption. 53 

The c(4x2) pattern observed on Pt(lll) during adsorption of propane, 

butane, and pentane is most likely due to preferential adsorption of CO 

from the vacuum chamber background gases,114 

The magnitude the work function change on either platinum surface 

is apparently a linear function of the size of the paraffin (Fig, 75,76), 

One model that explains this relationship is that a constant number of 

molecules of each paraffin are adsorbed on either metal crystal and each 

molecule contributes to the work function change an amount proportional 

the size of the molecule. The constant number of molecules adsorbed 

could the result of a characteristic number of adsorption sites present 

on either surface determined by some concentration of reactive defects or 

by the atomic density of the surface, 

The electric field at the surface a metal would induce a dipole 
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moment in an adsorbed molecule proportional to the polarizability of the 

adsorbate Polarizabilities of the n-paraffins derived from the ClaUSlUS-

to 1 

. 115 d th ill I' f th l' , .:l~ 116 equatIon an e e ectrlC constanL~ 0 e lqU1~ are 

Table III- The polarizabili of the molecules are 

on size. adsorbed paraffin a constant 

at the of a could contribute a dipole moment 

ze. The chemisorption of the paraffin IOOlecules 

zabili ties. but might not the form of the 

zabili ty relationsh ~ especially if the carbon chain remained 

slopes plots of ~¢ versus polarizab ity give values for 

platinum on the 

at 

7 This model can rationalize the 

of 10 VIA. 
-2 

from 10 

,but 

probably too to quanti tati ve. 

The work function of (111) and (100) crystal 

upon adsorption of the at room temperature are 

to ze the paraffins. This behavior 

result of ficant amounts (10- 2 - 100 monolayer) of rapid, 

chemisorption on the metal 
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4. Cyclohexane and Trioxane 

a. GYclohexane 

Cyclohexane on PtCIII) 

Cyclohexane adsorption characteri~tics on Pt(lll) were sUnilar to 

normal paraffin adsorption. 1m ordered monolayer structure was observed 

above 140K, and an ordered multilayer structure with surface mesh vectors 

one half as long as the monolayer surface mesh vectors was observed at 

temperatures below l40K. 

The sharp monolayer pattern is produced by exposure of the clean 

Pt (111) -7 crystal to cyclohexane vapor at 10 Torr in the range of 140-200K. 

This l~ -~I pattern is shown in Fig. 78a. A schematic of the diffraction 

pattern is shown in Fig. 78b. Exposure at higher temperatures produced no 

new diffraction features, indicating that cyclohexane does not adsorb in 

an ordered manner above 200K at 10- 7 Torr. 

Exposure at temperatures less than l40K first caused the formation 

of the monolayer pattern. Continued exposure then produced the multilayer 

pattern. The multilayer pattern has high background intensity, broader 

beams, and altered relative beam intensities. The cyclohexane multilayer 

pattern is shown in Fig. 79. The monolayer and multilayer patterns are 

s~ilar, except that some of the less intense monolayer features are not 

visible in the multilayer pattern. In terms of the Pt(lll) surface 

I 2 -1/21 
lattice vectors, the multilayer pattern is approximately 1/2 5/2' 

At 200~ thickness, the cyclohexane diffraction pattern would be obscured 

by charging at beam VOltages less than 15V. The surface would charge 

below 20V at 300A thickness. 
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78. o. LEED pattern at 21 eV of a monolayer of cyclohexane on 
Pt (111) . 

b. Schematic drawing of a, showing two orientations each 
of two tmdistii"1guishable primitive reciprocal nets, 

Co space unit meshes a monolayer c:yc1 ohexane 
on Pt (Ill), It is not detennined whether the rectangle 
or the larger rhombus is the correct mesh, Molecules 
are drawn in the structure of the (001) plane of the 
c:~clohexane crystal structure. (Ref, 71), 
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Fig, 79. a. LEED pattern at 20 eV of a multilayer of cyclohexane 
grown on PtClll). 

b. Schematic drawing of a. showing two orientations of 
the primitive reciprocal net. 
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No pattenls were observed upon slow' cooling of the sample in cyclo

hexane vapor flux nor upon exposure of a contmninated Pt(lll) surface to 

cyclohexane vapor, 

Cyclohexane on Ag (111) 

Exposure of the Ag(lll) crystal to cyclohexane vapor at temperatures 

between 140 and 180K results in the formation a sharp, but relatively 

dim diffraction pattern with a high background intensity, This pattern 

shown in Fig, 80a, The pattern consists of beams arranged in diamond 

formations, centered at the 1/2 order diffraction positions, The pattern 

not be indexed in terms of a simple surface mesh, but is apparently 

a (9x 9) pattern with only selected beams visible. 

140K, cyclohexane vapor is condensed to form multilayers, The 

multilayer surface is ordered and gives a bright LEED pattern (Fig, 80b). 

This pattern is produced by a hexagonal surface mesh, 6.3A in dimension. 

cyclohexane mesh is oriented parallel to the hexagonal Age11l) 

surface mesh. 

Discussion: Cyclohexane 

Multilayers of cyclohexane condensed on either Pt(ll1) or Ag(l1l) 

had the same surface mesh, a hexagonal mesh of 6. 3 - 6. 4}\. This mesh is 

of the same size and shape as the mesh in the centered ab plane of the 

71 reported cyclohexane bulk crystal structure. The cyclohexane crystal 

structure (C2/c, Z=4; !!.=11.23A, E.=6,44.Rc, £=8.20.Rc, 13=108,83°) 

consists of layers of molecules with their molecular planes approximately 

parallel to the ab plane. The structure of this plane is illustrated 

in Fig. 81. It appears that the thick layer structure is the unrecon-
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Fig. 80. a. LEED pattern at 47 eV of the apparent (9X9) 
monolayer of cyclohexane on Ag(lll). The 
specular beam lies to the far right of the 
electron gun tube. 

b. LEED pattern at 20 eV of rnultilayers of 
cyclohexane condensed on Ag(lll). The specular 
beam lies to the right of the electron gun tube. 
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2.77A L 5-6804 
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Fig. e1. The real space unit mesh of the surface of multilayers of 
cyc1ohexane. The arrangement of molecules shovm is that 
of the (001) plane of the cyclohexane crystol structure, 
and the orientation of this structure with resuect to the 
Pt(111) and Ag(lll) surface unit neshes is shrnlTI. The 
dashed lines show the centered net of the (001) ~lane of 
cyc10hexane . 
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structed ab or (001) plane grovm with the cyclohexane [010] parallc'1 to 

the Pt<14S> and Ag<llO> 

It is of interest that the properties of the cyclohexane multilayer 

diffraction pattern remain constant to l60K, At l86K cyclohexane under-

71 a phase change to a plastic crystal phase. This phase has a fcc 

structure (Fm3m, Z"" 4; !!! '" 8.61), and each lattice point is occupied by a 

rapidly reorienting molecule. The large amplitude motions of the molecules 

should greatly the Debye-Waller factor at transition, an 

effect that should be noticeable in a diffraction experiment. Because 

of the unique forces at a solid surface it is conceivable that such a 

may occur at the surface at a different temperature than in 

No was noticed at temperatures below l60K although 

have gone unnoticed. By comparison, the order-disorder 

the Cu3Au loy \'<185 observed to occur continuously at the 

surface starting at 60° lower than the bulk phase trans . 118 Ion. It 

be of great interest to study the of a molecular solid that 

a plastic crystal transition at a temperature where its vapor 

is below 10- 7 Torr, 

Monolayers of cyclohexane on either metal gave diffraction patterns 

could be interpreted as due to close packed molecules lying flat 

upon the metal substrate, The monOlayer structures are listed in Table 

III-12, 

The diffraction pattern obtained from monolayers on ptelll) between 

140 and 200K can be interpreted in two ways, i.e" either as a hexagonal 

unit mesh of side 12.7~ or as a rectangular unit with net vectors of 6,4~ 

and o~. Both meshes would give ident LEED beam pos i hons , The 
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Table 111-12. Cyclohexane monolayer structures 

Substrate Structure Temperature Cormlents 

Pt(lll) 
1
4 =11 
1 5 

T<200 

Ag(lll) 
T<180 
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rectangular mesh dimensions are wi thin 2% of the centered, rpctangul ar 

~b plane of the monod inie cyclohexane bulk crystal st ructure. 

This monolayer structure probably is an arrangement of molecules 

s to that in the~b plane of bulk eye1 ohexane, v.:ith the molecular 

ane approximately parallel to the Pt interaction hith 

(111) surface makes molecules inequivalent that are equi\-alt?Ilt 

scatterers in the bulk structure. There are two possible causes for the 

inequivalence: actual di orientations of the molecules bv 

inequivalent underlying Pt structure or 1m] 1 tiple scattering from the 

Pt structure. It is also unresolved whether the 

true unit me is rectangular, with two molecules per 

or th molecules per unit mesh. TIle hexagonal 

-I have alI eel in ~. 111 ith the Pt while the 

mesh not. 1 more likelv. 

growth of a mult of cyclohexane, all molecules in the surface 

become equivalent. TIle ed structure of the cyclohexane 

on Pt (111) shown in Fig. 

The diffraction pattern obtained from mono layers of cycloheypne on 

(111) could not be interpreted if two of the beams near the one-half 

ions were taken to be due to primitive reciprocal lattice 

vectors, The choice of these beams would not allow the higher order 

beams to be in the positions were observed, 

The cyclohexane monolayer diffraction pattern can be interpreted as 

the result of two periodic , much the same as are LEED patterns from 

ordered arrays of steps on crystal surfaces (Section II_2).41 The cyclo-

hexane monolayer is arranged in a structure with true (9x9) periodicity. 
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Wi thin the (9 x9) cell, however, the cyc10hexane molecules are arranged 

in an approximate (2 x2) array. (By "approximate (2x2)" is meant that 

there are variations in position, orientation, scattering factor, or all 

three between cyclohexane molecules that prevent the structure from being 

a true (2x2). (Without these variations, the structure would be a (2 

and give a simple diffraction pattern.) The approximate (2 ) structure 

acts as a basis the (9 x9) lattice, and through the structure factor, 

modulates the intens1 ties of the 1/9th order beams in the diffraction 

pattern, The small ,["-20 (2x2) Is can fit into a (9 x9) cell) (2 x2) ] 

domains allow significant diffracted intensity only in a broad beam 

at the half diffraction post tions, so that only 1/9th 

nrri",'V' beams near the half order post tions are visible, Thus, beams 

(4/9,0), (5/9,0), (4/9,1/9) etc, are visible, as in the diffraction 

pattern (Fig. 80a), A calculation of the structure for 19 

identical 5catterers arranged in a (2x2) array within a (9 x9) cell 

supports this argument, and effectively duplicates the cyclohexane 

monolayer on Ag(lll) diffraction pattern, 

This model structure compares well wi th the dimensions of the 

cyclohexane molecule, crystal structure, and multilayer surface mesh, 

with the cyc10hexane monolayer pattern observed on ptelll). From 

crystallographic data, the cyclohexane molecule is - 6.4~ wide, or 

2~ Ag(lll) lattice spacings, A hexagonal arrangement of molecules would 

be incoherent with the Agelll) lattice, until the ninth silver spacing. 

The true periodicity would be (9 x9) , and the cyclohexane molecules would 

be arranged within the (9 x9) as a (2~x 2~) (Fig. 82). The different 

molecules within the (9 x9) cell are inequivalent with 
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Fig. 82. Proposed arrangement of cyclohexane molecules in the 
(9X9) monolayer on Ag(lll). 1ne total structure, 
substrate and monolayer, a true (9X9), but the 
molecules are a (2 1/4 X 2 1/4). 
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respect to the silver substrate lattice, and would expected to have 

inequivalent orientations and scattering factors as well. The model of 

cyc10hexane molecules lying flat on the Ag(lll) surface is consistent 

diffraction data, and is the same model proposed for cyclohexane 

",nrnA" on Pt(lll). 

adsorption and condensation behavior of trioxiane 

C[CHz-O-CHz-O-CHZ-OJ) on PtCllI) presents an example of the effect of 

contamination on the structure of a surface. 

Deposited on clean PtClll) at temperatures between 140 and ZOOK, 

gives a series of monolayer diffraction patterns. The pattern 

seen at lowest coverage (Fig. 83) streaked and results from an oblique 

mesh, l~ ~.51, with vectors !1X and 14~ an an angle of 115°, 

14~ vector is parallel to the Pt<llO>. The LEED pattern becomes 

complex with further exposure, as seen in Fig. 84. Finally, the 

diffraction pattern shows a (2.J3 x 2../3) R300 structure, I! -~ I ' 
. 85). The structure is hexagonal, 9.60~ in dimension, and rotated 

30° from the Pt(!ll) surface mesh. This structure is stable with respect 

to further exposure at temperatures between 170 and lOOK. The (2v'3 x 2v'3) 

structure will not reform if heated above ZOOK and then cooled in 

-7 Multilayers of trioxane condense below 170K at 10 Torr. Multi-

layers condensed upon the (Zi! X Z{!) R30° monolayer structure are 

amorphous. With trioxane condensation, the monolayer diffraction pattern 

dim and disappears. No multilayer diffraction observed. 
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Fig. 83. a. LEED pattern at 14 eV of monolayer of trioxane adsorbed 
on ptelll) between 140-200K. 

b. Diagram of a. show:L!g two superimposed patterns. 
The bars represent the streaked pattenl 

I~ ~.51· One orientation of the primitive reciprocal 

net is shown by the solid lines. The dots and dashed 
line are the (2(3 x 213)R30° pattern, 

1

2 -21 42· 

c. The I ~ ~.5Iunit mesh of trioxane on Pt(lll). 
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84. LEED patterns observed during the exposure induced 

transition between the trioxane \6 ~.S! and 

142 21 -2 monolayer structures on ptell1). 

a. 17 eV 

b. 26 eV 
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Fig. 85, a, LEED pattern at 2S eV of the ptelll) 

(2/3 X 2/3)R300 - trioxane monolayer 

1
2 -21 structure (4 2)' The specular beam is be low 

the electron gun tube, 

b, Diagram of a. showing one of two orientations of the 
primitive reciprocal net. 
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When less care is taken to insure the cleanliness of the substrate 

surface no monolayer structures are observed and a mul tHayer stnlCture 
,. 

is observed. By slow cooling (~H) minutes) of the substr;:ltc from room 

temperature in trioxane vapor fl ux, long ex])osure to the vacuum ch.unhcr 

background gases, or disordering of the mono1a>'er structures dcsc ribcd 

previously by heating above 200K. the substrate surface is contaITlinateJ. 

and no diffraction patterns are observed above l70K with trioxane 

exposure. Below 170K, ordered lTlultHayers are deposited upon the 

contaminated substrate, The very poor diffraction pattern obsen'ed 15 

shown in Fig, 86, The pattern is from an apparently rectangular surface 

structure 9)\ by 4)\, The shorter mesh vector is parallel to Pt<llO>. 

Ordered multilayer growth is also observed when trioxane is deposited 

on a graphi te covered Pt surface, The diffraction pattenl obtained in 

this way consists of a series of rings, corresponding to row spacings in 

the surface structure of 9.6, 4.2, 3.8, and 3.l.t Within the accuracy 

of the determination, these dimensions are consistent with the spacings 

derived from the innermost four diffraction beams expected from the 9A 

by 4Jt rectangular structure described above (9.0)\, 4.0)\, 3. , 3.0A). 

The rings in the diffraction pattern indicate this structure is present 

in domains randomly oriented about the surface normal, 
o 

The multilayer structures were observed up to thicknesses of 200A, 

at which thickness the diffraction patterns were obscured by charging of 

the surface. TIle surface structure was also quite susceptible to electron 

induced damage. The pattern would be undetectable after five seconds of 

exposure to the SO eV electron beam. 
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Fig. 86. a. LEED pattern at 16 eV of multi1ayers of trioxane 
condensed on Ptelll). The specular beam to the 
lower left of the electron gun tube. 

b. Diagram of a. showing one orientation of the 
primitive reciprocal net. 
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Trioxane forms two monolayer diffraction patterns when adsorbed on 

Agelll), but both patterns correspond to the same surface structure. At 

temperatures between 170 and 2l0K, the diffraction pattern sho~n in Fig. 

87 observed, The surface structure producing this pattern is stable 

respect to increased exposure to trioxane vapor. The diffract ion 

1

1,5 01 \( 
apparently due to a rectangular surface mesh, 2 41,10.0/\ 

by 4.34A, with the lO,O'&' surface mesh vector parallel to Ag<110>. At 

high LEED beron energies (V> 40V), and off-normal incidence (8 ~ 20°), 

diffraction beams become visible (Fig. 88a). Consideration of 

additional beams causes the interpretation of the monolayer 

structure to change to a rectangular mesh twice as large as the above 

~ \~~I. This mesh 10,OA by 8,67A, aligned as the above mesh 

. 8Sb) , 

of the Ag(lll) surface to trioxane vapor in runounts of 

approximately a monolayer, and at temperatures below l70K produces a 

different diffraction pattern along with the above pattern, This pattern 

1
1.7 0,7/ \( shown in Fig. 89, It is due to a rectangular mesh, , 4,41\ 

10,5 3,5 

by 9.6~ in dlinension, oriented with the 4.4A mesh vector parallel to the 

Ag<532>. 

With increased trioxane vapor exposure, thIS diffraction pattern 

fades away, leaving only the trioxane monolayer pattern, 

Below 170K at 10- 7 Torr, trioxane condenses to form multilayers, 

Deposition of these multilayers on the high exposure monolayer structure 

described above causes the monolayer diffraction pattern to grow dim, 

and background intensity to increase. The diffraction spots become 
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Fig. 87. a. LEED pattern at 17 eV of ! ~. 5 ~ I monolayer 

structure of trioxane on Ag(l11). The specular 
beam is to the right of the electron gun tube. 

b. Diagram of a. showing one orientation of the 
primitive reciprocal net. 
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a. LEED pattern at 42 eV of 11. ~ ~ I 'ffiOnolayer of 

oxane on 
far right. 

). The beam is at the 

b. Diagram of a. The berons indicated by small 
open circles are not observed at lower incident 
beam energies, but are observed here. Consideration 
of these beams halves the area of the reciprocal 
1IDi t :mesh and changes the interpretation of the 

structure from 1~·5 ~1 to l~ ~I· The substrate beams 

are indicated by larger open circles. 
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a. LEED pattern at 14 e\' of monolayers of trioxane 
on Ag(lll) adsorbed at temperatures below l70K. The 
specular beam to the far 

b. Diagram 
present in two 

circles are 

a. 9 shoWll1g 
types of 

to the IL~ 

. 1 ~. 11. 7 CIrc es are uue to a 0.5 

~l structure. The open 

0.7j 3.5 structure. 
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elongated along the short dimension of the reciprocal mesh, The 

tion pattern observed from multilayers of trioxane on Ag(l11) sho~TI 

. 90. The multilayer trioxane surface mesh then the same as the 

mesh, .01\ 4, disorder in the 10.0.~ dimension. 

at tern ob 

100)\, 

was not 

structures were during the ition of 

on ) 

structure 

Tuctures In~ 

to 

rst 

structure 

to 

Ion structure 

bulk-l structure would not 

The trioxane a 

to ion 

would favorably align the molecular dipoles 

inurn, The structure 

upon eviderlCe 

on platinum and a 

The trioxane monolayer 

changed into 

of this 

of the 

plane, 

may account for the 

83)~ as three-

was 

IDOr.'lent aligned 

plane structure 

to the surface dipole 

the 

mul t Hayers 

structure, 
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Table 1II-13. Trioxane monolayer structures 

Substrate 

) 

Structure 

-2 
2 

Tempera ture (K) 

° I 1'32 4°1 -4 or 

11.7 lL7 
10.5 5 

CcmInents 

exposure 

Formed at lov,' 
exposures 
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90. a. LEED pattern at 19 eV of multilayers of trioxane 
condensed on Ag(lll). The specular beam is to 
the right. 

b. Diagram of a. showing one orientation of the 
primHi ve reciprocal net. 
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91. Representation the trioxane crystal structure, showing 
the arrangement molecules (001) and (010) 
planes. The weight of the 1 used to draw the molecules 

(010) the depth of the molecule 
plane, 
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It is striking that the same rectangular surface mesh observed 

from monolayers of two types of orientations on Ag(lll), from multilayers 

on Ag(lll), and from multilayers on Pt (111). The measured dimensions for 

these meshes vary somewhat. Taking into account uncertainty of the 

are 9.5A by 4.3A. measurements, best 

must 

some decomposit ion product t 

The 

Immediately 

lying paral 

d axes to 

stY1JCture bulk 

sions in ternlS the lTlOre liar 

are 

distance. with 

relative to each 

. zA by 9. 4A) s 

full (0110) plane 

high angle, high 

1 

mesh dimens 

trioxane mol , or possibly 

molecule. 

e are illustrated Ln Fig. 92. 72 »16 

• 6. 4l in breadth. cannot 

in this structure. The width of 

"planeH is 4.2l. One possi-

c 

trioxane molecules or. 

The dimen-

are a'" g. 395A, 

plane. 

per the 8.3S0A 

60° about c 

(0110) plane dimensions 

dimensions found experimentally. 

one mesh calculated 

energy ions (Fig. 88). A 

structure similar to the (0110) plane of bulk trioxane is consistent with 

diffraction data at and angles s molecules related by 

1/2 £ scatter equivalently. 

It is difficult to rat structure ically however. 
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In all other cases in which bulk planes were observed in this 

work (ice, naphthalene, cyclohexane), the lattice planes were parallel 

to sheets of closely packed, molecules. The (0110) plane 

trioxane quite an open structure. 

structure not cons 

11 known to polymerize 

, t.o give 1 ine polyoxy~ 

methylene ([ structure 

carLS i st ent 

consistent 

state 

c. 

different 

condensat on 

similarit in molecular 

mental results only 

monolayer and bulk structures, 

evidence that 

Monolayers 

...... ,.1"'''' packed to 

to 

nine oxy~ 

.119 The 

cia ta , and the 

the polymer 

9 the surface 

trioxane 

during the adsorption 

The 

experi-

detennining the 

dissimilarities are 

in 
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condensed upon these monolayers maintain the same structure~ approximately, 

as they grow into their bulk crystal structure. Dispersion forces deter-

the bulk crystal structure of cyclohexane, and, at the low experimental 

9 presumably determine the structure at the metal-cyclohexane 

same form of ""F>"r,~<:H: were dominant in the case of 

crystal structures mld monolayer structure would result e 

similar mol shapes. This is not the case. 

structure is not packed~ 15% less dense than closest 

f h d h 1 1 ld d ' 120 Th b d 1 o ar sp ere rno ecu es wou pre lct. e 0 serve mono ayer 

5t:ructure on Ag (111) (111) - (Zi! X 2 R30"~trioxane structure 

not packed oxane lying parallel to the 

in monolayer structures 

probably result from the polarity nonpolarity 

crystal structure of cyclohexane is easily in terms 

forces and their result, closest molecular packing. struc-

ture to a space group consistent with close 

striking property of the crystal structure is that all the 

dipoles, which are parallel to the C3 axes of the molecules, 

are el to each other and the c - axis 9 and aligned in stacks along 

72 Adjacent in the are rotated 60° from 

other to eclipse electronegative oxygens of one the 

more electropositive methylenes of the adjacent ring. The electrostatic 

potentials must be an important contribution to the energy . 

a similar manner. the molecules are in 
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adsorbed monolayers~ electrostatic potentials must be an important 

contribution to the energy of adsorption of trioxane, These potentials 

take two forms, interactions between the surface field122 and the molecular 

dipole, and interactions between molecular dipoles. The first interactions 

would tend to parallel dipoles the adsorbed layer of molecules, 

second would tend to favor antiparallel dipoles in adjacent 

adsorbed molecules, 

is difficult to evaluate the relative magnitude of these factors 

in the adsorbed monolayer structures observed, Platinum has a work 

function 1 eV greater than that s ,123 and presumably a larger 

> so that -mol interactions would be stronger on 

Dominance of inum-trioxane forces would favor 

plane interpretation (111) -

oxane structure (Fig. 91), as the metal field and trioxane dipoles 

would aligned. Dominance the intermolecular ions in the 

monolayer structure observed on s could favor (0110) interpre-

tation of that structure (Fig. 91), as all moleollar dipoles could be 

aligned as in bulk structure stacks molecules along 

the substrate surface. These interpretations of the diffraction data 

are consistent with the kinds of forces to be important in the 

crystalline phase of cyclohexane and trioxane. 

There is another interpretation of the differences in behavior of 

cyclohexane and trioxane. Trioxane is a very much more reactive molecule 

than cyclohexane. It known to polymerize spontaneously and under high 

energy radiation. The diffraction patterns observed from trioxane could 

easily be due to polyoxymethylene~ or some other product of the interaction 
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of metal surfaces, low energy electrons and trioxane, 

5. Acetic Acid and Acid 

Acid on Pt 

new diffract features due toacet lon or conden·, 

\,yere observed on c1ean~ or graphite covered Pt (111). Amorphous 

would condense below 175K at 10- 7 Torr of acetic acid vapoL 

Exposure of the Ag (111) surface to acet ic acid vapor in the tempera >. 

ture of l7S-20SK produced the sharp monolayer diffraction pattern 
(} 

93, This pattern is due to a square mesh of 7, 1A dimension 

equivalent domains two of 

The major orientat I~ 0,7/ 
2.7 ' 

as j 

of the diffracted beams, is one diagonal 

parallel to the Ag<lIO>. The minor orientat 

square ce11 ~ 12.8 1.4/, to Ag<llO>, 0 
2.5 

ions upon the 

by relative 

the square 

with one side 

Exposure below 175K produces multilayer gr~~h, LEED from mult 

acid on Ag(ll1) shows beams the same posit as from the 

or monolayer orientation, or poorly defined rings up to several hundred 

thickness. 

Acetic Acid 
., 

The monolayer mesh observed on Agelll) contains an area of 50~~, and 

length of the mesh diagonal is 10.0~. The presence mesh in 

two different orientations suggests that there 

acid adsorption on (111) ~ and no 

no specific site for 

energy difference between 
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Fig. 93. LEED patterns of monolayers of acetic acid on Agelll). 

a. LEED pattern at 22 eV. The specular beam is to the 
far right of the gun tube. 

b. Diagram of a. This pattern is due to two orientations 
of the same monolayer net upon the substrate. The dots 
are beams from the more abundant orientation, and one 
primitive reciprocal net is shown with the solid lines. 
The beams from the less abundant orientation are shown 
by triangles, and one orientation of the primitive 
reciprocal net is shown with the dashed lines. The major 

orientation is I~ -~:;I, the minor orientation is 

1

2•S 1.41 o 2.5· 

c. LEED pattern at 10 eV. 

d. Diagram of c. 
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the two orientations, 

Propionic Acid on PtCIll) 

No LEED patterns were produced by exposure of clean Pt(lll) to 

propionic acid vapor at any temperature. Multilayers condensed on the 

substrate at temperatures below 195K, obscuring the Pt(lll) diffraction 

features, but producing no new features, 

Heating the Pt crystal in propionic acid vapor caused the deposition 

of carbon on the surface, as evidenced by the appearance of a ring in the 

diffraction pattern that is associated with a graphite overlayer on 

platinum. 56 Exposure of this surface to propionic acid vapor in the 

temperature range 195-2l0K produced a surface structure giving the LEED 

shown in 94. This pattern is weak, and the diffraction 

beams are streaked into arcs about the specular diffraction beam. The 

unit mesh giving the observed diffraction pattern is rectangular, 

1
4.2 2.11 Ii' Q ",Ii', 

~ about IDA by 12A, with the l~ lattIce vector parallel to o 4.3 
Pt<llO>. Condensation of multilayers of propionic acid upon this mono-

layer structure causes the disappearance of the monolayer pattern. The 

surfaces of the multilayers were not ordered. 

Propionic Acid on AgClll) 

Exposure of the Ag(lll) surface to propionic acid vapor at 10- 7 Torr 

in the temperature range of 195-230K produces a very complex LEED pattern 

(Fig. 95). Both slaw cooling of the Ag crystal in vapor flux and dosing 

the clean and cold Ag crystal produce this pattern. 

Another much less complex pattern is produced if propionic acid is 

condensed in a disordered fashion on Ag(lll) at l40K, then warmed to 
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a" at 15 14.2 2.1 I monolayer 10 4.3 
on graphite r"I'Wf""'<Ft"rl (111) . 
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LEED patterns monol of propionic acid on 
Ag ), 

IS 

Diagram a, shov..ring two 
of primi t reciprocal net, 
with solid 1 is a 

16 ~,31 structure, The two unit meshes 

lines are a li· 9 !:~ structure, 

with dashed 

c, A.s a" with beam right. 

d, Diagram 
circles, 

c, Substrate beams are shown by open 
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19S-230K, This pattern is shown in Fig. 96. 

Multilayers of propionic acid would condense below 19SK. No 

diffraction patterns were observed from multilayers of propionic acid 

any conditions. 

The simple monolayer diffraction pattern (Fig. 96) is due to a 

structure, l~ !.31, 10.0)\ by 12.3)\, with the 12.3.~ ice 

vector parallel to the Ag<lIo>. The more complex pattern (Fig. 95) is 

by the same monolayer structure oriented in t\\lO ways with 

to the Ag lattice. The first orientation is as above, with the 

12. ice vector parallel to the Ag<lIo>. The second type of orien~ 

with the 12.3.~ lattice vector I) from the Ag<lIo>, and is a 

1.3/ structure. 
4.6 

TIle superpos ion of diffraction bea~ fron 

equivalent domains of both orientations produces the observed complex 

pattern, 

Discussion: Propionic Acid 

Deposition of multilayers propionic acid upon a variety of 

produced no ordered surface structures. A most plausible 
-7 . reason is that the experimental growth conditions, 10 Torr vapor 

and low temperatures, are not suitable for growth of crystalline 

acid. 

The monolayer structures observed, upon graphite covered PtClll) 

and the two orientations upon Ag(lll), as listed in Table 111-14, all 

have same unit mesh, a rectangle 12.3)\ by lO.OA, within the error 

the determination. This structure evidently a preferred two-dimen-

arrangement of weakly adsorbed propionic acid molecules. 
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96. LEED patterns of 16 ~.3 I monolayer of propionic acid on 

Ag(lll) . 

a, LEED pattern at 17 eV, The specular beam is slightly 
to the right of the gun tube, 

b. Diagram of a .• with one orientation of the primitive 
reciprocal mesh shown. 

c. LEED pattern at 21 eVe The specular beam is to the 
far right. 

d. Diagram of C. 
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Table 111-14. Propionic acid monolayer structures 

Substrate 

Pt(lll) 

Structure 

2.1 
4.3 

Temperature 00 

T<210 

Comments 

on graphitic 
layer only 
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Discussion: Acet .Acids 

Two general statements are suggested by consideration of the present 

experimental results and the kno1tm propert ies the experimental ~;ystenLs: 

PtClll) interacts chemic4lly with carboxyl acids much more 

thrul Agelll), but the chemical effects can drastically reduced 

ition of a graphitic carbon overlayer on Pt(111). 2) On weak 

[Ag(lll) or graphite covered Pt(lll)] acetic acid and prorionic 

as hydrogen dimers, the plane the dimers 

to the adsorbent 

Propionic acid did not adsorb in an ordered structure on clean 

on two dissimi substrates, Ag(lll) and graphite covered 

);l it not only ordered but evidently 

structure. acid did not adsorb 

same two-dimensional 

an ordered structure 

on but did adsorb an ordered structure on (111). Both 

formed the same structure in two dissimi ions on Ag (111) , 

, a specific geometrical interaction with the structure 

not necessary for the formation of acid monolayer structures, 

acid monolayer structures are of monolayers of the 

themselves. These monolayer structures could not formed on a 

on which acid molecules were not mobile, or on which the 

molecules adsorbed dissociatively. Both these are the result 

interactions, and 

propionic acid on clean 

disordered adsorbtion of acet and 

) are evidence for chemical interactions 

is well known that platinum surfaces acids and platinum, 

exhibit much more chemical reactivity than 
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\U-d' 1125-128 h . d d '1. . 1 f h . J'~ LX et a ave provl e a strl~lng examp e 0 t e paSslvat-

ing effect of a graphitic overlayer on a platinum group metal, nickel, 

On clean Ni(110) they found both formic acid and acetic acid adsorbed as 

disordered, anhydride species, and that Ni(110) catalyzed their decompo-

a layer of graphitic 

upon the Ni(llO) passivated the surface against the decomposition 

of adsorbed carboxylic acids and against chemisorbtion of CO2, H2, CO, 

or HZO. 127 ,128 Evidence was presented that the adsorbtion state for 

formic acid on graphite covered Ni(llO) was as islands of hydrogen-bonded 

polymers,128 not as the anhydride species, The picture presented by the 

(110) work will explain the present data on Pt(lll) and Agelll), On 

_.&.,~""". Pt(lll) both acids are strongly chemically bound, perhaps as the 

species, and in~bile, On a chemically reactive substrate, 

) or graphite covered Pt(lll), the acid molecules are physically 

adsorbed and mobile and form a characteristically two-dimensional 

structure. 

Determination of surface unit mesh does not determine a surface 

structure, but with the knowledge of the phys properties of a system 

and comparison of data for homologous systems p models for surface struc

tUres can be proposed, Acetic acid and propionic acid are similar 

and may be expected to have similar structures, The comparison 

LEED data and of physical properties of acetic acid and propionic acid 

suggest that the surface structures of these molecules on Ag(lll) and of 

propionic acid on graphite covered Pt ) consist of hydrogen bonded 

dimers of the molecules lying 

~urface. 

and closely packed upon the substrate 
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Hydrogen bonding plays an iInportant role in structural chemistry 

carboxyl ic acids 0 It is known that in the solid phase acetic acid 

as polymeric hydrogen bonded chams,73 Propionic and all 

acids hydrogen bonded in the solid 

acetic acid c 129 

ac 130 

bonding must taken into account when the 

structure A 

structure was 'nY',(WV'C' on graphite covered 

1 dimers is also 

structure, perhaps probable 

t 

__ "'l1i'2 
, SiJi.. 

two propionic 

The to g,gl, 

S, s 

are approximately length of width, 

also the width the approx-

twice width of propionic propionic acid 

"" 12, 1 mesh 

One arrangement 

1 
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97, The size the acetic acid dimer with dimensions taken 
from Refs. 16 and 73, 
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Fig. 98, The size of the propionic acid dimer with dimensions taken 
from Refs, 16 and 74. 
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o 
IA 

o 
IO.OA 

Fig. 99. Proposed arrangement of molecules in the acid 
monolayer tmi t mesh on The 
derived from the LEED 93, 
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propionic acid 
covered platinumo 

of 
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12.3 

XBL 1-

Fig, 100 
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Further support for the proposed molecular arrangements comes from 

consideration of the two different orientations of these structres on 

). The influence of the Agelll) on the adsorbed molecules 

not entirely negligible, as shown by the finite Tlumber of orientations 

The major and minor orientations are drawn super-

Fig, 101. The propionic acid and acetic meshes share 

SaIne ionship in either orientation. The relationships between the 

two 

are 

grow 

may be coincidental, but they can as 

similar od entat of acet and propionic acid molecules 

two stnlctures ~ as in the proposal, Some chemical 

two acid dimers on the Agel ) 

over 

6. 

Multilayers methylamine condense on (1 -7 ) at 10 Torr 

temperature below l15K. No monolayer structures are observed 

temperature and room 

6 Torr-sec) at temperatures between 

are either broad and 

With monolayer exposure 

-115K, new diffraction features 

positions 30° 

(lll)-(lxl) features, or rings. Continued exposure to 

features as the films vapor causes the disappearance 

The diffraction patterns from thick films grown on (111) 

of apparently another series of rings, down to 

beam voltages (-10V), but too weak to photographed. 

Heating the platinum to 400-44SK methyl causes 
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MA 0 MINO 

Propionic 

ce tic 

10 

A 

OR' NTATIONS OF ACETIC ACID AND IONI 

Fig. 101. 

M NOLAYERS ON Ag (i II) 

BL 1 '-7151 

Diagram showing the relationships between the more 
abundant and less abundant orientations of propionic 
acid and acetic acid monolayers on Ag(111). 
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at ) ~ c(4X2) ~ 

st:ructur(;: (I ~ } b 
" . 
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10
2 

211· formation of a very well ordered, bright c(4x2) , 

nesses 

in Fig, 102, Heating to temperatures higher than 5K causes 

of pattern qtml The c(4x2) structure stable 

must 

) to 

LEED beam 

the , and 

to 

s, 

absorpt on 

4,8 

(111) ,114 

the same structure as formed 

a s stnlCture. TIle 

t a 

to structure, 

at 

5 

or I~ , 104). 

thick-

structure 

reasons d1 
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103. Real space diagram of the Pt(lll) - c(4)<2) unit 
:mesh. The dashed line shows the c(4)<2) :mesh, the 
solid line shows the primitive mesh. 
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Discussion: 

The methylamine monolayer structures observed ar e listed in Table 

I 15, Multilayers of methylamine grown on either metal gave LEED 

consisting of rings, however, the dimensions obtained from 

are apparently very different. TIle rings observed at low 

beam energies (-IOV) from films grown on platinum imply real 

cells greater than lOA diJnensions, 'The ings obtained 

three rings photographed from grmvn on the Ag (111 ) 

smaller, 6,lA, 4. ,and 2,8A, Methylamine has an orthorhombic 

structure, ! "" 5, 7SJt £ "" 6.1SX, E."" 13.61A, z'" 8. 76 
TIle mol es 

bonded to (001). Because of the strong 

to a low 

ion. Azimuthally 

crystals the (001) silver 

LEED patterns with to 6, 18X, S. 

and 2.9)t LEED data consistent from 

disordered the normal methylamine crystal 

structure, oriented with the (001) para1 to Ag(lll) surface. 

or 

new diffraction 

mul tilayers 

the LEED 

ity with no 

to approximately 100~ 

to methanol produced 

were 

causing the 

apparent, 'When 

temperatures 

showing no new 

uniform 

methanol 

appeared with 



Table III-IS. Methylamine monolayer structures 

====-====~~===========~_=======================~=·=-·~====·=u~,==~_ 

Substrate Structure Temperature(K) 

~ ~ I or c(4X2) ~50K 

Agelll) poorly ordered 150-190 

16
3 - 3 I or (31.3" X3{j) - 1<150 

3 R300 

Comments 

Fonned upon 
heating to 
450 K 
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intensity scarcely higher than background intensity. The 

could not be photographed. The beams were found in a ring about the 

,0) beam where random sets of four related beams would gain in intensity, 

recede in intensity, as the LEED electron beam was moved across 

methanol The four related beams appeared to correspond to an 

of dimensions 4 - would 

20 seconds electron bombardment at 40V. These 

became weaker as film became more thick, 

at - 300~ thickness. These features were not observed from methanol films 

on a graphitized (111) surface. Methanol films of - 150X 

charging at incident beam energies than - 15 volts. 

Ag(lll) surface to vapor the 

10- 7 Torr no addit patten! 

temperatures above temperature range 5-

are produced. temperatures very complex 

-defined behavior With less than monolayer exposure, 

pattern, (Fig. 106a), and another unindexed (Fig. l06b) 

with bright are observed. With exposure another monolayer 

spot format (Fig. 106c) is formed. With continuous exposure 

145K, the methanol film thick, obscuring the silver (111) and 

LEED patterns. Vague rings are observed in the diffraction 

from the methanol 

correspond to row 

diffraction from planes 

of thickness than 300~. 

approximately 5)\ 

the reported methanol 

3. consistent 

crystal struc-
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Fig. 106, LEED patterns of methanol a~~orbed on Ag(111) 
produced by less than monolayer exposure at 
temperatures below 145 K. 

a, Ag(lll) - (6X6) - methanol, 17 eVa Specular 
beam hidden by gun tube. 

b, Unindexed, 15 eVa Specular beam to right, 

c, Un indexed , 13 eVa Specular beam to right. 
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Discussion: Methanol 

The unique behavior of methanol multilayers on Ft(111) can best be 

explained in terms of a film growth process in which after 100~ of 

large single crystalline ons have formed, At lower 

~ or line with random 

a 100A 

or grains grmvn to 

beam a few 

e doma ins cause the 

thicknesses, 

observed in only 

crystal 

11) <'lre cons 

row stnlCture, 

on the 

or~. (100) planes 

adsorption of methylamine on ) 

between 

Both molecules structures on (111), neither 

ordered structures on 

platinum 

1 
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Further evidence for chemical effects of the platinum is the 

formation of the (111)-c(4x2)-CH~2 upon heating of the crystal to 

400-445K, Heating of methylamine adsorbed on Agelll) causes desorption 

no apparent chemical change. 

LEED patterns of the surfaces of multilayers of methylamine and 

alcohol cons 

pa,_~~~ that were suggestive 

The diffraction rings indicated 

low index planes of the reported bulk 

structures, the quality of the data was too to make a 

conclusion about the surface structures. While these multi· 

were not as well ordered and oriented as some other systems 

this work, 

the result 

presence of any recognizable diffraction 

significant ordering the multilayer surfaces. 



IV. GENERAL DI SCUSSI ON 

From the large number individual observations made the 

chapter ~ some In this 

examined Exa"!lination is 

structures 

damage 

structure 

L 

are in 

same structures an 

structures 

are 

structures (0001), anmonia 

9 naphthalene ~ n-octane (001)9 

structures that can bulk 

structure~ but other structures cannot out. are 

trioxane 9 methylamine 9 
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Four molecules, n-heptane, n 

acetic acid, produced HruUtilayer 

unit as the monolayer structure, 

, n-pentane, and possibly 

st ructures that had the same 

that mesh did not correspond 

to a bulk structure. are prohably 

structures as ion ) . 
were depos 

structures were not which 

'Were on 

structure so 

no a normal 

structure are 

of 

structure. 

hexagonal to each 

roughly ~'''''''''''''''''rI (001) 

n-octane (i01) are but arranged 

molecular 

occurrence 

equil 9 or 
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~uilibrium Considerations 

equilibrium form of a thin film on a metal substrate would 

products of area and free energy 

interface. two most important are film-vacuum, and 

energy the film vacuum interface can minimized by 

a crystal lowest surface free energy 9 jtlSt as 

a crystal is minimized by forming boundaries of faces 

lowest surface energy. Thus the crystal faces expected 

at a thin film at equilibrium are those expected to be 

.~ if vacuum interfacial energy 

energy are 

law Bravais-Friedel states "the most prominent faces of 

the should be those 

surface energy of a 

structure is known. llisatisfied 

reticular 

estimated 

types~ van 

'l"'nIEllilffJfl'\-, electrostatic 9 or chemical, increase 

to that of a "'ith satisfied bonds. 

containing the maximum number of satisfied iikely to 

in which a has the largest number of near-neighbors, 

or most densely packed 

the film-metal interfacial energy is dominant~ 

orientation determine .the face 
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to the substrate surface. Very few measurements of interfacial energies 

have been made, so that theoret 

evaluating the quantity. 

estimates must be used in 

These estimates indicate that a closely packed crystal plane 

form the i.'1terface to maximize type bonding present 

the substrate film. This plane should also have a geometry 

to that of the substrate for the same reason. The ice 

parameters the two components the interface should be similar, 

and there be certain favorable mutual azimuthal orientations. 

influence the interfacial energy causes oriented 

one on another. This 

132 of epitaxy is that 

between the substrate crystal 

for 

The microscopic cause the orientation dependence the 

interfacial energy was b d· d 1U~ 133 Th y an van er !·~rwe. ey 

found that for a small (~%) between the overlayer ice and the 

substrate lattice, the energy would be minimized if the first monolayer 

of the over layer would assume the dimensions and synmetry of 

substrate. would favorable subsequent layers to grow 

coherently with this structure, and this would be possible if the 

monolayer structure, as determined by the substrate, matched some 

crystallographic plane the over layer crystal 
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Thus the interfacial on 

face. The azimuthal dep~)dence of orientation on similar 

134 If the monolayer structure incompatible with the 

or structure incompat ible with 

structure, 1 

to cons The 

not assume 

metal 

vectors are structures 

combinations of metal 

vectors are vectors, The nature 

to not 

vecto:rs mllst 

vectors" 

structu.res to 

vector to 

metal vector 

are 

multiples 

be 
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Table IV-2. Epitaxial relationships 

'--''::-:::...~=~ 

Molecule Substrate Substrate Overlayer Mismatch (%) 
Vector Vector 100 (J\1etal-overlaver) -------_. ( overlayer 

--~---~.-~-----~--

Pt 1/2 ( 112> [1000] 6 

Ag 1/2 { 112> [1000] 10 more abundant 

3/4 ( 110> [lOOO) -4 less abundant 

NH3 Pt 1/4 ( 541> [110] -12 

Ag 1/4 ( 541> [110] -8 

Naphthalene Pt 3/2 ( 110> [100] 1 
"-

1/2 ( 2> [010) 20 

Ag 0) [010] 4 

[100] 22 

and 1/2 { 132> [110J 2 

Pt 1/2 ( 54l} [101] 4 

1/2 ( 2> [OlOJ 0 

Ag 1/2 ( 541> [101] 9 

< [010] 4 

Pt 1/4 ( 541> [010] -1 

Ag ( 0> {OlO] -10 
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Compatibility between the monolayer and structure 

overlayer must also include the possibility of abnormal crystal 

structures, Formation of a stable monolayer structure may enable a 

s arranged bulk structure that 

respect to the 

sufficiently 

adsorpt 

energy due to 

not true Sind 

bulk 

will 

ions ~ to the normal structure, An 

of st ructure 

structure because 

of pseudomorphism 

135 

ibrium 

of 

occurs to lower surface """"':'''''1:11'\1 

of 

discriminates 

by encouraging 

lIDstable by a 

structure to 

loss 

structure. some 

formation of 

of the thickness 

constant parallel 

, and 

overcome 

s 

of 

Surface reconstruct 

to occur on a 

technique 

133 
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Kinetic Considerations 

The surfaces of the molecular crystals grown in our study were rarely 

observed at equilibrium. They were usually observed during conditions of 

growth or evaporation. Thus the kinetics of the film grow'th process may 

been more important in determining the crystallographic orientation 

surface structure of the films than the thenoodynamics of the system. 

Thin film gro\>\rth from the vapor phase takes place in two stages. 

First, nuclei of film must fonn upon the substrate. Second, the 

nuclei must grow by incorporation of molecules from the vapor. 

Nucleation likely to be uriliindered under the conditions that we 

used. Heterogeneous nucleation is usually facile, and large 

supersaturations were employed. For instance, the supersaturation 

7 torr of vapor over a increases about 

25% every degree below the equilibrium temperature corresponding 

to this vapor pressure. 

rations PIPo of 1.01 or 

Nucleation is known to occur at saturation 

136 

The orientation of the nuclei however may detennine the subsequent 

orientation of the films. Walton and Rhodin have proposed a theory of 

nucleation based on the properties small particles that indicates 

the most favorable nuclei consist of close packed arrays on the 

substrate,137 These nuclei naturally lead to films oriented with 

close packed planes parallel to the substrate. Another less microscopic 

view is that the same types of orientational dependences of interfacial 
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energy are present in the nuclei that are present in the equilibrilIDl 

crystals, so that nuclei of certain orientat ions may grm,;' more rapidly 

than others. The multilayer film then grows from these nuclei in the 
. . 138 same orlentatlon. 

If nuclei a variety of orientations are available, their faces are 

to grow at different rates. The fastest gTowing faces will 

out of existence, leaving only slowly growi.ng 

growing faces are expected to have strong bonds in them and in 

are the same closely packed planes expected to have low surface 
139 

energy. 

the growth form and equilibrilIDl form of the films are expected 

to the same, and both indicate that c10sely packed planes should be 

at the surface. 

A comparison of crystal forms and the crystal observed ill 

work supports these explanations. Naphthalene grow as 

to the (001),140 the plane observed in this study. 

synnnetry of the snowflake is testament that the (0001) planes 

this work are the most stable faces of the ice crystal. Long 

paraffins crystallize as plates parallel to (001),141 one of the 

orientations observed in films of n-octane and n-heptane. The crystal 

recognized in this study seem to be reasonable by the above 

arguments. 
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The above considerations explain why the observed faces also 

lie parallel to the substrate surface. Indiscriminate nucleation 

could have resulted in crystallites of random orientation which would 

have exposed closely packed planes, but at a variety of angles to the 

substrate surface. A film of this nature would produce a continuous 

distribution of LEED beams, none of which could be differentiated 

from the background intensity. LEED patterns exhibiting diffuse 

and uniform intensity distributions were frequently observed either 

from certain syste!1'l'; (propionic acid; acetic acid, methylamine, 

and methanol on platimum) or when substrate preparation was careless. 

phenomenon, formation of an amorphous or glassy stnlcture, 

another explanation these LEED patterns and certainly is 

a poss ity at low growth temperatures. 

Often poor cleanliness or poor order of the substrate surface 

resulted in ring-like diffraction patterns, produced by the closely 

packed planes present with random azimuthal orientation. (Naphthalene, 

ammonia, benzene, n-octane, n-heptane, methylamine and methanol all 

exhibited this behavior.) Gro~~h of certain crystal planes without 

aziruthal orientation can also be explained by the above consideration. 

Evidently the contamination or lack of order in the substrate 

lessened the azimuthal dependence of the interfacial energy without 

also changing the crystallographic planes in the interfaces formed. 
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Finally, the consideration of epitaxy explains the observation 

of surface nets that are unrelated to the known crystal structures 

of the molecules, as observed for the n-paraffins C7 -C5 and possibly 

acet acid, as the result of pseudomorphic growth. 

Growth Behavior 

Three types of relationships were observed between the substrates, 

lnonolayer structures, and the multilayer structures grown upon 

them. The types of behavior are explained below, and the various 

systems studied are assigned to these types in Table IV-I. Syster~s 

not leading to ordered multilayer surfaces are not described by these 

I 

no similarity between the monolayer structure observed 

arid the surface structure formed during the subsequent thick 

growth. The thick layer grows with a surface structure 

recognizable as a dense crystal plane of the molecular crystal, 

This behavior is exhibited when the monolayer structure formed 

not similar to a favorable plane of the bulk molecular crystal 

structure, or no monolayer structure was observed. Examples of the 

former are naphthalene and benzene on either substrate. and n-octane 

(101) on silver. On platinum, the aromatic molecules form very stable 

ordered monolayer structures, and probably the strong bonding forces 

between the Pt surface and the aromatic molecules define a monolayer 

structure unlike the arrangement of molecules in the molecular crystals 

that are grown subsequently. However, on Ag. where the bonding between 

the adsorbed monOlayer and the metal surface is not so strong, the same 
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growth pattern is observed. The details of the balance of forces 

acting on the molecules determine the monolayer of structure, and if 

that structure is dissimilar to that of a favorable plane of the 

molecular crystal, the structure at the surface changes upon multi

layer growth. 

Prior to multilayer growth of ice on either substrate, armnonia 

on Pt(lll), or n-octane and n-heptane (001) on Pt(lll). no ordered, 

monolayer structures were formed. The n-paraffin (001) surface 

structures were observed after the platinum substrate was contaminated 

by previous exposure to the hydrocarbons at high temperatures. The 

work function change measurements (Section 1II-3e) showed that paraffins 

decompose on the surface under these conditions forming a disordered 

In these cases, where either no ordered monolayer structure forms. 

or one forms that is unlike the arrangement of molecules in the 

molecular crystal, the multilayer grows with a structure and orienta-

tion that independent of the monolayer. 

The azimuthal disorder observed occasionally in naphthalene. 

benzene, ammonia, n-octane, and n-heptane films grown on disordered 

substrates also indicates that the crystallographic and chemical effects 

of the substrate played a minimal role in determining the structure of 

these films. 

Type II 

A monolayer is formed that is similar to a lattice plane of the bulk 

structure, and the bulk structure grows upon it with the same structure 
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and orientation. This type of behavior was observed with cyclohexane 

on either substrate, ammonia an Ag, and n-octane (101) on platinum. 

Oriented overgrowth is most easily understood in this case, The 

symmetry and dimensions and the adsorptive bond between the 

and substrate were compatible with a structure determined 

by forces the crystall ine phase. The st ructure was 

maintained during mul t ayer growth. 

A variat of this type of behavior resulted in the faceted 

that were observed from ammonia on either substrate and 

on Agell!). In these cases, the monolayer structure 

to multilayer growth in wtlich the plane growing parallel 

not at the Trlis plane facets 

one or more energy planes which are not to the 

Thus LFED from these films shows bearns 

associated diffraction beam arrays about them, This behavior 

was observed in vapor deposited phthalocyanines, 95 

The monolayer and multilayer surface structures are similar but 

not of the planes of the reported molecular crystal structure, 

on either substrate, n-hexane and n-pentane on platinum, 

and possiblly acet acid on silver are exar~les of this behavior. This 

was also observed during the deposition of phthalocyanines 

on copper substrates, When adsorbed on clean and ordered substrates, 

bonding between molecules in the adsorbate monolayer and the substrate 
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is strong and therefore the surface structure is not related to planes 

of the bulk molecular 'crystal structure. Rather than growing into the 

normal molecular crystal structure with the necessity of forming 

defects at the interface with the substrate, subsequent layers gro" 

registry with the monolayer, forming a pseudomorphic structure 

dependent on the substrate surface structure. 

these cases the quality of the diffraction pattenls decreased 

with thickness, indicating increased disorder at the surface of the 

film that may be caused by relaxation to the normal crystal structure. 

However, all multilayer diffraction patterns deteriorated with thickness 

to some extent. 

Gro"th of these molecules on different substrates should 

in different multilayer structures. This was observed for various 

phthalocyanines on (Ill) and Cu(lOO),95 and in this study for n-hexane 

and n-pentane on Ag(lll) and ptelll), n-heptane produced the same 

multilayer structure on both platinum and silver, however the structure 

was unrelated to the reported bulk crystal stnlcture. This may be some 

form of coincidence, or perhaps the reported n-heptane crystal structure, 

to which the multilayer surface structure was unfavorably compared, is 

incorrect. 

Generally, through this study, the multilayer ordering was 

found to be dependent upon the monolayer ordering, and both were 

adversely affected by disorder in the layers below them. These 

observations are in agreement with the above descriptions of the 
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multilayer growth behavior, and with observations on substrate 

o 0 d d f 0 132 I h d d thO d contam1natlon epen ence 0 epItaxy, n t e secon an . Ir 

of behavior, the multilayer structure duplicates the monolayer structure, 

disordered multilayers would form on disordered monolayers, 

3, The Structures of M11t Films 

There were certain characterist of the LEED patterns from 

multilayer surfaces that made them clearly distinguishable 

LEED patterns of monolayers 0 was possible to recognize a multilayer 

from LEED pattern 9 independent of a thickness measurement. 

nyo,nr."Y'Ties of the LEED patterns can be understood in terms of 

diffraction and can be used to extract information about 

structure of films, 

the LEED Patterns 

The mul tHayer LEED patterns were judged itatively in comparison 

to monolayer LEED MOnolayer patterns were sharp 9 

beams not appreciably 

background intensity was higher in 

than substrate beams, 

monolayer 9 but still 

comparable to that substrate pattern, These observations show 

the best monolayer structures were more than 80% ordered, and 

domain sizes than or to the coherence width of the 

Assuming substrate beam are due only to the 

instrument 9 the "''''',,....'''' .... equation (Eq,n -39) gives an instrumental 

coherence width of ~80A. 
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In comparison to the monolayer diffraction patterns 9 the multilayer 

patterns had much higher background intensity_ The diffraction beams 

were broader and of intensi ty _ 'The beams became less intense with 

increased thickness, except for the cases of ice and ammonia in which 

beams stayed at constant brightness over a wide range of thickness, 

The diffracted beams were at beam voltages, 

Diffraction beams from were to just over 100V~ but the 

n-paraffin multilayer were only below 40V. In contrast, 

n-paraffin monolayer beams were visible up to l25eV ~ and substrate beams 

to greater than 400eV. At incident beam energies greater than 200eV. 

voltages 

increasing beam energy, 

onset 

from monolayer LEED 

showed a 

1 

showed 

opposite 

of broad rings centered 

dark rings changed 

energy. At 

radii with 

diffracted 

were observed. With naphthalene and 

benzene on platinum~ the monolayer pattern faded into increased 

background intensity~ ~ after a time during which only the 

(0,0) beam could be observed, 

cyclohexane and some 

transformed into the mul t 

multilayer pattern appeared. The 

monolayer patterns continuously 

patterns as the film grew. Lastly, 

~ and n-heptane on silver, showed the monolayer and multilayer 

diffraction patterns superimposed at multilayer 

(Fig. 7w B9 
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Disorder 

The nature of the diffraction patterns from multilayers of 

shows that there much more disorder in these structures 

in typical adsorbed manolayers. The high background intensity 

weak beam intensity are related to disorder, which prevents complete 

ive interference of waves scattered away Bragg beams 

prevents complete constructive interference waves scattered into 

beams (Section 11-2). The disorder can be of several types. The 

motion atoms the surface, zero-point and ther~l 

results disorder on the t scale the electron scattering. 

line in the crystals such as those caused by misfit 

;::it have displacing 

from their positions, Boundaries crystallites 

probably have disordered molecules them, 

the finite size crystall incomplete constructive 

interference. Impurity from samples 

the vac:u:um chamber background , or from 

damage the sample contribute to the disorder the multilayer. 

all of these of disorder to the observed high 

background intensity. 

The width of the diffraction 

scattering domains, The 

the size of the crystallite 

but may be smaller due to effect 

related to width of the 

these domains no larger 

make multilayer 

defects the Y~I~JU~ 
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Beam widths indicate that multilayer domain widths of ice are 30-40A 

and those of naphthalene -70A, In each case these correspond to 

domains of _10 2 unit cells. The domain sizes of the other materials 

studied are within this range. 

Other factors may be contributing to the spot width however, 

so these estimates of coherent domain size may be too low. One 

factor is the lack of long range order which broadens beams of large 

G more than beams of small G, Increases in the width of the beams 

of large .Q. were not investigated as the intensity of these be3J:tS \-\"35 

always low, but variations were not observed. 1bus the contribution of 

this effect to the observed beam width is probably small. 

Angular misorientations of the rrultilayer surfaces if small, 

result in a collection of sharp beams directed in a broadened 

angular region, and thus simulate the of small domains, This 

effect could result in higher beam intensities because of greater 

width of the misoriented domains. Noticeably higher intensities were 

observed for ice, ammonia, and cyclohexane multilayers than for typical 

multilayers of the molecules studied this work. 

A last factor possibly contributing to diffraction beam width 

is charging of the sample surface. M.11tilayers of thickness approaching 

the onset of charging (see Section IV-4) often had LEED patterns with 

very broad, diffuse beams. The appearance of the beams may result from 

fields at the surface that alter the diffraction parameters non-uniformly 

over the surface, causing an angular divergence of the diffracted beams. 
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This effect was not recognized at smaller mul tHayer thicknesses, 

but it may contribute at these thicknesses none the less. 

The observation that diffraction spot intensity decreased 

with increasing thickness implies that disorder in the multilayer 

increases as film grows. It could be expected that certain 

lites of the film would grow preferentially, increasing the order 

film by decreasing the number of boundaries, but this was not 

except perhaps in the case of methanol on platinum. Some 

for inducing surface disorder is present in the growth 

mechanism, perhaps by the cumulative effects of disorder below the 

, or disoriented crystallite growth. This observation is 

less certain by the increased effects of surface charging 

ing thickness. 

n1e disappearance of the multilayer diffraction bearns at high 

incident bearn energies is further evidence for decreased long range 

order in the multilayers. High LEED berun energies result in large 

magnitudes of the scattering vector, I~I = I!' ~ EI, and scattering 

from a crystal lacking long range order falls off rapidly with I~I 

(Section II~2). The higher energies at which and ammonia multi-

layer diffraction patterns are visible are evidence for greater 

ordering in these TITUltilayers. 
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Other causes for the LEED beam intensity incident 

beam energy can be discOlmted. These other causes are the energy 

dependence of the atomic scattering factor and Debye-Wal factor. 

The square of the atomic scattering for carbon falls an order 

of magnitude in the energy range of 50-200eV. This would cause the 

decrease in intensity. However organic monolayers 

and graphite LEED patterns are visible to much higher energies tIun1 

observed for organic multi1ayers~ so the not the 

cause of decreased 

Debye-Waller 

beam 

eD is the Debye 

used. 

2M '" 

The other symbols 

with increased electron beam energy. 

also results in a in intensity 

II -50) 

For LEED~ an effective 

(Ref. 45) 

their Thus the intensity 

depends exponentially on beam voltage, the temperature, 

Debye temperature of the sample. The magnitude of this effect 

on molecular crystal 

systems. 

can be estimated by comparison with other 
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LEED beams from metal surfaces can be ohserved to high voltages 

at room temperature. The Debye temperatures for platinum and silver are 

234K and 22SK respectively, and the measured surface Debye temperatures 

are llOK and l04-l52K. 45 The Debye temperature of is 2 _6K,139 

comparable to It is not surpris that ice LEED 

were ohserved to energies of any system in this 

of eD for other molecular crystals can be made from the 

determined in the x-ray structure 

d t . . 140 Th . e erm1natlons. ese estLmates the molecular crystals 

to 

Finally, 

on 

9 They observed 

of xenon is 

9 35-48K, much 

molecular 

not cause the observed 

surfaces with 

l50-300~comparable to the Debye 

Thus the 

to 

the 

those 

of intensity with 

50-7 

as high as 

ive 

the metals, not 

the dependence 

id xenon 

The 

e was measured D 

metals~ or those estimated 

above. Thus~ the Debye-Waller factor does 

LEED beam intensity from the molecular 

incident beron energy, 

The appearance of the LEED patterns from the surfaces of these 

crystals demonstrates of severe disorder in 

these samples. This disorder takes the form of small coherent crystalline 

domains, and overall lack long range order. The dispersion forces 



u j J 

#.f ~l CcC 

'.-~>, 

which determine the structure organic samples are weak and only 

weakly directional, so there is not a large in energy with 

disorder. The greater order in the ice and ammonia samples may be the 

resul t of the strength and of the hydrogen 

in mult 

were were 

Effective 

200eV) 

s 

a structure 

to diffraction from a 

F 

I 

atoms 
F "'" :E 

structure 

molecule. The 

the 

interference effects. 

because of the large 

to 

rings at high 

and energy 

do not 

over 

in 

are 

are small 

used so is 
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largely given by the square of the atomic This 

property of LEED of disordered systems has been used to experimentally 

determine the effective atomic scattering factors for LEED,14l The 

experimental scattering factors are not true atomic scattering factors~ 

they contain contributions from multiple 

or Continuous Fi~s 
,--~-

An important cons in interpreting LEED 

mul t Bayers on substrates is the macroscopic st ructure 

films, Misleading results could be obtained from films that 

consisted of islands of the multilayer rather than continuous films, 

from 

appearance 

at onset 

at average 

cover the substrate. 

As stated~ the 

could mistaken effects due to the 

the patterns in the patterns 

growth tmequi vocal evidence 

than 100A~ continuously 

patterns of were 

appearance from monolayer The extinction of 

and monolayer 

indicate that the 

a thickness greater than 

'~'"j''''lr~''''' completely 

with a 

ic mean free path of energy 

and n-heptane on silver were nh<::P1l"'1.N'·t1 not to 

:manner at They produced patterns at 

ini tiation of growth due to the of mono- multilayer 
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patterns. The monolayer pattern disappeared shortly afterward, even 

with these systems. The thickness measurements were not accurate 

enough to determine at what thickness these events were observed, but 

the substrate pattern was certainly gone by the time that a lOQA 

thick layer had formed. 

The only possible exceptions to the conclusion that the molecular 

multilayers grow as continuous films at low thicknesses are the systems 

in which the monolayer patterns and multilayer patterns are the same. 

Differentiation between the monolayer and multilayer patterns would be 

difficult in these cases, Conceivably the multilayer patterns could be 

interpreted as due to diffraction from patches of the monolayer altered 

effect of nearby of mult However, alterations 

relative beam intensit and the disappearance the substrate 

beams prove that these patterns are to 

The formation of continous multilayer films expected. Just 

as metals are wetted by organic liquid.<;, the equilibrium form of the 

films should be a continuous layer covering the high surface energy metal. 

Also at the high super saturations at which the films were grown, many 

nuclei would have formed which would form a continuous film early in the 

growth process. 

Conclusion 

Evidence has been presented that the mul tHayer films grown in this 

study were highly disordered and continuous overlayers, The observations 

leading to these conclusions are not substitutes for a careful study 
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the morphology of vapor deposited molecular films on metal substrates, 

However, they provide information necessary to the interpretation of 

diffraction data from molecular crystal surfaces. 

4. ~le Char~ 

M::llecular solids are usually good electrical insulators, 

bombardment with charged particles, molecular solids will 

some the charge and the field of the trapped charges will interfere 

with subsequent bombardment. This effect has been observed in these 

a 

The 

A summary of the observed surface charging behavior, with an 

of its origins is given below. 

charging LEED is 

sample thickness. At , no 

charging are observed. The pattern at behaves as LEED 

from metals behave. At greater thicknesses, charging 

observed at low incident energies. Charging is observed when the 

surface develops a higher the accelerating potential of 

the electrons, and the LEBD electrons are repelled back on the 

fluorescent screen. The presence of surface charging has a characteristic 

on the LEED display screen. A typical observation of a charging 

is illustrated figure 107. The pattern changes with 

and with changes of the incident beam energy or experimental 

geometry. 
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There is a clear voltage onset of charging behavior as the 

incident beam energy is changed. The onset voltage is lower if 

approached from the high voltage side than if approached from the 

voltage side. Thus, the charging hehavior shows a hysteresis as 

a fooction of incident beam energy. Al though the LEED pattern was 

at incident as low as , no charging onsets 

were observed below lOeV. 

The onset voltages with ~llt thickness in 

The thickness dependence a property 

of particular molecule ill1der observation. A partial compilation 

onset as approached from the high 

is plotted versus 

ibility of 

onset vol to variations 1m structure or thickness 

across the sample, a.s a of 2 ill1certainty 

thickness. Certain trends are nevertheless obvious. 

The saturated hydrocarbons and subst hydrocarbons had 

onsets at thicknesses less than 200A. Benzene showed 

effects at higher thicknesses and naphthalene only at even 

thicknesses. and ammonia showed charging onsets at 

thicknesses on the order lOOOA. 

Occasionally diffraction beams of the rultilayer surfaces 

would become uncharacteristically broad and diffuse under conditions 

near those where charging would occur, This behavior was a prelude 
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INCIDENT BEAM VOLTAGE AT ONSET OF SURFACE 
CHARGING V S. THICKNESS 
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Fig. lOG. Plot of the experimental onset of sa":lple charging under 
the LEED beam as a function of multilayer thickness 
for several types of molecules. 



to the occurrence of charging and experimentally to charging 

at the sample the sample. The production of inhomogeneous 

due to part or patchy charging 

ion 

at which 

sol 

structure of 

no at 

contrast to 

under 

There are two mechanisms 

sample may cause this 

1 

no 

low energy 

a LEED study? 

to 

? but 

not 

report:ed 

IOOA,142 This 

thick 

of 

conduction 

through the films and secondary electron emission. If electrons 
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General discussions of the conductive properties of organic 

solids and liquids are given in references 143-5. Theoretically it 

is not clear whether conduction is coherent as described by band 

theory, or proceeds in discrete "hops" through a polaron or tunneling 

mechanism. 144 Experimentally, the field is plagued with problems of 

making suitable electrical contacts, and preparing pure and defect 

free samples, 

Conductivity tmder the conditions of the present LIED experiments 

is even less well tmderstood. Electrons with energies lO-30eV above 

the vacuum level propagating through a molecular solid cml excite other 

charge carriers, or produce impurity molecules that may act as carrier 

It is expected that the injected electrons would occupy an 

empty conduction band of the sample, These bands are calculated to 

he quite narrow, 10-1 - lO-2eV and phonon scattering limits the carrier 

h 'l' 1 2 -1 -1 144 Th 1 ' b'l' 1 d roo 1 lty to em V sec . e ow carrler mo 1 Ity may ea to 

space charge limitation of conduction. Further, dislocations and 

, , 1 146 fu h d' d' . lmpurlty mo ecules may trap electrons rt er re UCIng con uctlVlty 

and simultaneously repelling the LEED beam, However, the relatively 

high energy of the injected electrons may allow the electrons to have 

an appreciable range before being trapped. Protonic conductivity may 

also playa role in ice and ammonia. Clearly, the details of the 

conduction mechanism, the interaction of the incident electrons 
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with the sample, and the structure and electronic properties of the 

film must be understood before the charging behavior observed in this 

work is understood, Certain aspects of the t nmsmission of electrons 

through thin molecular films have been treated. 147 -8 

The conclusions from the charging behavior of the 

rr~lecular films under low energy electron bombardment are tr~t 

charging is determined by the conductive properties of the fiu~ and 

are related to the st<ructure of the molecules of the film. Large 

aromatic molecules are better conductors under low energy electron 

bombardment than smaller aromatic molecules. Saturated hydrocarbons 

are worse than aromatic molecules, and solid ammonia have good 

propert concli t ions. 

S. Electrons 

The role of radiation damage to mol sol surfaces 

through the action of the LEBD electrons nrust considered in evaluating 

observations of this work and in evaluating the potential of LEED 

techniques using slow for surface studies of molecular 

solids. The latt energies of molecular solids are on the order of 

chemical bond energies of 4eV~and molecular ionization potentials 

of lOeV,so that incident electrons energies between 5 and lOOeV. 

as used in this work, are sufficiently energetic to cause significant 

changes in the surface structure under observation. These changes have 
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been observed through the deterioration of the LEED pattern. In this 

section, the observations will be summarized, compared to other 

measurements of radiation damage, and conclusions will be drawn about the 

Tole and rate of damage to molecular samples by low ener&'Y electron 

beavns. 

Summary of Observations 

LEED patterns from molecular and multilayer surfaces, and to a 

extent monolayer surfaces, deteriorated with electron beam 

exposure, The deterioration consisted a gradual decrease ill 

intensity of the diffracted beams "and ulcrease in intensity of the 

until the were not distin&ruishable from the 

This 

ammonia. 

was observed with 1 multilayer surfaces 

The damage rate was estimated by the LEED pattern, 

The amount of tune necessary for disappearance the diffraction 

features was recorded, The rate of pattern deterioration depended 

on beam current, beam energy? and the sarnple, The damage rate was 

slower with decreased beam current or lower beam energy. 

A partial compilation of the experimental observations is given 

figure 109, Films composed saturated hydrocarbons were most 

susceptible and naphthalene and substituted hydrocarbons (trioxane, 

methanol, etc.) least susceptible of the organic samples, 

After prolonged exposure of an organic multilayer sample to the 

electron beam, the outl of the electron beam could be observed 

the optical interference pattern of sarnple The beam 

outline disappeared upon warming of the sample, and the LEED pattern 
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Fig. 109. Plot of the observed times for decay of the multilayer 

LEED patterns as a function of the LEED beam energy 
for several types of molecules. 
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from the damaged area showed a disordered overlayer present on the 

substrate. The electron beam outline occasionally reappeared after 

subsequent multilayer deposition without further electron beam 

exposure. Evidently, a disordered low vapor pressure deposit is 

produced by electron beam exposure that cannot be desorbed and is 

to alter either the thickness or optical properties of 

film grown over 

Ice and ammonia multilayer diffraction pattenls did not 

deteriorate as described above. Electron beam exposure produced 

no increase in background intensity or decrease of diffracted beam 

Prolonged exposure (minutes with beam density of 

4A cm- 2) of a thin film at beam energies greater than approximately 

can remove the ice or ammonia diffraction pattern and the substrate 

ion features again become visible. The multilayer pattern 

returns with subsequent exposure to ice or ammonia vapor. With low 

beam energies and short exposures, the electron beam produced no 

noticeable change in the diffraction patterns. 

Deterioration of monolayer diffraction patterns under low energy 

electron bombardment was also observed but at much slower rates. As 

in the case of multilayers, the saturated hydrocarbon monolayers were 

most susceptible to damage, with the patterns deteriorating in times 

on the order of a minute at energies of 20-40V and a beam current 

density of 10-4 A cm- 2. 
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Radiation Damage Studies 

Very little work has been done to study the interactions of low 

energy electrons with condensed phases. The efforts in the field 

mass spectroscopy have yielded an tmderstanding of the interactions 

slow-electrons and gas-phase molecules. These studies probably 

describe the initial processes that occur in condensed phases, 1:> ___ 1-:: CEL'"'.:'..:';: 

account for the solid state effects of reduced diffLLsion and increased 

density upon the process. Similarly~ much effort has been spent 

studying the effects of high energy radiation on condensed phases. It 

believed these cases that the majority of the damage is the result 

energy secondary electrons, so that results on damage probabilities 

products may be used to predict the effects of low energy primary 

electrons solid.s. However ~ the low penetration of low energy electrons 

solids concentrates the damage in the surface region so that the 

conclusions of research with high energy radiation may not directly 

apply to these studies either, 

Slow electrons cannot transfer enough momentum to directly break 

up or displace a molecule, so that only electronic primary events are 

important. Th k f 
.., d 0 0 149 ese ta e two orms, Ionlzations an eXCItatIons. If 

the ion or excited state can be rapidly neutralized, no damage occurs. 

Neutralization depends upon ease of transfer of energy away from the 

local excitation. If unneutralized, the excited molecule may dissociate 

or react with neighboring molecules. In these ways impurities are 

introduced into the crystal structure and the crystalline order is 

degraded. 
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The yield of radiation damage products is conventionally given 

as a "~' value. G is defined as the yield of events per lOOeV of 

absorbed energy. A list of approximate G values measured with high 

energy radiation for some classes of molecules is given in table IV-3. ISO 

can be seen that saturated hydrocarbons are quite susceptible to 

radiation damage. Substituted hydrocarbons are similarly prone to 

damage, and aromat molecules least prone to damage. 111is hierarchy 

of stability is approximately the same as that observed in the liED 

studies of this thesis. 

The products of radiation damage are quite varied. A "principle 

non-specificity" has been proposed for predicting product yields: 

special chemical factors can be neglected, the nature and 

of the products resulting from irradiation are determined b\" 

the nature and number of parent groups which are present in the molecule 

of the irradiated substance".lSI This principle was derived for 

saturated hydrocarbons and essentially predicts possible bonds 

will break, with equal frequency. As a result, the products of 

irradiated hydrocarbons range from HZ and CH4 through polymers of 

undetermined nature. 

Chemical factors often influence the product yields. The 

products of benzene decomposition are mostly polymeric. Carboxyl 

acids yield COZ and H20 along with hydrocarbon fragments. Amines 

produce NH3 on irradiation. The products of irradiation are often 
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Table IV-3, Approximate radiation induced decomposition yields 

Molecule G 
(events per 100 eV absorbed) 

Paraffins 4 - 5 

Benzene 0,8 

Naphthalene <,01 

R-CCJCH 4 

R-OH 4 - 5 

R' 2 - 4 

From ref, 150 
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those found in the fragmentation pattern of the molecule in a mass 

spectrometer with an electron beam ionizer. 

Damage by Low- Energy Electrons 

Several studies have been made of the interactions of slow 

with condensed molecular films. Matsushige and 

measured the yields of decomposition products caused 

by low energy electron irradiation of 600-80OA films of cyclohexane 

n-hexane on a polycrystall gold film substrate. The current 

density was a factor of 102 lower in study, but otherwise 

rate 

were quite to those of the present work. They 

decomposition events G - 0.5 for electron energies 

Using 

can be 

, the rate of decomposition of the film 

-1 dn 
A at m. njVG 

decomposition per unit area A equal to the product of 

number of molecules n9 current density j, beam voltage 

and the decooposition yield G. Solving this 

1n (no} m AjVG 

inserting appropriate values (V"'20eV~ j""SxlO=SA=cm ,the results 

are that 20% of the surface molecules are destroyed in :2 sec and 
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(or holes) are transported through the film at a sufficient rate, no 

appreciable charge will build up, Alternately, if each electron 

injected into the sample is accompanied by one or more emitted electrons, 

only a positive charge would be observed at the surface, This positive 

would stabilize at a small value because of the recapture of 

secondary electrons. Secondary electron emission properties should 

show no dependence upon film thickness, 'fhe thickness dependence of 

the charging indicates that conduction through the film is the major 

mechansim, 

A simple Ohm's Law expression produces the dependence of potential 

at surface on the thickness, On the basis of current density, 

v "" j 1 p 

V is the potential, j the current 1 the film thickness, 

and p the resistivity. As an order of magnitude est of the 

resistivity necessary to describe the observed behavior, one can use 

the values V = lOY, 1 = 102 A and j = 10-4 A cm- 2, In this way. one 

predicts that the resistivity of the sample must be less than lOllrl-cm, 

The room temperature values for benzene and naphthalene are 

1014_1015 n-cm and for n-hexane, 1016_1017 n_cm,143 These resistivities 

are expected to increase at the low temperatures used in the LEED experi-

ments, Evidently the measured resistivities of these materials are three 

orders of magnitude too high to explain the observed behavior, This 

estimate is too simple, and ignores the complex nature of charge trans

port in molecular crystals, 
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50% are destroyed 7 sec. Remembering that LEED is far more sensitive 

to order than disorder, this estimate suggests that the LEED pattern 

would become imperceptible in sec at 20eV. This estimate agrees well 

LEED observations. 

Another study 

of Floyd and 

electron beam effects on a molecular solid 

They bombarded a condensed ice surface 

with 80eV electrons and detected positively ionized products with a mass 

found products of m/e corresponding to the family 

H+(HZO)n where n varied from 3 to 8. The yield of products 

temperatures~ becoming undetectable at 77K. The yields 

with thickness. These decreases in yield were explained 

a thicknesses or lov; 

the 

work have 

LEED pattern of ice films was observed to disappear 

work. The 

replaced 

by the at high beam voltages. 

Evidently the film was removed by the LEED beam. The ionized 

found by Floyd are a reasonable mechanism 

Second, 

was observed by a 

's work, a negative 

ion escape probability. A 

negative potential at the ~,,,~~e,~o was observed in LEED study by 

the deflection of LEED 
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In a study very similar to those reported m this thesis. 

B hh 1 d S .. 95 b d hId 1'1 uc 0 Z an omor] a1 0 serve t e mono ayer an mu t 1 ayer 

surfaces of phthalocyanine films on copper substrates with LEED. 

They reported that these large aromatic molecules were largely immune 

to electron beam induced damage, Their LEED patterns were lIDchanged 

by hours of beam exposure at energies less than 200V. These results 

confirm the trend observed in the present work, that aromatic molecules 

appear increasingly resistant to beam damage with increasing size. 

Monolayer Damage R~ults 

There has been much interest in the interaction of low energy 

15 electrons with adsorbed monolayers, 

focused on small adsorbates (CO, 02' 

(C302~ C2N2) have been 

5 ~bst of the interest has been 

etc,) although a few larger 

The rate decompos or desorption is a flIDction 

electron beam energy, CO was observed to be stable under bombardment 

at energies below 15-20eV, but to rapidly decompose at higher beam 
156 energies leaving carbon on the surface but no oxygen. Strongly 

bound adsorbates were found to be rnore stable than weakly bound 

adsorbates,lSS The desorption products can be neutral or ionic and in 

excited states, 

The principles of the electron beam lllteractions are understood,ISS 

The adsorbed structure is promoted to an excited state by the incident 

electron. Subsequent events depend on the nature of the excited 

state, Desorption as ions, neutrals or excited species, decomposition, 
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or transfonnation into another botmd state can occur. Desorption cross 

sections are fotmd to be orders magnitude smaller than gas-phase 

cross sections. This is due to de-excitation of the excited structure 

the bond ion can occur. l\1ore strongly 

at 

bound~ as 

110 

enable one to 

susceptible to 

further study 

'The arguments 

stimulated desorption cross sect 

to more 

behavior of mono layers 

rate benzene and 

by their stabil ity 

becul1 disordering was 

were much more weald y bound ~ and 

t approximately 

destruct 

conclusions 

molecular 

damage and thus most 

employing low energy electrons. 

magnitude electron 

apply to the relative 

electron induced damage cross of chemisorbed and physisorbed 

monolayers and of mul t The exc 

probabilities are the same for each of 
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these environments. The differences in damage rates arise from the 

different probabilities of de-excitation before chemcial changes can 

occur. Chemically adsorbed species are presumably intimately 

electronically coupled to the metal substrate and at small separation. 

of these factors increase the probability of rapid transfer of the 

excitation energy to the substrate before bond scission Cffil occur, 

Physically adsorbed species are in less intimate contact with the 

substrate, and thus less likely to de-excited before chemical changes 

occur. 

~Dlecules at the of multilayers are not coupled to 

substrate, Except for weak intermolecular coupling, 

cross the same order as gas phase 

cross sections" lO-16 o
• l0-17cm2, Cross sections of this order 

were fmEld by 52 and these values agree with the decomposition 

rates observed in this The healing effects of intermolecular 

coupling are small ~ as expected molecular solids. Thus a molecule 

at the surface of a 

electron beam induced damage that is much larger than when adsorbed on 

a metal surface 

in the gas :ehase, 

Different molecules were observed to undergo damage at 

different rates. The relative damage rates among the molecules 

qualitatively agreed with the relative rates observed in high 

energy radiation damage studies. The ive rates are influenced 

by bond strengths, and delocal f " h 149 o eXCItatIon over t e molecule. 
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The damage rates also correlated with the conductive behavior 

the molecular multilayers (section IV··4). 'The molecules least prone 

were the conductors under low energy ron bombardment. 

zene > 

were 

) more 

event occur;:~ ~ 

1 not occur 

> 

most res to 

stability is 

molecules themselves, 

molecules are 

deterioration of 

induced 

j zed by 

lity more rapid 

than can be observed. must occur in times 
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less than about 0.1 sec., the estimated minimum observation time. It 

unlikely that these effects do occur for several reasons. 1) At 

the beam densities used the rate of arrival of electrons about one 

second per surface molecule. The unnoticed changes in the surface 

must completed before one electron arrives for each ten surface 

~ even with electron kinetic energies less 1 2) The 

observed damage rates are completely consistent with HamillYs 

152 measurements» and cross 155 thus 
~ 

ter processes 

than molecular decomposition must be imagined for the hypothetical 

beam effects. 3) Decreasing the beron current by an order of magnitude 

in wi th the observed damage occLlring 

an rate. 

ultimate answer to rapid electron 

, and the ultimate aid to experiments performed on 

crystals a more sens LEED instrument. The electron 

current density necessary to obtain a LEED can theoretically be 

reduced by 3-6 orders with the inclusion an electron 

array in the detection system. This instrumental advance 

has already been made1S7 and should be a great impetus toward further 

of molecular 
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6, 

stnlctures were 

two 

structures 

structures 

llIUSt 

on two 

the course of 

unit 

III, 

were combined 

on 

posi bons 

structures, and 

mesh, The 

the 

s :not to 

are not 

broad 

• and 

contribution 

structures 
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Table IV-4 lists all of the monolayer structures observed, their 

unit mesh geometry, the conditions under which they were observed, anJ 

whether the overlayer is in registry with the substrate. Two dimensional 

(indicated 2-D) means every overlayer lattice POUlt lies over rul 

substrate ~ and the overlayer net vectors are sums of 

numbers of substrate lattice vectors. A monolayer structure 

one dimensional registry (I-D) if every overlayer point 

related by _~ the primitive translations of the overlayer net lies 

over an equivalent substrate site. In this case one of the overlayer 

net vectors is the sum of integral numbers of substrate vectors, while 

overlayer net vector is not. The monolayer and substrate 

are not registry (NO) monolayer lattice pOlnts do not lie over 

substrate 9 or equivalently 9 if the overlayer mesh 

are not related to the substrate mesh dimensions. These 

cases overlayer registry are illustrated ill figure 110. 

The degree of registry an indication of the importance of 

in binding energy across the surface. the monolayer 

in two dimensional registry, the monolayer unit cells lie ill 

same relation to the substrate, presumably in the energetically 

sites. Lack registry indicates that no particular adsorption 

site is favored. 
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Substrate 

Pt 

A£ 

Pt 

Ai; 

Pt 

Ai; 

Pt 

Ag 

Pt 

!lOlle 

none 

I~ 0' 
2! 5.5 x 5.S,120· 

.') Of 
10 2! , splIt spot~ 

I') 0' I' 2! 5.8,5.8, 120' 
,0 

r ~.? ~ 3.:3 1:.8 y 12.8, 
Ij.J 5.0 ' 1:0' 

compln 

diffuse 1/3 order 

diffuse 1/3 order 

I
' 2.8 O.S' 7 .• >11.4, 
, ·0. : 3. 8 : 104 ' 

14 ·1.2 : n·r, 130' [0 uf 

16 
'), 

;;1 
9.6 0 11.1, 90' 

16 
21 
5! 9.6,13.9, 90' 

I 5.7 0.31 15.6x 15.6, 
·0.3 5.3, 120' 

I~ '~I 13.2"13.2, 
120' 
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.... ~ COl1cltlOl1S .---

T(K) Comments 

11 O· 200 

110·200 

105·155 

105·115 

T dOS 

200·425 

145· 200 

assoclat€'d 

'<ith carbon 

ContamHlat ioc. 

3, 
10" exposure 

after anneallng 
at 4:5h 

145· 200 1m-

155·400 

T < 155 

T < 115 

Repstn 'dtr 
Substrate] 

2 [I 

no 

'.r: 

') 

no' ' 

2·[1 

2·D 

I·i ~14.8xl2.7, 10] • 160·220 

Itil °/1 5."10.4, 
laO' 160·205 

(eootinued ... ) 
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TAilLE rv-4 (coot inWld). Monolayer Structures 

St~ 
-------Conditions ---

NDI~@ Substnl.U llllitru A )( A, deg T(l(J ~t5 
------------.-----"---.~-.---.---.-.. -~---~.-~-~. -~-~---.-

Il-~tane Pt ,~ ~, 4.IlxZZ.2, 90· 150-215 

Ag I-i 3: 31 
5.0-11.4, 150-185 103· 

n-Hl!XlIl'Ie Pt I-i ~I 4.8><10.0, 104· 140-195 

.-\g Ii 
0.31 
3.2, 5.3-8.:, 94° 140-170 

n-Pentane Pt I~ 11 
61 

4.8-16.6, 900 125-170 

Ag T < 100 101> exposure'i 

!l-&!tane Pt I 2 ~I 4.8.8.4, 10"0 T < lOS 1o,", 
'\) 

-1 exposure" , 

II I " -5 
2/ 5, S~S»;2~, 90° 105-125 10" exposure 3) 

III 13 '2/ 12.1-12.1, 105-125 12 5 120· 

. Ag I~ -21 12.Ox12.6, 
sl lZ0· 105·125 

I'l-Paraffins Pt OIle-dimensional 
C3 • Cg order see text 

C4 - Cg Ag rings (7) see text 

CycloheXlll'le Pt Ii '~I 12.6x 12.6, 140-200 120· 

Ag I~ ~I 26-26, 120· 140-180 

TrioXlll'le Pt /; -~I 9.6 K9.6, 120· 140-200 

I~ °sSI 11"14, 11S· 140-200 101> exposure 3) 

(continued ... J 

:D 

)-D 

, 
nC 

D 

D 

2-D 

>D 
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TABLE IV-4 (continued) . Monolayer Structures 
----------~~--~--~" --------------
-------------.-.-~--.---~-------. --------

Strucr:rl 
.--- Coodi ticms ---

Registry wij? 
Mol~~ Substrate Matrix, • ,dell T(I<) ComrJrents Substrate 
--------- -----.~-~---. .. ---------~- -- ----~--~~----

Tricoom.e AiJ, IliS ~I 4.l><10.0 
or 

or 170-210 2-0 

I~ ~I S./x 10.0, gO· 

11.7 0.71 low expostm; 3) 
1 ' 

0.5 3.5 4.4x9.6, 90· T <: 170 00- , 

Acetic PI: ~ gO-400 
lM:id 

AiJ, I~ -0.71 
2.1 7.1x7.1, 90· 115-205 !!!Ore abl.lfldan t 1-D 

1
2
0

11 1.41 2.S I.lxi.I, 90· 175-205 l~ss ~t no 

PI: 1'\/ 2.l1 lOx12, 90· 195-Z10 on graphite 1-0 
4.3i 

AiJ, 16 /~I 10"lZ. 3, 90· 195-230 !!!Ore abl.lfldan t 1·0 

1
3

/ 1.31 4.6 10"12.3, 90· 19S-nO less ~t lI02) 

M1!thyl 
PI: I~ ~I 4.S"S.5, 90· 115-4501( !!.fter heat ing 2-0 <!!lllille to 4501< 

AiJ, I~ -~I 15x15, 120· llS-IS0 2-0 

M1!'!:hsool PI: lll!Ofie 90-400 

AiJ, I~ ~I 17 .3x17. 3, T <145 low expostm; 3) 2-D 120· 

? ? T <14S low exporure3) 

? ? T <US high exporure ? 

l)l\IoUltioo ~xplai.ned in t~. 
2)m ~gistry after several over13yer 13ttice t~l&ticms. 
3) -6 

Exposure on the order of Hl Tcrrr-:;;oc. Procis'!; ~lll.!l"e !'lOt I!:nown. 
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Platinum vs, Silver 

Upon examination 

There 

structures, 

adsorbed 

across 

bonds of platinum 

ranges 

molecule are stable on 

cases where the same 

substrates, In nine 

on 

in table IV-4~ one trend is j~diately 

were 

none were out 

were 

cases, 

one assumes 

a to lie in 

stnlctures 

registry 

si 

, four were 

registry, 

on silver the 

(wpendent energies 

to the formation of 

largely 

was in a recent 

metal-

by consideration 

structures of a 

are eleven 
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disordering the mono layers of the same adsorbate are the same 9 then 

the higher temperatures at which the mono layers are stable on platinum 

are signs of higher heats disordering. Again assuming the intermolecular 

interactions are simi on both substrates~ then it is clear that the 

chemical activity of platinum is well known. Also, in cases 

physical adsorption, platinum binds an adsorbate lTlOre strongly than 

silver. In a recent review of physical adsorption, the heats of 

adsorption of Ne and Kr on both PtClll) and Ag(lll) were tabulated. 25 

were SO per cent higher on platinum than on silver for each 

can be concluded that, in genera1 9 lTlOlecules are adsorbed more 

on platinum than on silver. 

Size Effect 

A large adsorbed molecule will overlap a number of substrate lattice 

If the geometry of the lTlOlecu1e does not to "fit" into 

substrate lattice (for instance see the drawings of the n-paraffins 

on Pt (111) where the ethylene repeat length is approximately the Pt 

interatomic distance), the IOOlecular adsorption energy bean 

average over the interactions of each part of the IOOlecule with 

overlapped sites at the appropriate adsorbate-metal A 

lTlOlecule will be influenced by an average substrate structure, 

and the larger the molecule, the more likely the details of the substrate 

structure will be averaged out. A correlation can then be expected between 

molecular size and degree of registry, all other are the same. 
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Such a correlation was sought the data, and only observed 

in three cases. Of the series of n-paraffins, which are very similar 

chemically. only the smallest, n-butane, was in complete registry with 

substrate. The larger n-paraffins were partial, or no 

with the (111) . Second, two aromatic hydrocarbons 

on silver, naphthalene, the larger, was not in registry with 

the substrate, benzene was registry. 

Finally, the LEED suggest that propionic and acetic acid exist 

monolayers on Agelll) as hydrogen bonded dimers, If this is true, then 

represent the 'molecules" used in this study. TIle 

monolayer stluctures were in one dimensional or no registry 

expected with size is 

these cases on s TIle limited number 

of observations makes tentative, inurn, as 

stated earlier, almost regardless of molecular size were 

in complete registry, 

Two Orientations 

In three cases, the same monolayer mesh was observed in two distinct 

types of orientations on same , These cases were acet acid, 

propionic acid, and trioxane on the Ag(lll) substrate, The relative 

abundance of the two was judged by the relative LEED beam 

intensities. The orientation of greater abundance was the orientation 

better registry with The orientat of the acids 
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in l-D registry with the substrate were more abundant than the 

orientations that were out of registry. The trioxane orientation in 

the 2··D registry was observed under a wider range of conditions then 

the orientation that was out of registry. 

These cases demonstrate that a monolayer structure In regis tn' 

wi th substrate more probable than the same monolayer structure 

to be out of registry with the substrate, Formation of a 

monolayer structure in registry with the substrate allows each monolayer 

unit to have the same favored spatial relationship with the substrate. 

However, the simultaneous presence of two orientations of a structure 

that the difference energy between the orientations is 

agreement with the above conclusion that variations 

energy 

are srnalL 

A large number 

an adsorbed molecule across the silver 

the observed monolayer LEED patterns could be 

explained in terms of closely packed arrays of molecules bound by 

van Waals radii. This concept is a simple approximation to 

minimization of the usual Lennard-Jones type potential between 

molecules, The systems explained in terms include manolayers of 

the n-paraffins and cyclohexane on either substrate, benzene and the 

carboxylic acids on silver, and naphthalene on platinum. The 

uncertainties of the proposed closely packed structures and the 
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measurement of the mesh dimensions prevents detailed 

evaluation of the form of the adsorbate-adsorbate potent > however, 

the discussions of Chapter III demonstrate the ut ity of considering 

adsorbed molecules to be bounded by hard atomic radii, This 

strtlctures, 

rare 

sheets, at 

or to adsorb at 

are not so easily 

in mol 

or solid 

and co-workers 

on Ag was 

contribution to 

potential sumned over 

contribution was 

structure of the 

interactions in sol 

to 

or 

to 

ion of molecular 

in 

in 

monolayer160-1 

$ and then trans form 

types of behavior 

, as a hexagonal 

hard spheres, 

rare gases 

be 

Xenon a 

bulk xenon value, 158 The 

to the 

geometry, Another significant 

throught electronic 

effects should also change the 
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Close packing of hard-sphere botmd molecules is a useful first·~ 

order description of the structure of adsorbed mono 1 ayers , but care must 

exercised in using this description. :M::llecular confonnations at 

1m A~ '11 d· W bb ' k 158-159 are not own, rt:'> 1 ustrate m e s wor , the usual 

van not be on metal 

changes in stnlcture of a molecule at a surface, 

as those ~a'.A~C;U by chemisorption~ that the fonn of the 

intennolecular 

Without Ordered 

44 monolayer structures were seen. Only five 

adsorbate to produce ordered 

ons These were water 

on (111) , methanol propionic 

on 

It to imagine water not on either 

Every other monolayer on s 

other three inum have in 

corrmon oxygen bonds ~ This 

to the conclusion that the .interactions between these 

and the platinum 

through 

these molecules upon the 

prevents the ordering of the monolayers, 

of the molecules, or decreased mobility 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 

In conclusion~ the major findings of this thesis will be listed, 

some suggestions for extensions the project will be given, 

the t structures of molecular crystals 

probed, (0001) , (111) ~ naphthalene (001) , 

n-octane (iOl) and (001), n·,heptane (001), and cyc10hexane (001) 

been apparently unreconstructed, 

can be concluded that closely packed planes of molecular crystal 

stnlctures maintain stnlctures at the surface. An tmresolved 

case the 

study of molecular 

10-4 A sec cm- 2 is 

of the insulator 

lO-4A CTIl- 2 the molecular 

on a substrate. 

A number apparently 

because of the influence of 

characteristic 

to (Ill) crystal plane, 

which can be ied to the 

beam exposure 

damage, Surface 

not ~nportant for current fluxes 

a 102 - 103A thick film 

structures were grown 

substrate lattice. Structures of 

n-heptane, n-hexane, and n-pentane were observed that could not be 

related to the reported crystal structures of these molecules. 
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The quality and orientation of deposited molec'Ular films were 

dependent upon the substrate preparation. Disorder in the substrate 

or monolayer always produced disorder the mult ilayeL With 

substrate preparation two different surface structures of 

n"·octane, ~ naphthalene, and amnonia could be 

Over forty monolayer structures were observed course of 

work. concluded that an ordered structure is the preferred 

state molecular on Ag and Pt(111) at low temperatures, 

normal adsorb on clean platinum with 

to ) substrate and the 

s on 

phase 

to one dimensionally , to as the temperature 

raised, n-Paraffins adsorb on (111) at room 

temperature, but adsorb reversibly at temperatures 100-200K, 

Cyclohexane with approximately 

with either the or Ag substrates, Benzene can 

on Ag(111), but also forms other structures on Agelll) 

(111) , 

Acetic acid and propionic acid both form monolayer surface nets 

consistent with a close packed arrangement of hydrogen bonded 

dimers on Ag (111) 9 as does propionic acid on graphite Pt (111) , 
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No acid monolayer structures are observed on the more reactive clean 

Pt (111). 

MOlecules generally adsorb more strongly and in better registry' 

the surface net on Pt (111) than on Ag (111) . 

Many questions have been unanswered, and many extensions of 

project present themselves. Some projects of obvIous importllitCe 

are listed below. 

The benzene film and the apparently pseudomorphic films may be 

studied with a bulk sens diffraction technique to determine their bulk 

structures and orientations, It not clear how this experiment can 

111 view of the stringent experimental conditions and the form 

samples. 

molecules can studied. Many types of molecules have been 

neglected in this A bias toward symmetrical molecules has 

been shown here. The the organic ,of which 

TIF-TCNQ is the most prominent, be investigated. Because of 

their conductivity, there no limitation to thin films, and surfaces 

various crystallographic may be prepared and studied. 

Ice and ammonia are stable enough under the experimental conditions 

to detailed LEED studies involving intensity measurements, If, 

as this study has indicated, the intensity data can be interpreted in 

the kinematic framework, much can be learned about the structure and 

dynamics of these surfaces. 
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There are organic solids that undergo the transition to the 

plastic crystal phase at temperatures where their vapor pressures are 

enough for LEED studies, The nature of these transitions at 

surface would be interesting, 

The adsorption of gases on molecular surfaces and the reactions 

with surfaces another area to be investigated, 

'The development LEED instruments of higher sensitivity by use 

of image intensifiers and the application of these instruments to 

solids should be undertaken to increase the quality of data 

the effort involved in studying molecular surfaces. 

ions structures of the surfaces of molecular solids 

be made using atom-atom potentials to confirm the results 

these experiments and to indicate other interesting experiments. 

Finally, so little is known about the structures of adsorbed 

noonolayers, and they are of such importance ~ that an empirical study 

the adsorption a number of molecules on another substrate 

would be valuable, 
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